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Abstract
The Labyrinth and the Cave: Archaic Forms in Art and Architecture of Europe, 1952-1972
by
Paula Burleigh
Advisor: Mona Hadler
This dissertation examines the prevalence of spatial archetypes as potent symbols that
manifested in art, architecture, exhibition design, and urban planning in the aftermath of World
War II and into the Cold War. Owing to the dual influence of structuralism and phenomenology
in French intellectual culture, many examples discussed here were produced in France or made
by artists who spent significant time there. These figures include Jacqueline de Jong, Paul
Virilio, Claude Parent, André Bloc, and the Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel (GRAV), all of
whom made projects evoking speculative realities that oscillated between utopian and dystopian.
Given their focus on the future and concomitant desires to fundamentally change their
environments, the presence of labyrinths and caves in their work— as both spatial metaphors and
physical forms— is all the more surprising. By marrying the archaic with the futuristic, these
artists and architects sought to disrupt linear and progress-based historical narratives and work
through anxieties surrounding new technologies and the looming threat of nuclear disaster. The
works in this dissertation stage a collision between post-history and pre-history: the possibility of
a barren, post-apocalyptic landscape, home to the last surviving humans, was often expressed
through an imagined primordial landscape occupied by the first humans.
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Introduction
During a lecture in 1955 concerning the 1940 discovery of the Lascaux caves, Georges
Bataille remarked on the striking contiguity between two moments in time: one preceding
recorded history, and the other presaging the end of history.
It has become commonplace today to talk about the eventual extinction of human life.
The latest atomic experiments made tangible the notion of radiation invading the
atmosphere and creating conditions in which life in general could no longer thrive … I
would like, on the contrary, to talk to you about our birth. I am simply struck by the fact
that light is being shed on our birth at the very moment when the notion of our death
appears to us.1
Bataille juxtaposed Lascaux’s discovery with the threat of humanity’s self-destruction, positing
the cave as both a sacred origin and a harbinger of collective death. Bataille was not calone in
his cyclical view of history: these temporal collisions were everywhere in the 1950s and the
1960s, and they often occurred—whether literally or figuratively—in labyrinths and caves. This
dissertation explores the presence of archaic forms, the sites of those temporal collisions, in
Western European art and architecture from 1952 to 1972. The archaic here refers to that which
is marked by the characteristics of an earlier time period, especially a preclassical artistic style or
culture. I use the term “spatial archetype” to describe the archaic forms that appeared most
frequently in Europe following World War II and into the Cold War—the labyrinth and the cave.
In 1934, the Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung defined archetypes as primordial images that
populated the collective unconscious, which he posited as a shared, universally accessible
1

Georges Bataille, “Lecture, January 18, 1955,” in The Cradle of Humanity:Prehistoric
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repository of memories.2 The belief, espoused by Jung and others, in both the existence and
significance of universal forms drawn from myth, history, and archeology—categories that were
not always distinct—was formative for many figures examined in this dissertation. I am
concerned here with spaces and structures that were understood to be recurrent motifs in the
myth and history of early humans, and why they became pervasive as both metaphor and
physical format in mid-twentieth century art and architecture.
The labyrinth and the cave encapsulated tensions that were central to cultural climate of
the 1950s and 1960s in Europe. This historical moment was at a crossroads: rapid technological
development, economic growth, and momentous social changes ensued alongside intensifying
fears of nuclear armament, and distrust of institutional power that culminated in the protests of
May 1968. Embodying the staggering contradiction between beliefs in progress coupled with
anxieties over the possible end of history that defined this period, the labyrinth and the cave were
Janus-faced symbols that looked back to a distant past, situating the chaos of the present within a
continuum of deep time, and forward toward a speculative future that oscillated between utopian
and dystopian.
The meandering pathways and pliant structure of the labyrinth allowed it to be easily
analogized with urban space. While mythic associations revolved around death by the dreaded
Minotaur, postwar artists and architects saw potential in the disorientation that was endemic to
the labyrinth as means of reclaiming everyday urban spaces, increasingly perceived as under
duress. Consequently, the labyrinth was often touted as the model for new utopian urban orders.
2

C. G. Jung, "Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious," in Collected Works of C. G.
Jung: The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, trans. R.F.C. Hull (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1969), 3–4. Jung was most interested in anthropomorphic archetypes,
such as the figure of the mother or the child, but he also drew on the work of the French
ethnologist Lucien Lévy-Bruhl. Jung also acknowledged a related class of “collective
representations,” which were recurrent motifs among myths of various cultures.
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Historical meanings of the cave also shifted during this period: while it would never be divested
of its associations with the maternal body (the womb of the world), birth, and regeneration, the
similarities between the cave and the nuclear fallout shelter were unmistakable. As a result, the
cave adopted an increasingly complicated role as both proverbial womb and tomb, a site that, as
Bataille noted above, opened onto both beginnings and ends.
The labyrinth and the cave also straddled seemingly opposing philosophical positions
between phenomenology and structuralism. In built, physical form, the labyrinth and the cave
were sites that foregrounded the embodied sensation of the individual, eliciting experiences in
which the temporal mode was durational. The maze-like form of the labyrinth and the insular
darkness endemic to the cave disoriented those wandering inside, a physical unmooring that
produced what the philosopher Henri Bergson described as a qualitative experience of time:
“When, with our eyes shut, we run our ands along a surface, the rubbing of our fingers against
the surface, and especially the varied play of our joints, provide a series of sensations, which
differ only by their qualities and which exhibit a certain order of time.”3 This was the individual
lived reality of time’s passage, and its eccentricity had nothing to do with the dominant model of
spatialized time–the measure and representation of time as a progression of uniform units. While
this phenomenally grounded experience of time was theorized by some as the most primordial
mode of perception, Norbert Wiener argued that modern automata—cybernetic machines—
existed in “the same sort of Bergsonian time as the living organism.”4
Entering into the labyrinth and the cave was, effectively, a way of stepping out of a
normative measure of time and entering a space in which the individual body experienced the
3

Henri Bergson, Time and Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness,
trans. F. L. Pogson (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2001).
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Machine (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1961). 44.
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idiosyncratic rhythms of duration by navigating dark, disorienting environs. However, at the
same time, the archetypal nature of the labyrinth and the cave meant they were equally
emblematic of deep time, the longue durée that stretched back to prehistory. In contrast to a
phenomenological epistemology, this structural method of looking at time de-emphasized the
agency of the individual in favor of patterns discernible among collectives and societies. In the
structural schema, qualitative experience of duration at the level of the individual mattered little.
The longue durée view of time, which rejected the ruptures of “histoire évènementielle” as driver
of history, was comforting in the wake of the trauma of two World Wars. Bataille’s perception
that the discovery of prehistory coincided with the arrival of posthistory was inescapable for
many. Among artists and architects, the possibility of barren, post-apocalyptic ruination was
often expressed through imagined antediluvian landscapes occupied by early humans.
A comprehensive account of the archaic forms that appeared in European art and
architecture of this period would include archetypes beyond the labyrinth and the cave. For
example, in 1960, the architectural critic Ulrich Conrads and the painter Hans G. Sperlich
published Phantastische Architektur, a book structured as a typology of common forms in
visionary architecture of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In addition to exploring
categories labeled “the labyrinth and the spiral,” and “the sheltering cave,” the authors discussed
a prevalence of a priori forms in visionary architecture, an “architectonic alphabet” of shapes
that “already exist in the imagination,” including stars, triangles, and circles.5 However, the
labyrinth and the cave stand out as distinct from other motifs in their pliancy and their antimonumentality. Both lack facades, and are entirely defined by interior space. As a maze--a
5
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network of interconnected passageways arranged in such a way as to obfuscate the structure’s
center, the labyrinth is equally apt to describe the mysterious pathways of the unconscious mind,
as it did in the context of Surrealism, and the meandering pathways of the city, as it did
subsequently for the Lettrist International and the Situationists.
Simpler in form than a labyrinth, a cave is a hollow opening in the earth, often (though
not always) subterranean. In ancient myth, it was the space where the Greek god Zeus hid from
his vengeful father Cronus. As the site of numerous Buddhist rock-cut temples throughout
Central and Southeast Asia, it was traditionally associated with religion and the sacred. Like the
labyrinth, the cave occupied an important position within Surrealist thought, where it was often
analogized with the womb, the site of Sigmund Freud’s conceptualization of the uncanny as a
return of the repressed origin. This was, of course, a sexist construct undergirded by dominant
gender biases. Nonetheless, Freud’s conception of the uncanny combined with the naturalization
of earth mother goddess mythologies throughout history meant that the essentialist definition of
the cave as related to the maternal body remained pervasive during postwar and Cold War era.
Consequently, the cave functioned as both a space of comfort, offered by the proverbial womb,
and death, implicit in the self-annihilation that a return to the womb entailed.6 The cave conjures
associations with birth, origins, and refuge, themes that took on poignant resonances amidst the
trauma of war and its aftermath.
During the two decades under discussion here, the symbolism of the labyrinth and the
cave retained these earlier Surrealist associations, while becoming more complicated in response
6

The work of Freud was crucial for the Surrealists, particularly his psychoanalysis of
myth and magic in Totem and Taboo: Resemblances Between the Psychic Live of Savages and
Neurotics (1913), in which he drew parallels between the myths of so-called “primitive” cultures
and beliefs held by the present-day individual throughout childhood. This highly problematic
connection that Freud posited between non-Western societies and children, was pervasive among
the early twentieth-century avant-gardes and later twentieth-century artists who ascribed to a
broader cult of the child, from Paul Klee to Jean Dubuffet.
5

to shifts in both the intellectual and cultural climate of France in the early 1950s and 1960s.
While there is a sizable literature on the role of these archaic forms in Surrealism, I chart their
continued importance for the postwar era and into the “long sixties.” The postwar acceleration of
industrial production and new technologies, which altered the everyday landscape of Europe,
informed artistic re-imagining of the archaic in ways that intersected with discourses on new
technologies, from nuclear capabilities to the cyborg.
The cultural and political contexts for the examples I discuss here were to some degree
international, but in important ways they were concentrated in France. Some artists, including
Jacqueline de Jong, Niki de Saint Phalle, and Jean Tinguely, spent significant time in France
even if they exhibited and worked elsewhere; in all cases they were familiar with and affected by
the French context. The period of time covered here was defined by a complicated mixture of
optimism, driven by postwar economic growth that fueled new building and urban design
projects, and disillusionment over those same initiatives. First initiated by the Marshall Plan,
postwar France underwent a rapid series of modernizations, which ranged in type from an influx
of industry and modern consumer goods, an urban development schema that displaced both
people and buildings from the city center to its peripheries, and, of course, decolonization, a
violent project that concluded in 1962 with the independence of Algeria.7
The phenomenon of urban displacement was by no means unique to France. As David
Monteyne explores in his book Fallout Shelter: Designing for Civil Defense in the Cold War,
American projects for “urban renewal” were fueled by fears surrounding the vulnerability of
high population density tenements to attack from the air, as well as deeply ingrained prejudices
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surrounding race and class-based difference.8 Those urban renewal projects in turn informed
urban planning and design policies adopted in Europe, most notably those policies published in
the 1920s and ‘30s by the Swiss architect Le Corbusier, which would actively shape postwar
urban design and rebuilding throughout Europe following World War II.9
Technology continued (as it had been before World War II) to be regarded as an arbiter
of progress, and was bolstered by the belief that developments in cybernetics and machine
technologies would eliminate or least decrease the need for physical labor. But following the
War, with the revelation of the full scope of the Holocaust and the nuclear devastation wrought
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, promises of progress increasingly rang false. More disenchantment
followed when the Soviet Union brutally crushed revolution in Hungary in November 1956, an
exhibit of violent force that effectively ended the Communist party in France. As Cold War
tensions escalated leading up to and surrounding the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1963, atomic
technologies in particular generated profound anxieties yet remained also a sign of progress.
The 1950s and 1960s also witnessed a shift from the machine age to the information age,
with the onset of cybernetics, systems theory, and computers, which forced people to re–think
the boundaries between the human and technology.10 In France, this began in earnest with
Charles de Gaulle’s return to power in 1958, which saw the ascendance of technology and
funding for research in atomic science and cybernetics.11 This coincided with public anxieties
surrounding nuclear armament and anger at the hypocrisy of the French government. Anger and
8
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anxiety fed into the architectural projects of the 1960s that looked forward to a technologyaugmented future, and simultaneously back to the archaic forms of a distant past.
I suggest that two major sociocultural factors, both rooted in France, contributed to
artists’ fascination with the archaic. First is what Martin Jay has identified in Downcast Eyes:
The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Century French Thought as the anti-ocular turn in
French philosophy. Responding to the growing influence of phenomenology, which posited
bodily, tactile experience as foundational to the formation of knowledge, artists and architects
increasingly created environments that replaced spectatorship with embodied participation.12
Influential philosophers of the era, namely Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Gaston Bachelard,
regarded sensuous experience as a precognitive and primordial mode of perception.13 In response
artists sought to initiate bodily engagement among viewers turning to spatial archetypes they
understood to be similarly primeval.
Second was the rise of Structuralism, which profoundly affected the academic and
intellectual landscape in France and beyond. Claude Lévi-Strauss conceived of structural
anthropology as the search for patterns evident across cultures and time periods.14 The influence
of this synchronic method of analyzing objects (rather than a diachronic approach that examines
12
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objects changing over time) is evident in the ahistorical, typological organizational format
adopted by various mid-century publications, which explored formal affinities between archaic
forms and present-day art and architecture. Lévi-Strauss eschewed hierarchies of value between
Western and non-Western societies. As Françoise Dosse elaborated in her exhaustive history of
Structuralism, “Structuralism demonstrated an extreme sensitivity to everything that had been
repressed in Western history. Indeed, it is no accident that the two leading sciences of the
period—anthropology and psychoanalysis—privileged the unconscious, the nether side of
manifest meaning, the inaccessible repressed of Western history.”15
The proliferation of archaic form in art and architecture of this period was by no means
limited to France, but in my view, the concomitant rise of Structuralism and phenomenology
contributed to a sensibility discernible within the examples discussed in this study, which
distinguishes them from counterparts in England, Austria, and Italy. Ben Highmore has argued,
for example, that the confluence of the prehistoric and the postapocalyptic was an important and
pervasive tension in art associated with Brutalism in postwar Britain.16 However, artworks by
Eduardo Paolozzi and Nigel Henderson, among other (and later, architectural avant-garde groups
like Archigram) were rife with reference to popular culture and specifically American culture,
references that are wholly absent in the French context and among those artists like Jorn and De
Jong who were loosely in its orbit. More than anything, the artists under discussion evinced an
earnestness: their work lacked the irony that characterized the output of the Italian avant-garde
(Archizoom, Superstudio), and the mysticism of the ritualistic, archaicizing works produced by
15
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Austrians like Hans Hollein and Raimund Abraham.17
Other cultural factors informed the symbolism of spatial archetypes during this period.
One of the foremost ways in which the associations of the labyrinth and the cave shifted in the
1950s and 1960s was that both spaces came to be regarded as ludic. Play—defined as kinetic,
irreverent, and, above all, participatory actions—was seen as a crucial means of overturning
established viewing conventions in museums in order to activate and engage visitors. The Dutch
historian and cultural theorist Johan Huizinga’s study Homo Ludens (1938) was widely
influential among artists in Europe, particularly among those associated with the SI.18 Huizinga
regarded contemporary visual art as lacking in the necessary conditions to facilitate play. He
suggested that this was not the case in archaic cultures, however, where art had sacred values that
bound it to the performance of ritual, itself a form of play. 19 The role of ritual, and its connection
to widespread interests among artists in the archaic, is an overlooked but crucial facet of the
relationship between play and some of the major art world shifts in the 1960s--active
participation supplanting passive spectatorship and the autonomous art object transforming into
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an immersive environment.20
Artists and theorists alike were interested in eliciting embodied experiences of space, and
they frequently framed this interest as a calling back to the earliest models of interacting with the
world. In his seminal book The Medium is the Massage, Marshall McLuhan suggested that
modern technology had the capacity to so thoroughly intertwine the body with its surroundings
that it was catalyzing a shift away from Renaissance models of art, which privileged vision, back
to those of “primitive and pre-alphabet people” who relied on tactile, olfactory, and acoustic
faculties to navigate their environments.21 In a similar vein, the Dutch art historian (and deputy
director of the Stedelijk Museum) Hans Jaffé, wrote in the Situationist Times magazine in 1963
that “every study of the labyrinth must begin with a dance,” a poetic way of describing the
inextricable connection between the labyrinth and the body, and specifically the performance of
movement-based rites. Dance was also one of Huizinga’s foremost examples of play.22
Given the emphasis on play in many of the projects examined here, it is not surprising
that children were featured prominently in photographs, films, exhibition catalogues, and other
materials that documented exhibitions and installations of archaic forms. Their appearance is no
coincidence: the interest in facilitating play, newly understood as an important element of
societal development, was related to contemporaneous growth of studies of early childhood
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development and education.23 Sociologists and educators in the postwar years began advocating
for all children to have access to arts education, previously a luxury reserved for the most
privileged class, in an effort to nurture childhood creativity.24
As Marta Gutman and Ning de Coninck-Smith have demonstrated, the modern concept of
childhood was an invention of the twentieth century: the creative, fun-loving child was largely
constructed in the postwar and Cold War periods, which witnessed a simultaneous rise of a new
material culture for children, catalyzed by the advent of new industrial production and
fabrication techniques. In other words, a creative child in need of stimulation represented a new
and lucrative market for manufacturers.25 Regardless of its root causes though, this newly ardent
belief in the benefit of nurturing childhood creativity resulted in arts-related, youth-targeted
community groups and education programs, a trend that also had ramifications in museums. In
response to an unprecedented increase in child visitors following World War II owing to the
baby boom, museums began to develop education and enrichment programs targeting this young
population.26 Children also served as enduring symbols of humanity’s resilience following the
War, and photographs of children playing in ruins and bombed sites became a genre unto itself.27
Thus, the frequency with which children appeared in official representations of archaic-themed
24
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exhibitions was conscious and significant, a means of likening the childhood of the individual
with the infancy of humanity.28 As they appeared in exhibitions, architecture, and elsewhere,
archaic forms initiated time travel, through the span of history and back to the recent time of
youth, perceived as unselfconscious and receptive to the marvelous, the Surrealist term for
experiences that lay beyond the confines of rationality and order.29

I. Literature Review
The importance of artists’ engagement with prehistory and spatial archetypes beginning
in the mid–twentieth century has been previously discussed, but more in relation to American
artists than to European. Stephen Polcari has illuminated the interest in myth, ritual, prehistory,
and archetypes as crucial to the genesis of Abstract Expressionism.30 While the American
Abstract Expressionists were interested in primitivism generally and Native American art
specifically, Polcari argued, they also steeped themselves in the works of Freud and Jung,
resulting in beliefs that the archaic “represent[ed] the fundamental, elemental, and ancestral
nature of humanity, its very origins and beginnings, as well as its heritage and legacy.”31 Polcari
historicized this impulse to draw upon myth and history as one motivated by the trauma of war,
28
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arguing that the Abstract Expressionist adaptation of myth, ritual, and archetypes as a means of
reflecting on their own historical circumstances echoed allegorical strategies developed by
authors and artists following World War I.32
Lucy Lippard was among the first to address prehistoric themes in American art beyond
the New York School. She argued that while American artists in the 1940s and 1950s drew from
mythological themes in classical sources, during the next two decades artists shifted their
attention to the archaic and the prehistoric.33 The trajectory from the classical period to its
antecedents, she believed, was politically motivated by the late 1960s culture of dissent, allowing
artists to “share their individual psychic experiences with their audiences by using the common
language of the collective unconscious or politicized consciousness.”34 The political potential of
this archeological impulse, according to Lippard, was largely related to the perceived feminist
orientation or matriarchal structure of prehistoric societies; referencing these themes allowed
women artists to lay claim to models of female experience and reinsert themselves—in positions
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of power no less—into the span of history.35 Overall, Lippard contended that the embrace of
prehistory was a means of reinstating symbolic meaning in contemporary art, which she saw as
having lapsed into solipsistic formalism.36
Maurice Berger has written about the labyrinth as both a symbol and physical form in art
of the 1960s, but he focused exclusively on Minimalism and post-Minimal art in the United
States.37 Berger, like Lippard, saw the labyrinth as politically inflected and rooted in 1960s
structures of power and dissent. He argued for example that Robert Morris’s use of the labyrinth
embodied a dialectic between control and liberation. The claustrophobia and disorientation
generated by the maze replicated the exercise of power by societal institutions to control the
individual. At the same time, he argued, the disorientation endemic to the labyrinth catalyzed a
fragmentation of the ego (he likens this to a schizophrenic state) that allowed the newly
decentered subject “a space where established patterns and habits can be questioned … a realm
removed form the social constraints of logic and reason imposed by an industrial social order.”38
Berger situated Morris’s practice within a larger tradition of artists and writers who saw the
concept of the labyrinth as “a vehicle for spiritual freedom,” a tradition dating back to the
mystery cults of Dionysus, as well as within the American counter-cultural belief in the political
value of achieving altered mental states.39
More recent scholarship addresses the ways that twentieth-century artists’ practice have
35
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troubled periodization in art history and linear narratives of time. Pamela Lee has argued that the
1960s were defined by artists grappling with temporality, “registering an almost obsessional
uneasiness with time and its measure.”40 An uneasiness that was, Lee suggests, partially in
response to the onset of the information age, which had given rise to a widespread perception of
time’s acceleration and had produced a concomitant desire to slow time, or at least master its
passage.41 Lee was less concerned with the appearance of archetypes or anachronistic forms in
art of the 1960s, as I am here, than in artists’ engagement with the concept of time itself.
In the foundational text Cybernetics or control and communication in the animal and the
machine, Norbert Wiener suggested that the science of cybernetics was concerned with a future
tense, in that it was developed to predict outcomes through regulative systems of control.42 Both
Lee’s discussion of time in the 1960s and Wiener’s works informed my thinking about the
relationship between cybernetics and labyrinthine installations by the artist collective Groupe de
recherche d’art visuel (GRAV). Likewise, Mona Hadler’s Destruction Rites: Ephemerality and
Demolition in Postwar Culture provides incisive commentary on both the development and
public perception of new technologies in the Cold War era. Her account of the permeability of
the body to those technologies, encapsulated in the figure of the cyborg, has been instrumental to
my thinking about representations of the post-human in Europe in this era.43
In Medieval Modern: Art Out of Time, Alexander Nagel questioned the periodization of
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art history, arguing that the ways in which scholars have traditionally characterized modernist art
as driven by aspirations of progress and rejections of the past have ignored the “premodern
modalities” that informed much of that work. 44 Examples of premodern modalities, for Nagel,
include motifs, practices, and themes more conventionally associated with art of the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance, which he finds in modern art by way of both literal quotation (the role
of the medieval cathedral in the Bauhaus, for example) and conceptual influence or affinity (the
commonalities between modern site specificity and premodern modes of display, particularly in
religious settings). Whereas Nagel’s writing informed my thinking about modernism writ large,
his writing tends to focus more on the United States than Europe (with some exceptions,
including the Bauhaus). Additionally, his non-linear approach—eschewing chronology—echoes
that of his argument but also elides discussion of historical specificity and context in many of the
works he discusses. By contrast, my project is a historicizing one.
In that respect, I am indebted to Maria Stavrinaki’s work on artists from the nineteenth
century to the present who engaged with prehistoric themes and symbolism in their work. This
engagement was catalyzed by an awareness of the scope of human history, beginning with the
studies of Charles Darwin and the discovery of fossilized human remains by Boucher de
Perthes.45 In thinking about how the labyrinth and the cave functioned on both symbolic and
physical levels in the art of Europe in the 1950s and 1960s, I found Stavrinaki’s eloquent
framing of the fossil to be a model framework:
The silence of the fossil matched modernist formalism, its minerality resonated with
44
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mechanization, and the automatic nature of its formation complemented artists’ quest for
impersonality. Above all, charged as they were with a temporality at once belated, fossils
were also capable of supporting the historicity of the present—a present that found itself
situated at the juncture of post-history and prehistory.46
Stavrinaki’s essay on the fossil appears in the edited volume Liquid Antiquity (2017),a volume
that is indicative of a growing interest in the enduring influence of prehistory and early history
on modern and contemporary art.
The contradictory temporal impulses discussed here were not entirely unique to the
postwar period. As Romy Golan has demonstrated in her book Modernity and Nostalgia: Art and
Politics Between the Wars, art between the Wars in France was characterized not only by the
precise, machinic aesthetic evinced by Le Corbusier and Amédée Ozenfant in Purist painting, but
also in the more “rusticizing” practice of artists who sought to anchor contemporary art within
lineages of the Medieval, or in regional practices that visually extolled the virtues of rural
peasantry.47 Douglas Smith and Sarah Wilson have identified and explored a postwar
“prehistoric turn” in French art, a new primitivism that they both attribute in large part to the
Gaullist effort to rehabilitate the national past. While the rustic regionalism of the 1920s and ‘30s
had become too explicitly rife with blood and soil ideology, establishing an artistic lineage
rooted in prehistory was seen as still uncorrupted by totalitarian and collaborationist
propaganda.48 Smith in particular argues that the discovery of the Lascaux cave and its
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remarkably preserved Paleolithic paintings was paramount to the French prehistoric vogue
following World War II. Smith and Wilson focus on the immediate postwar period, concluding
in the mid–1950s. While their work provides invaluable context, I explore how prehistoric
themes continue to inform art and architecture well into the 1960s. But as the postwar period
gave way to the Cold War era, the way in which the prehistoric functioned became increasingly
contradictory and dystopian, tied as it was to images of the end of history and nuclear fallout
shelters.
Kristin Ross’s Fast Cars, Clean Bodies: Decolonization and the Reordering of French
Culture (1996) remains one of the best overviews of several major social shifts and political
conflicts that defined the cultural landscape of postwar France, including the Algerian War, the
influx of American industrial and consumer products, and the rise of Structualism as a discipline.
In his study The Social Project: Housing Postwar France (2014), Kenny Cupers gives a
thorough and illuminating account of the way in which interwar policies embracing
industrialization and the standardized language of Taylorism espoused by Le Corbusier and
others came to shape postwar building and urban planning in France.49 The resulting
architectural uniformity engendered a similar social homogeneity, and contributed to a
population displacement that eroded the existence of collective urban spaces. These
disappearances inspired myriad utopian re-imaginings of space among artist and architects.
Larry Busbea’s Topologies: The Urban Utopia in France, 1960–1970 offers a
comprehensive account of the experimental architecture and urban design driven by desires for
social transformation in France in the 1960. Busbea argues that utopian art and architecture of
In Search of the Absolute,” in Paris Post War: Art and Existentialism 1945–55, ed. Frances
Morris (London: Tate Gallery, 1993), 25–52.
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this decade was at once counter-cultural and technocratic, a contradiction that is key to many of
the projects discussed in this dissertation. In spite of the pluralism of the architecture, design, and
art made under the aegis of “spatial urbanism,” Busbea identifies important commonalities,
including total faith in technology’s power to improve quality of life, and a call for integration of
the arts (not unlike the interwar Bauhaus model).
Busbea focuses on the spatial urbanists in the orbit of the critic Michel Ragon—namely
Yona Friedman, Paul Maymont, and Nicholas Schöffer, among others. He devotes lesser space
to the collective Architecture Principe, who I discuss in detail in chapter 4.50 Busbea frames
Architecture Principe as mounting a polemic against the larger project of spatial urbanism, in the
way that its main architects, Claude Parent and Paul Virilio, advocated ponderous, opaque,
brutalist structures rather than the transparent space-frame designs that dominated the utopian
scene in France.51 I contend that there are greater issues as stake than the aesthetic polemic they
mounted against spatial urbanism. Their project was far more ambivalent than the more
uniformly utopian projects that Busbea writes about, and I suggest that the Cuban Missile Crisis
and Cold War paranoia are crucial the genesis of their work.
Museum exhibitions have contributed to the growing literature on themes and figures
explored in this dissertation. André Bloc, an architect, sculptor, and the founder of the magazines
L’Architecture d’aujourdhui and Aujourd’hui, was both an exponent of and a spokesperson for
the Architecture–Sculpture movement in the 1960s. Hallmarks of the movement included an
interest in merging architecture and sculpture through the use of organic form and tactile, handmodeled looking surfaces. Bloc founded Architecture–Sculpture after proselytizing in the 1950s
50
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for synthesis among the arts following in the footsteps of the Bauhaus and Neo-Plasticism. His
legacy, along with the prevalence of brutalist-inspired, monolithic architecture within the French
neo-avant-garde, was explored in the French pavilion—organized by Frédéric Migayrou—of the
1996 Venice Biennale of Architecture.52
The 2011 exhibition Erre: Variations labyrinthiques at the Centre Pompidou-Metz
offered a fascinating, if staggeringly broad survey of labyrinths and mazes in art of the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. The exhibition included examples drawn from film, video, visionary
architecture, installation, painting, and sculpture, eschewing disciplinary boundaries between art
and architectural histories to explore themes in including the labyrinth as space–time and the
labyrinth as city.53 The exhibition was ambitious in the way that it reimagined art and
architectural histories through a non-chronological, thematic lens, but the inclusion of so many
examples, many of which maintained only the most tenuous connections to the labyrinth (or
none at all that I could discern, in cases like Frederick Kiesler’s Endless House, for instance),
diluted any semblance of a curatorial thesis. Nonetheless, it remains one of the few examples of a
historical account that eschewed disciplinary boundaries between art and architectural histories, a
divide that has prevented artists and architects, who were often in dialogue with one another,
from being considered in the same context.
Finally, a rich body of scholarship already exists surrounding the activities of the SI, in
particular Simon Sadler’s study of the city within Situationist thought and practice, and Martin
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Van Schaik’s work on Constant Nieuwenhuys’s New Babylon (1956–74).54 My aim here is not to
contest the previous work on the SI, but to illuminate the significant archeological impulse
among the SI, which has been noted but never thoroughly explored up to this point. The work of
Nicola Pezolet on the conjunction of archaic and technological themes in Situationist practice is
an exception. I refer frequently to his insightful writings on both the industrial paintings by Pinot
Gallizio exhibited in Paris in 1959, and on the role of primitivism and archeology in the practice
Asger Jorn.55
The significance of archeology and archaic forms within Situationist thought is most
evident in the magazine The Situationist Times (1962–67), edited by the Dutch artist Jacqueline
de Jong. The literature on Situationism ignores De Jong entirely, and there is nothing substantive
written on the The Situationist Times, a fascinating document that existed at the intersections of
art, archeology, and even mathematics, and De Jong was concerned with the nascent field of
“topologies” at the time. In spite of the title, De Jong published all issues of the magazine after
her expulsion from the SI 1961, and its existence outside of the material officially sanctioned by
Debord might explain historians’ reticence to engage with it.
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II. Method and Sources
Among the foremost sources for my dissertation were journals and magazines published
by artists and architects that contained both theoretical writings and images. These documents
occasionally functioned as artworks in their own right, which was certainly the case with The
Situationist Times, in that its purpose was more open-ended and exploratory than didactic, with
an emphasis on the visual arrangement of elements on the page. In addition to consulting the
original issues of the magazine, I interviewed Jacqueline De Jong and studied The Situationist
Times archive at the Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscript Library at Yale University. I also
drew extensively from the contents of Architecture Principe, the magazine put out by the
eponymous collective, as well as the L’Urbanisme souterraine, L’Architecture d’ajourd hui and
Ajourd’hui. Beyond magazines, I consulted influential books published by artists and architects
at the time, which offer often surprising insights into the ways in which archaic forms were
situated within contemporary practices. Key books include George Bataille’s Lascaux, or the
Birth of Art (1955),56 Ulrich Conrads and Hans G. Sperlich’s The Architecture of Fantasy
(1962),57 and Michel Ragon’s Où vivrons-nous demain? (1963).58
Exhibitions, the sources of many examples in this dissertation, present challenges to the
historian trying to reconstitute not only a series of objects but also an experience in space and
time. I aimed to understand the ways in which these exhibitions were framed by the artists and
institutions who hosted them, and likewise, how they were received by the public. To reconstruct
56
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the experience of these exhibitions, I relied on exhibition catalogues, contemporaneous press
reviews, installation photographs, archival materials, and in the case of Dylaby, a documentary
film. I consulted the Dylaby exhibition archive at the Stedelijk Museum, as well as André
Breton’s archive at the Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Centre Pompidou, which contained materials
related the EROS International Surrealist Exhibition at Galerie Daniel Cordier in Paris in 1959.
While I was not able to travel to Stockholm to consult the archives for the exhibition HON–En
Katedral (1966), the Moderna Museet lent related materials to the Stedelijk’s exhibition Jean
Tingueley: Machine Spectacle (2016–17), which I visited.
While many of the artworks I studied were either ephemeral, in the case of exhibitions, or
mediated through the pages of books and magazines, some of them are still extant: the Church of
Saint Bernadette of Banlay in Nevers, and the former home of André Bloc where the three
remaining Habitacles, hybrids between sculpture and architecture, are sited. The exhibition Erre:
Variations labyrinthique (2011) at the Centre Pompidou-Metz, included reconstructions of
GRAV’s Labyrinths as well as Constant’s maquettes for New Babylon.

III. Chapter Outline
The dissertation is divided into four chapters. While I have organized the chapters
thematically rather than chronologically, there is a loose chronology within each chapter. In
chapter 1, I illuminate the layers of symbolism—often contradictory—that came to redefine the
labyrinth in the postwar period, as it shifted from a metaphor for the dark recesses of the
unconscious to encompass meanings both ludic and utopian. Because its maze-like form lends
itself to analogies with the city, the labyrinth, was often used by artists, like the Situationists,
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who were interested in transforming urban spaces in some way or another. This chapter deals
with the labyrinth as an expanded concept—a spatial metaphor that manifests as a way of
moving through the city, a magazine, visionary plans for cities of the future. I gleaned a
condensed history of the labyrinth through the pages of the Situationist Times (1962–67), which
included an entire issue about labyrinths. While far from comprehensive, the magazine provides
an eccentric, interdisciplinary, and international sampling of photographs, drawings, architectural
plans, poems, and scientific texts inspired by labyrinths. De Jong commissioned texts for the ST
which offer valuable insight into the reasons for the labyrinth’s enduring allure. For these artists
the labyrinth was nothing short of a worldview, offering an endlessly pliant metaphor that could
describe the macrocosm of the city and the microcosm of the body. This chapter includes
examples dating as early as 1952, which are chronologically the earliest among those discussed
in the dissertation. Most important for the logic of the order of chapters though, is that this
expanded view of the labyrinth at the level of the metaphor lays conceptual groundwork that
informs all of the subsequent examples of both labyrinths and caves in this study.
The second chapter looks at the labyrinth as a curatorial premise within institutional
settings, where it overlapped with major art world shifts that have come to define the period,
such as the dissolution of the autonomous object into environment, and the activation of a
spectator into a participant. I examine three examples of built labyrinths in museums: Dylaby
(1962), an exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Labyrinth (1963), built for the third
Paris Biennial at the Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the first of several
installation-based labyrinths by the artist collective GRAV; and HON--en Katedral (1966), held
at the Moderna Museet, Stockholm. The ludic dimension of the labyrinth was most evident in
institutional spaces, in that participants were encouraged to break with staid institutional
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conventions and instead to run, slide, touch, and even fire guns at sacks of paint. But the raucous
atmosphere of the shows belied deeper levels of ambivalence below the surface, which this
chapter explores.
Chapter 3 shifts to the cave. While it was also a spatial archetype, its relationship to the
body was more immediate than that of the labyrinth. The archeological associations with the
cave are more directly linked to birth and shelter than those of the labyrinth, and its structural
similarity to a bunker or bomb shelter is unmistakable, which sets up a dynamic space of
contradiction between refuge and entrapment, womb and tomb. Unlike the labyrinth, for which
precedents were largely imagined through myth, the cave loomed large in the popular
imagination during this period following the opening of the Lascaux caves in Dordogne, France
in 1948.
I begin the chapter with Lascaux, as seen through the lens of Georges Bataille’s writing
on the caves with which he was utterly captivated. Bataille’s 1955 study of Lascaux, a lavishly
illustrated book undertaken with the publisher Albert Skira, was an eclectic text that illustrated
the ways in which Lascaux specifically and the archeological forms generally became emissaries
from a distant past largely invented by the contemporary figures who studied them. Bataille’s
writing on Lascaux also marked a shift away from the earlier Surrealist understanding of the
cave, as it had been expressed in the pages of Minotaure and DOCUMENTS in the 1930s, as an
intrauterine space. While associations of the cave with the comfort of the maternal body never
dissipated entirely, Bataille understood the discovery of Lascaux as temporally contiguous with
the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the cave came to represent a rediscovery of the
origins of humanity that simultaneously presaged its end. This contradictory impulse manifested
elsewhere, including the 1959 International Surrealist Exhibition in Paris, and in projects
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associated with the architecture–sculpture movement, for which the cave was the quintessential
ur-form.
Whereas the labyrinth unfurls or points forward and backward, the cave does so in a more
stark, apocalyptic way that's tied up with perceived vulnerability of the body during the atomic
age. While the anxieties surrounding history’s end informed to the all manifestation o the cave to
some degree, I examine the more explicit fusion between the cave and the nuclear fallout shelter
in the final chapter: cave as contingency plan, cave as bomb shelter. This chapter looks at the
representations of caves in the 1960s, and I argue that the cave reflected an oscillation between
utopian and dystopian visions of a future, paradoxically populated with archaic forms from the
past.
I conclude with a reassessment of the labyrinth and the cave, arguing that these spatial
archetypes intersected with important intellectual, cultural, and political currents that in turn
catalyzed shifts in the art world that still reverberate today. The anti-Enlightenment turn in
philosophy undermined the primacy of vision in favor of a more fully embodied approach to
both making and experiencing art informed the rise of both immersive environments and active
participation in the art world, and there has been little acknowledgment of the way in which
artists and theorists consciously attributed multi-sensory modes of experience as archaic and
primeval. While this dissertation does not offer a comprehensive list of all artworks that reflected
the influence of archaic forms, which would tell us little about why the archaic was so pervasive
at this moment, the conclusion points briefly to select examples outside of the geographic
purviews of this study, as a way of considering future avenues of inquiry.
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Chapter 1: The World Reveals Itself as a Labyrinth

1.1 Introduction
In 1960, Ulrich Conrads and Hans G. Sperlich published Phantastische Architektur, a
book that identified pervasive themes and forms in visionary architecture of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Initially published in German, the book appeared in a French translation in
1961, and an English version— The Architecture of Fantasy—in 1962. 59 The French translation
was particularly influential: the entire June/July 1962 issue of the magazine L’Architecture
d’aujourd’hui was devoted to the book, reproducing many of its illustrations, along with articles
that foregrounded visionary, utopian, and archetypal themes in contemporary architectural
practice. In The Architecture of Fantasy, the authors highlighted architectural trends previously
considered “superfluous, passing fads, and frequently…pronounced pathological…branded as
freaks.”60 Conrads and Sperlich characterized these maligned tendencies as “impulses of
architectural fantasy,” which included both completed buildings and unrealized plans.61
Eschewing chronology and geographic distinctions, the authors organized architectural forms
into a series of eccentric categories that were alternately archetypal and futuristic, such as “the
sheltering cave,” “the hovering city,” “an obsession with height,” and “a tendency toward
transparency.”
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The section devoted to the labyrinth was the most curious, in that the authors insisted on
its importance, yet provided few examples, particularly of built structures, relative to other
categories. The authors emphasized the playful character of 20th century labyrinths, writing, “In
our century the ancient, mysterious motif of the labyrinth is freed from its rigid pattern.
Cheerfully it invites the guest to penetrate its mystery…”62 In that vein, examples of labyrinths
were recreational structures, such as Gabriel Guévrékian’s 1925 unrealized design for a garden in
Hyères, France, which recalled the popularity of English Baroque–era garden labyrinths, and a
pool for penguins in the Regent’s Park Zoo, London, designed by the Tecton group in 1938. The
most contemporary project was a temporary Labyrinth for Children (1954) (fig. 1.1), a brickwalled maze by the architectural firm Studio BBPR for the tenth Milan Triennale. Despite
illustrating relatively few built examples of the labyrinth, the authors maintained its particular
significance, writing, “Is it possible that in discussing the labyrinth we are over-emphasizing a
merely marginal phenomenon? Hardly. The world reveals itself as a labyrinth.”63
This enigmatic statement suggests that the labyrinth functioned on a symbolic level as
much as in physical form. The labyrinth was a prevalent motif among architects, artists, and
urbanists throughout Europe in between the Wars and continuing through the 1950s and 1960s.
In its physical incarnation, a labyrinth is a maze: a network of pathways designed to frustrate
straightforward navigation. As a (dis)organizing principle, the labyrinth–as–maze frequently
materialized in the context of the museum, as was the case with the Stedelijk exhibition Dylaby
(1962) in Amsterdam, various structures built throughout the 1960s in Paris by the artist group
GRAV (Groupe de recherche d’art visuel), and Niki de Saint Phalle’s HON, a giant sculpture-
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installation hybrid exhibited at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm in 1966. These examples
featured deliberately confusing layouts, structures, and spaces, all in the service of subverting
institutional decorum and encouraging visitors to play, which will be the subject of chapter 2.
But Conrads and Sperlich’s claim that the “world revealed itself as a labyrinth” points to the
existence of something beyond a physical maze, existing on the level of metaphor. It these more
symbolic, less tangible examples that form the locus of this chapter.
This chapter examines the labyrinth as a pliant, expansive symbol that represented both
the individual body and a collective experience of urban modernity. Between the Wars, the
Surrealists treated the labyrinth an apt metaphor for the dark recesses of human consciousness. In
part responding to Surrealist influence, I argue that the Lettrist International (LI) and the SI
continued to uphold the labyrinth as a symbol of the unconscious, but one equally emblematic of
the disorienting experience of modern city. This symbolism, which oscillated between the
microcosm of the body and the macrocosm of the city, manifested itself in a variety of guises
beyond maze construction. The labyrinth also took the form of a magazine, an urban drift, and a
visionary plan for a new urban (dis)order.
The Daedalian myth of the labyrinth was a hero’s journey in which Theseus found his
way out of the maze, because to stay was to meet certain death at the hands of the Minotaur.
However, in the postwar period, the goal was no longer to escape the labyrinth, but to find it.
While artists associated with the LI and the SI never entirely divested the labyrinth of its primal
anguish, they saw the disorientation it incited as liberating and politically emancipatory. During
an era in which state–sponsored modernity was viewed as making insidious incursions into the
space of everyday life, the labyrinth became an apt spatial counter to the rationalist and
compartmentalizing logic of urban initiatives like the Athens Charter, a logic that drove much of
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the postwar building and urban redesigns throughout Europe. Thus an archetype from the annals
of history became, counter intuitively, one of the most frequently invoked symbols to describe a
utopian future.
Nowhere were the labyrinth’s many facets more apparent than in The Situationist Times
(ST), a lavishly illustrated magazine that was published in six issues between 1962 and 1967, all
designed and edited by the Dutch artist Jacqueline de Jong. 64 De Jong devoted the fourth issue
of ST (October 1963) entirely to the labyrinth. With 430 illustrations of labyrinths past and
present; texts written by experts in mathematics, art history, archaeology, and literature; and a
bibliography of recent labyrinth studies, the ST not only tracked activities germane to the
archetype, but its distinctive organizational structure, as I will argue, meant that it functioned as a
labyrinth in its own right. Compiled and published at a time when the labyrinth was experiencing
a resurgence in the artistic imagination, the ST operated at the nexus of disparate disciplines and
philosophical methods that coexisted in dynamic contradiction with one another. As a spatial
archetype, the labyrinth was equally apt to describe the individual unconscious mind, the
collective urban space, and the body within that space, all of which was apparent throughout the
ST.
Three more tensions animated the symbolism of the postwar labyrinth, the same tensions
that embodied much of the subjectivity of that era: it was informed by impulses simultaneously
archeological and utopian, structural and phenomenological, and it was both anxious and ludic in
character. In that spirit, following a discussion of the magazine’s inception, I treat images and
texts from the ST as entry points to meandering pathways that I trace back to their points of
origin.
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1.2 The Situationist Times: A Labyrinth of Labyrinths
The October 1963 issue of the ST presented an exhaustive compendium of labyrinths, the
sheer variety of which suggested that the archetype could shape-shift into myriad forms,
including archeological remains, non-narrative fiction, sidewalk games of hopscotch, and a
multitude of bodies dancing around a maypole. This fourth issue of the ST was the second in a
three issue mini-series exploring topologies, with Numbers 3 and 5 treating the knot or interlace,
and the ring, respectively. (figs. 1.2, 1.3) De Jong and the ST have been almost entirely neglected
from scholarship on the SI.65 This exclusion stems from a number of factors, including her
relatively brief tenure in the group (two years), the fact that she produced and published the
entirety of the ST after her expulsion from the SI, and, doubtlessly, the gender politics of the
group that generally de-valued the contributions of its women members (there was only De Jong
and Michèle Bernstein), not to mention the gender biases that have shaped art history as a
discipline. Because she was romantically linked to Asger Jorn from 1960 to 1969, De Jong has
been overlooked as merely a supportive partner, when she was in reality an active collaborator of
Jorn’s with her own body of work. While the ST displays clear marks of Jorn’s influence, the
initiative and execution belonged entirely to De Jong.
The ST not only testified to the pervasive interest in the labyrinth at this moment in
history, but it also functioned as a labyrinth in its own right. The ST was more interdisciplinary
than other Situationist journals—Internationale Situationniste as well as the proto-Situationist
65
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publication Potlach, with articles from contributors ranging from artists to physicists. Unlike its
predecessors, the ST was primarily image-based, with each issue featuring several hundred
illustrations, which intermingled with one another and the texts (sometimes in confusing
fragments) in surprising ways that effectively invited the reader to wander, like a Situationist
dérive, through the pages. Moreover, some of the most important (explicit and implicit)
influences on the magazine—the work of Bachelard and Lévi Strauss—both reflect and
anticipate the ways in which the labyrinth consistently embodied a tension between these
seemingly disparate philosophical poles during this period. In the pages of the ST, the labyrinth
constantly shifted between a structural, mathematical principle, rooted in contemporary language
of topological studies, and a primordial image taken from the collective unconscious.
The relationship between De Jong and SI benefits from further explanation. It would be
inaccurate to talk about the Situationists as a unified organization, representing a coherent set of
beliefs. The reality was messy and fractious, characterized by in-fighting, frequent resignations
and expulsions, and contradictory attitudes among members, especially regarding the role of art
within the movement. The group was originally founded in July of 1957 at a conference of artists
in Corsio d’Arroscia, Italy, the SI was a group of self-professed political and social
revolutionaries, whose beliefs were informed by an eclectic mixture of Marxism, the writing of
Henri Lefebvre, and earlier avant-garde movements of Dada, Surrealism, and nearly
contemporaneously, the LI. At the time of its founding, the SI included an international group of
about fifteen artists, writers, and political theorists, with Guy Debord as the clear leader—a post
he occupied until the group’s dissolution in 1972. While the organization was headquartered in
Paris, it held annual conferences throughout Europe, and spawned multiple affiliated regional
groups (the German group SPUR, the Scandinavian Drakabygget, for example).
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The history of the SI can be loosely divided into two phases: pre–and post–1962. While
resignations and expulsions of artists in particular occurred regularly beginning in 1960, Jorgen
Nash (the younger brother of Asger Jorn) formed a rival Situationist group in 1962, driven by
frustration over the de-valuation of the visual arts that they perceived within the increasingly
theoretical orientation of the SI. Nash’s splinter group galvanized a larger conflict in the group,
which eventually lead to expulsion of the German SPUR, and the resignation of many of the
Scandinavian artists (including De Jong) in protest. Following these events, the role of art in the
SI diminished considerably. Here, I use the label of the SI as a kind of short–hand to describe
those individuals who were working within the orbit of Debord and the larger group in its
formative years up to 1962. While I have tried to indicate in each case when the member in
question officially left the SI, I am less concerned with the status of official membership than
with the received influence of some of the group’s core aims during the pre–1962 phase. During
this period, the group was united by a desire to enact subversive and utopian transformations of
urban spaces in order to counter boredom and alienation—outgrowths of capitalism, they
argued—with free play.66 They did this primarily through their use of the dérive—drifts through
urban environs guided by the affective ambiances of the city—and détournement—the diversion
of elements of bourgeois culture, to be re-purposed for revolutionary aims. Both of these
concepts informed and played out in the pages of the ST the group’s core ideas that I have
described here deeply influenced her conception of the project.
De Jong was born in 1939 in the Dutch town of Hengelo, and she spent the War years in
her mother’s native Switzerland, returning to Amsterdam in 1946. In 1958, age of 19 and living
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in Paris, she met Jorn when her father, who was an art collector, took her to Jorn’s home to buy a
painting. The same year she returned to Amsterdam and began working part-time at the Stedelijk
Museum under the director Willem Sandberg in the department of industrial design. Sandberg’s
expertise as a typographer and graphic designer would be formative for De Jong and her
subsequent interest in creating a magazine. In 1960 she met Debord at the Stedelijk, where she
witnessed first-hand the bitter negotiations between Sandberg and the members of the SI over the
planning of the proposed exhibition Die Welt als Labyrinth, discussed later in this chapter, which
never transpired. Although she had no formal training as an artist, De Jong began to make
paintings, became a member of the SI, and moved to Paris.
A letter from Debord dated October 1960 indicates that De Jong had discussed her idea
for the ST with him, which he promised they would address further at a later time.67 De Jong
envisioned the magazine as a cross-cultural dialogue among scholars, largely in English, which
would appeal to a more expansive readership than the French–language periodical Internationale
Situationniste. That De Jong never contributed to International Situationniste is also a factor in
her absence from official histories of the SI. However, Debord expelled De Jong from the SI in
early 1962 over her stance in solidarity with the German group SPUR, which he had recently
denounced. As a result, she scrapped the first, still unpublished issue of the magazine that she
had planned with Debord, and began anew on her own. Although De Jong described the first
issue of the ST, published in May 1962, as a protest in solidarity with SPUR, the content of
subsequent issues referred to SI projects, and a text by Debord even appeared in a future issue.68
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The first two issues of the ST featured an eclectic mixture of artworks and writings on
both the Cold War and the fractured state of the SI. The next three formed a mini-series on
topologies, with each issue exploring a different topological form: the knot, the labyrinth, and the
“interlace,” or an interlocking pattern of weaving that De Jong first saw depicted in Bronze–age
wall paintings of textiles.69 Only in the final issue devoted to typologies did she include a brief
explanation of aims of the series:
We do not want to make any statements about the three patterns neither in a so-called
“symbolistic” way nor in a scientific one, even though some of the contributions might
show a certain tendency in one way or another. All we try to show here in an artistic way
is a certain connection of the three patterns with topological aspects. It is up to the reader
if he wants so, to make his conclusions.70
Polish architect Lech Tomaszewski, in an essay he contributed to the ST 4, defined these
topologies as a class of non-Euclidian geometric forms with “non-orientable surfaces.”
Topological forms, of which the Mobius Strip was a prime example, he explained, had no top or
bottom, back or front, interior or exterior. The lack of any single correct orientation meant that
these forms were subject to “continuous transformation,” a sort of endless elasticity. The
language of the contributors marshaled by De Jong was often opaque and highly technical, and
these articles did little to illuminate the practical applications of topologies.
This opacity was, however, consistent with broader trends in France in the 1960s.
Particularly in the field of visionary (paper) architecture, what Larry Busbea has called a “quasimagical understanding of topology” took root, which can be defined as topographical
Manifesto” (a declaration against the perceived “bomb shelterization” [sic] of Europe) signed by
De Jong, Debord, and Jorn among others. I discuss this manifesto and related documents in
chapter 4.
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understandings of space, a fusion of mathematics and aesthetics, and, simply, the way in which
consistent parts are interrelated or arranged.71 Most germane to the present discussion is that De
Jong explicitly classified the labyrinth as one of these three important topological models. For
her, the elasticity described by contributors like Tomaszewski and the mathematician–turned–
Surrealist Max Bucaille, was less interesting in strictly mathematical terms, than in the way she
believe the forms recur across cultures and throughout time.
De Jong credits Jorn for introducing her to topologies, which she said he had been
working with in some way or another since he began investigating the history of Nordic art in
earnest starting in 1947. After his expulsion from the SI in 1961, Jorn founded the Scandinavian
Institute for Comparative Vandalism (1961-65), under the auspices of which he conceived of an
impossibly ambitious thirty-two-volume history of ten thousand years of Nordic folk art. The
project was partly motivated by his desire to highlight traditions outside of the dominant art
historical narrative rooted in Greco-Roman tradition, but his initiative was also comparative. He
wanted to locate forms and patterns that manifested across cultures, which he argued owed in
part to the travel and migration of the historic Vandals across Europe. In pursuit of material, Jorn
and De Jong traveled throughout France, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, and Scandinavia between
1961 and 1965. The photographers Gérard Francheschi and Ulrik Ross accompanied them,
helping to document stone figures, churches, monsters, pagan symbols, labyrinths, and mazes
along the way. De Jong recalls being particularly interested in anything made of stone, but
especially “flat labyrinths on the ground,” such as the Trojeborg maze and other labyrinths of
stone still extant on the Swedish island of Gotland.72
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Of the thirty-two volumes Jorn envisioned for his ten thousand year history of Nordic
folk art, he only published one pilot volume on twelfth-century Scanian [a province of Sweden]
stone sculpture.73 However, many of the photographs from his travels with De Jong were instead
reproduced in the ST. Likewise, De Jong’s organizational schema was somewhat indebted to
Jorn’s plan for the Ten Thousand Years…project, a method that he alternately called “continuous
collage” and “comparative vandalism.” Both terms described photography as a means of
decontextualizing images from their immediate surroundings and from history, a method similar
to the one espoused by André Malraux’s in his Musée Imaginaire.74 First published in 1947, the
Musée Imaginaire (Imaginary Museum) described a comparative model of art history that
discarded both an object’s autonomy and historical specificity. Instead, relationships between
objects generated meaning.75 The advent of film and photography eliminated many physical and
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Although few who adapted Malraux’s methods acknowledged it, the imaginary
museum also echoed the logic of imperial conquest, whereby culturally disparate objects were
decontextualized and appropriated in the service of creating a universalizing narrative of shared
forms, from the vantage point of a European author. While Malraux divested the individual
object of its autonomy, he created an entire historical logic that existed outside of social and
political realities. Sarah Wilson provides a concise overview of Malraux’s shifting political
orientation and how it affected the Museé Imaginaire. Malraux was anti-colonialist and
associated with the Communist Left in the 1920s, and Wilson argues that the project can be seen,
in its earliest stages, as coming out of a Popular Front-inspired desire to democratize art,
widening both its scope and its audience. But of course as Malraux’s own position became
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geographical impediments to display: around the globe and throughout time, all objects were fair
game.76 While Malraux was an important precedent, this mode of comparing repeated motifs
across time and cultures also reflected the influence of structural anthropology as it was practiced
by Lévi-Strauss, who De Jong acknowledged both she and Jorn were reading at the time.
The organization of material into typologies rather than historical chronologies reflected
a changing approach to history initiated by the rise of structuralist theory in the mid-twentieth
century. Structuralism, as it was theorized by the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, posited the
existence of deeply embedded patterns governing all societies past and present, which informed
both a widespread interest in purportedly universal archetypes, of which the labyrinth was a
prime example. The structural method rejects a diachronic model that looks for change over
time, in favor of a synchronic one that foregrounds similarities—universals, even—from a
particular point in time.
The range of cultural artifacts represented the ST reflected Lévi-Strauss’s ethnographic
practice, although the lack of context surrounding the illustrations meant that the content was
pseudo-ethnographic at best. This fascination with comparative analysis, engaging with the
methods of both Lévi-Strauss and Malraux, had precedent in Jean Dubuffet’s Art Brut, of which
Jorn in particular would have been aware. As Kent Minturn has shown, Dubuffet’s concept and
actual collection of Art Brut—work produced by those he deemed marginal to mainstream art
increasingly affiliated with the conservative Gaullist government, so too did the logics of the
Museé, which became correspondingly divorced from social and political factors. See Sarah
Wilson, “Paris Post War: In Search of the Absolute,” in Paris Post War: Art and Existentialism
1945–55, ed. Frances Morris (London: Tate Gallery, 1993), 44.
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worlds and culture—transcended nationally defined boundaries.77 In correspondence with LéviStrauss and supported by Malraux, Dubuffet employed methods of display that directly
anticipated the methods later adopted by De Jong and Jorn: he refused to provide names and
dates of artists next to their works. Likewise, he made little distinction between original works of
art and photographs documenting work, a valuation of photography that was crucial to the way in
which many of the works in the SI only read as labyrinthine as a result of techniques like the
crop and the zoom.78
In ST number 6, De Jong published an editorial note that indirectly acknowledged the
affinities between the ST methodology and that espoused by Lévi-Strauss:
The sudden reveal of the French ‘Structuralism’ mainly shown in Mr. Lévy-Strauss’ [sic]
books, and generaly [sic] discussed in Les Temps – Modernes, ‘revealing the structures
or patterns of ethnological, social, folk art etz. Societies or groups, individual
achievments etz.,’ [sic] have made it necessary for me to putt [sic] clear the entire
development of the Situationist Times.79
Regardless of whether De Jong was influenced by Lévi-Strauss, many aspects of the
magazine suggest affinities with the structural method, in the way that she juxtaposed examples
from different time periods—ranging from pre-history to the twentieth century—to draw out
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striking and often surprising morphological similarities. Images were not captioned, but
numbered according to an index at the end of the issue, although the titles provided only the most
basic information, with the near total exclusion of dates. As a result, the images commingled in a
space that cut across both temporal and geographic distinctions. (figs. 1.4, 1.5) De Jong cropped
photographs to create equivalencies between objects of vastly different sizes, and placed images
next to one another so that the reader could easily discern the commonalities among, to cite one
spread, a chalk painting on the wall of a Norwegian church, a carving of a labyrinth on the rock
of San Jorge de Mogor, Spain, a similar engraving in Ireland, and a map of rock engravings from
the Bronze Age in Val Camonica, Italy.80 (fig. 1.3)
In the absence of a didactic narrative, the onus was on the reader to make her own
connections between disparate images and texts. Moreover, not every text was legible to every
reader, as documents were often (though not always) published in their original language,
resulting in disorienting shifts between German, English, and French, with occasional phrases in
Dutch or Danish. A few transparent pages featuring drawn maze graphics were interspersed
throughout the labyrinth issue, which meant the reader could literally see the text on the adjacent
pages through a labyrinth. (fig. 1.6) Thus the reader actively constructed her own meaning
through free associative play within an unconventional structure that De Jong has alternately
described as a collage, a dérive, and a labyrinth.81 In an interview, De Jong confirmed to me that
this issue was a labyrinth unto itself, designed to initiate a dérive on the part of the reader. 82
De Jong described her methods as exclusively visual (in that she was interested in the
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morphology of the labyrinth rather than its meaning or content), as opposed to the textual
orientation of Structuralism. However, the labyrinth as she presented it in issue 4 possesses both
visual and textual elements, an idea that Jorn’s writings in the ST substantiated. In issue 5, he laid
out a somewhat eccentric theory of the cultural meanings attached to the three topologies treated
in the ST. There, he argued that the labyrinth—as a French or Latinate form—was discursive
rather than pictorial (as opposed to the “interlace” topology, which was Nordic and visual). De
Jong echoed this claim in an unpublished editorial statement: “We connected [the labyrinth] in
the magazine with the Cartasian [sic] method of thought, and therefore the general line in French
literature with the discursive or rhetorical way of thought.”83
While the meaning of these statements is not entirely clear, it is noteworthy that within
the series on topologies, only in the labyrinth issue did De Jong include literary examples-fragments of longer texts, such Franz Kafka’s “An Imperial Message,” a parable within the short
story “Building of a Chinese Wall” published in 1931, as well as a commissioned short story by
Edouard Mazeman titled “Seeker of Labyrinths.” This inclusion of literature underscored the
textual facet of the labyrinth. That De Jong and Jorn thought of the labyrinth as was indebted to
another intellectual figure, one whose system of thought was actually at odds with Structuralism:
Gaston Bachelard. Both Lévi-Strauss and Bachelard informed the structure and content of the
ST. The dual influence of these figures reflects a larger tension between structuralism and
phenomenology, a tension that defined postwar adaptations of the labyrinth.
De Jong affirmed the impact of Bachelard’s writing on her work in an unpublished note:
“[Bachelard] is the man who has applied and best understood this connection of the discursive
and the labyrinth,” and she also indicated in an interview that Bachelard was the single most
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important precursor to her work on the labyrinth.84 Bachelard’s work explored both the
phenomenological and the psychological qualities of space. While Lévi-Strauss sought nothing
less than the “study of mankind,” dismissing attributes particular to even just one civilization as
insignificant in their singularity,85 Bachelard was far more interested in meaning generated
through experience at the subjective, embodied level of the individual. Bachelard wrote his most
well–known book on the phenomenology of the house: the home of personal experience. The
philosopher’s interest in both the existential and oneiric dimensions of space cohered with
phenomenology’s epistemological grounding in individual experience, which countered the more
technocratic and universalizing aspects of Structuralism. As Joan Ockman has noted,
“…architects saw in [Bachelard’s] excavation of the spatial imaginary a counter to both
technoscientific positivism and abstract formalism, as well as an alternative to the schematicism
of the other emerging intellectual tendency of the day, structuralism.”86 By accommodating the
technocratic and purportedly objective elements of Structuralism in tandem with the subjective,
oneiric qualities of phenomenology, the labyrinth encapsulated the key philosophical and social
discourses that defined the transition from the postwar to the Cold War era.
These dualisms—between the subjectivity of the dream world and a rationalistic
worldview—are inherent to the very structure of the labyrinth. This is illustrated in the way that
Martin Jay discusses the anti-ocular turn in French philosophy, which he attributes in part to the
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trauma first experience in World War I, when the invention of camouflage, the constant haze of
smoke, and the blinding intensity of bombs all undermined the veracity of sight. These
experiences also fueled the nihilistic spirit of Dada as well as Surrealism’s exploration of inner
psychological turmoil.87 And yet, as Jay contends, it was the abject character of trench warfare,
fought from a position mired in dirt, that motivated a compensatory privileging of the aerial
perspective of the flyer. “From the air, the labyrinth of the trenches could seem like a patterned
carpet.”88 Jay is not writing about labyrinths, but unwittingly, this statement gestures toward a
key facet of the archetype: the contradiction between the confusion and disorientation
experienced inside, versus the carefully calibrated logic of its design. It is a structure that
necessitates rational planning in order to engender a distinctly irrational dream world. This is
effectively the difference between Theseus and Deadalus, and no other structure manifests such
diametric opposition between the logic of the maker and the experience of the audience. This
unique dichotomy between structural logic and experiential confusion makes the labyrinth an apt
symbol of postwar modernity, in that it maps onto the central tensions between schools of
thought that germinated in France in the 1930s, and continued to exert powerful influence
following World War II. The Daedalian labyrinth, a meticulously constructed architectural
schema, relates to technocratic views of progress predicated upon science and technology, which
was evident in both the rise of Structuralist philosophy and in the centralized national planning
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that drove much of the postwar rebuilding efforts.89 While the labyrinth is anathema to the
rationalist grid, it remains, at the macroscopic level, a structural system through which bodies are
circulated—a facet that will become more apparent in writings by Abraham Moles and Elisabeth
Rohmer, as well as in installations by GRAV. By contrast, Theseus’ experience of the labyrinth
as a nightmarish, confounding journey in the darkness is more akin to the Surrealist interrogation
of the inner recesses of the psyche, and phenomenology’s emphasis on the primacy of the
individual perceiving body as constitutive of knowledge.
Bachelard was keenly interested in the labyrinth, which he first wrote about in 1948 in La
Terre et les rêveries du repos, a typology of “material images,” or images drawn from the
unconscious that corresponded to physical forms but conjured a range of primal associations. In
that context, he defined the labyrinth as an oneiric space suffused with anguish produced by
wandering in the dark. De Jong included excerpts from La Terre et les rêveries du repos in the
ST, in which Bachelard described Ariadne’s thread as “the thread of discourse,” likening it to the
narration of a dream after the sleeper has awoken.90 Ascribing to a Jungian view of a collective
unconscious populated by archetypes which, when accessed, produced a fundamental emotional
resonance, Bachelard’s work in La Terre and elsewhere explored the character of those prime
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images—which he describes, counterintuitively, as texts—to which he argued humanity always
returned--the labyrinth, the cave, and the root, among others. Bachelard wrote, “We must strive
to read these texts even more slowly than they were written and as slowly as they were
dreamed.”91
A labyrinthine mode of discourse, which is apparent in the ST in the abrupt shifts in
language and discordant juxtapositions of image and text from disparate time and place, had the
benefit of slowing the reader, which is key to finding affective resonance beneath the surface of
the literary images. The correspondingly slow reading process then forced the reader to perform
an age-old initiatory rite of wandering through a maze on the page. As Bachelard would have it,
this process opened up an oneiric space of emotional and affective connection that would not
otherwise be present in straightforward narrative presentation.
The excerpt from La Terre appeared next to reproductions of Jorn’s painted portrait of
Bachelard and Paul Klee’s Scene with the Walking (1925). (fig. 1.7) Bachelard’s text
characterized the labyrinth as a dream space, and also to varying degrees a place of anguish:
“The labyrinth is first and fundamental suffering, a childhood suffering. Is it a birth trauma? Or
is it on the contrary, as I myself believe, one of the clearest traces of psychological archaism?”92
He described navigating the labyrinth as a slow, painstaking meander through half-open doors
and fissures, a movement through an endless tangle of corridors that proceed according to a nonlinear dream logic, which echoed the archaic trauma most famously expressed in the Daedalian
myths of traversing the labyrinth while pursued by the threat of annihilation. Klee’s adjacent
drawing featured a mysterious, shrouded figure pointing in the midst of a series of fractured
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ladders and corridors, suspended in an indeterminate space, an image that aptly conveyed the
dark mood of the text.
This element of darkness, which was endemic to the labyrinth in Bachelard’s
formulation, pervaded the examples marshaled by De Jong in the ST, but often in tension with
both the rationalist methods governing contributions by mathematicians, and with the overtly
ludic dimensions of the contemporary labyrinthine examples, which I explore later in this
chapter. Max Bucaille’s contribution was exemplary in this respect, in that he provided a
rigorous mathematical overview of topologies, but also took more poetic detours into the
psychological contours of the labyrinth. For instance, Bucaille’s definition of the labyrinth was
hardly mathematical when he wrote,
The labyrinth is a tortuous path, with multiple detours, bifurcations, and ramifications, in
which, after having wandered for a long time, one may arrive at a central point.
Movement in a labyrinth is all difficulty, hesitation, impediment, errancy, anguish… but
it can lead, after many trials, to the centre, a sort of keep, the ultimate sanctuary.

Echoing Bachelard’s formulation of the labyrinth as an anguished space of wandering, he
suggests that ultimately there is repose at its center.
The range of contributors defining the labyrinth in the ST points to the inherent
adaptability of the symbol, and the way it straddled seemingly disparate philosophical systems
and time periods. In the pages of the ST, the structure of the labyrinth was paramount, as both a
maze that captivated cultures through the ages, as was evident in the sheer number of
labyrinthine images (archeological remains, medieval mazes, etc.) from a global array of sources,
and also as a quintessentially topological form. The latter meaning was resolutely contemporary
and scientific: Tomaszewski noted the contemporary applications of topologies, including
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research in the field of biotechnics, for example.93 In this way, the labyrinth formed a sort of
connective thread, so to speak, through time, tracing a massive continuum in which the ancient
stone maze could be seen as morphing into the modern non–Euclidian geometric form. But
alongside these structural readings, the magazine espoused a phenomenological interest in the
individual experience of the anxiety–ridden wanderer navigating the often nightmarish space of
the labyrinth. These contradictions become even more pronounced when examining the main
artistic legacies with which De Jong engaged: the Surrealist interest in myth and archeology,
alongside the Situationist desire to transform their urban surroundings.

Excavating Utopia
At the heart of the ST is the same set of temporal overlays—the distant past in concert
with the present, while casting a speculative gaze into the future—that came to define the
postwar labyrinth. Both De Jong and Jorn were deeply interested in archeology, prehistory, and
history continuing through the Middle Ages, which was evident in the myriad sites they
photographed during their European travels, photographs that De Jong subsequently reproduced
in the magazine. At the same time, she included numerous contemporary examples of
labyrinthine forms, as well as utopian projects in which the labyrinth served as a model for urban
environs of the future.
The juxtaposition of archeological material with more futurological projects also
reflected the way that the labyrinth, as a symbol, was situated at the intersections of Surrealist
and Situationist thought, retaining influences from the interwar period but also echoing the
increasingly utopian and spatialized currents of the postwar avant-gardes, such as CoBRA, the
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LI, and the SI. De Jong recalls that the sources that initially fascinated her and led to the creation
of the ST were studies of archaeology and archaic myth and ritual: Geoffrey Bibby’s Four
Thousand Years Ago: A World Panorama of Life in the Second Millenium B.C. (1961), a richly
illustrated account of life in the Bronze Age, and Sir James Frazer’s The Golden Bough, a
comparative study in myth and religion first published in 1890, excerpts of which appear in the
ST.94 The work of Frazer, a Scottish anthropologist, had widely captivated artists, from J.M.W.
Turner, to the Surrealists, to the Abstract Expressionists. In his discussion of Frazer’s impact on
Abstract Expressionism, Stephen Polcari called The Golden Bough one of the most influential
books of the twentieth century.95 Frazer’s encyclopedic synthesis of rites, rituals, myths, and
customs from prehistory to the present, including Greco-Roman traditions but also non-Western
examples, directly informed the structure and scope of the ST.
The Surrealists’ interest in myth, ritual, and the occult was enriched by reading texts by
Frazer and his peers in the so-called Cambridge School of Myth and Ritual,96 and the
engagement by De Jong and Jorn with archeology, myth, and ritual likely came out of this
legacy.97 The interdisciplinary group of scholars associated with the Cambridge School studied
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ancient cultures through a lens that departed from the archaeological method dominant since the
Renaissance in favor of a more anthropological view emphasizing connections between myth
and ritual in the ancient world.98 In addition to Frazer, the group included Samuel Henry Hooke,
who wrote an extensive history of the labyrinth as a ritual site beginning with its earliest
incarnation at Knossos.99
Within the larger context of myth adapted by the Surrealists, the labyrinth was frequently
invoked as a metaphor for the unconscious. This was true of both the figures close to Breton and
the dissidents in the orbit of Bataille. In, “Labyrinthe,” published in Recherches philosophiques
5 (1935-36) Bataille used the labyrinth to describe the condition of adulthood: to wander, lost, in
a futile search for the plenitude of childhood.100
While the Surrealists associated the labyrinth with the liberatory capacity of the
unconscious mind, they also understood it as a space of torture and madness. Indeed, Bataille’s
characterization of existence as a state of futile searching in the labyrinth of “knots and
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concentrations formed through vast incoherence” for the lost state of childhood was not a theory
of individual empowerment.101 Other Surrealists connected the labyrinth to the individual mindbody corpus rather than to collective spaces or urban frameworks. Paintings and drawings on this
theme in the 1930s underscored the link between the labyrinth and the body, as was evident in
André Masson’s painting The Labyrinth (1938), in which a monumental biped, its head loosely
resembling a bull’s with a generically monstrous body, was split open at various junctures to
reveal fragments of labyrinthine mazes. (fig. 1.8) Masson made a similar drawing for the May
1939 cover of Minotaure, which featured the bull’s skull with a spiraling stone maze taking the
place of a brain. (fig. 1.9)
These ideas—the anguish of the wanderer, the labyrinth’s role in ancient myth, and the
labyrinth as a metaphor for both body and mind—continued to inform postwar incarnations of
the labyrinth, particularly by way of Bachelard’s influence, as his own thinking was informed by
the Surrealists, an influence that is evident in the ST. Likewise, the Surrealist interest in ancient
myth and archeology informed De Jong’s voracious appetite for remnants of labyrinths across
the ages, all pointing toward a continuity within the collective unconscious of humanity. But the
labyrinth underwent a shift in the 1950s, which is equally on display in the ST: it became at once
more spatial, urban, and futuristic. I argue that this change was motivated by a widespread
sense—evident in France and elsewhere throughout Western Europe—that urban renewal and
population dispersal initiatives were eliminating, or at the very least, sanitizing public space.
Rational city planning prevailed in the form of the grid, and the labyrinth was everything that the
grid was not. Its meandering form resists clarity and order, and as a maze, it is designed to
frustrate rather than facilitate navigation. The disorientation engendered by the labyrinth offered
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an ideal spatial alternative to the rationalism that defined much postwar urban planning.
Beginning after World War II and accelerating after De Gaulle’s return to power in 1958,
state-sponsored modernization projects catalyzed massive new building and renovation projects
throughout France. The Athens Charter, based on Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse and drafted by
CIAM in 1933, informed reconstruction and building projects throughout Europe, with its
separation of dwelling, work, and recreation into distinct zones.102 New dwellings took the form
of villes nouvelles and grand ensembles, such as Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation in Marseille
(1952). Typically built on the peripheries of cities, these massive constructions catalyzed the
displacement of urban populations to the suburbs, a displacement that only exacerbated class and
racially motivated divides. Kristin Ross has shown that the urban reconstruction executed
throughout France in the 1950s was tied to discourses on sanitization and hygiene that were
themselves linked to both the Occupation and subsequent épuration, and the brutal process of
decolonization by way of the Algerian war. 103
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The response among artists and architects to these changes was largely one of
disillusionment. Indeed, as Kenny Cupers’ recent work demonstrates, the grands ensembles were
defined by an architectural uniformity that contributed to social homogeneity.104 These large
configurations of buildings were often organized according to a rigid grid, punctuated by
precisely delineated orthogonals. In his case study of the grand ensemble built incrementally
from 1955 to 1976 in Sarcelles, a suburb north of Paris, Cupers describes the isolation
encountered by the first residents of 1956, owing not only to the lack of nearby public transit
(there would be no train station stop within walking distance for another decade), but to the
architecture itself:
[T]he social world they [the early residents] entered did not have much by way of a
shared urban culture or tradition. The only thing to bind inhabitants were the sameness of
their new dwellings…Their standardized architecture and modernist urban forms simply
negated their surroundings.105
The population demographics that constituted early Sarcelles residents, an example that Cupers
argues was typical of these massive building constructions, were narrow: little variation in size
meant that apartments catered to midsize nuclear families. Residents were blue and white-collar
workers, overwhelmingly young and white, with few non-French speakers.106 Non-white
residents typically lived in the same buildings. The atmosphere of social segregation was so
pronounced that prior to the introduction of street names in Sarcelles in 1962, residents used
ethnically-derived nomenclature to refer to areas of the settlement, such as the “African
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block.”107
Sarcelles and the grands ensembles were emblematic of the urban transformations
occurring throughout France of which the LI and the SI were highly critical. In Formulary for a
New Urbanism (1948), which would later become a foundational text for the SI, Ivan Chtcheglov
described the city as a space of boredom, its natural rhythms and eccentricities homogenized by
the advent of air conditioning and artificial lighting.108 In the same text, Chtcheglov characterized
the city as geological, a place in which one cannot “take three steps without encountering ghosts
bearing all the prestige of their legends,”109 a time travel that was becoming increasingly
impossible with the advent of new building construction which eroded all traces of the past.
Evoking a metaphor of geological stratification, with the vestiges of earlier times buried beneath
the increasingly homogenized urban surface, Chtcheglov called for the reinvigoration of old
archetypes. As opposed to renouncing technology altogether, he and others desired to re-direct it
toward more creative ends. The meandering form of the labyrinth, designed to obfuscate rather
than clarify, was the ideal anti-rationalist urban metaphor. Repeatedly, those in the orbit of the SI
evoked the labyrinth as a model for a future city, one that did not reject mechanization but
integrated it into a highly subjective and flexible space that allowed for individual expression.
The Surrealist project aimed to liberate the contents trapped in the metaphorical
labyrinth of the unconscious mind, inciting a revolution in the inner life of the individual that
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would in theory catalyze a real overturning of bourgeois social norms.110 Beginning in the 1950s
and continuing through the upheaval of 1968, the Situationists, along with other members of the
New Left, suffered a series of political disenchantments that left them suspicious of the visual art
as an effective vehicle of dissent.111 Likewise, they became far more concerned with the arena of
everyday life—physical space and lived time—and its colonization at the hands of insidious
arbiters of power.112 It was in the space of quotidian, daily life that regimes of power made the
most effective incursions on the freedom of the individual, through necessitating alienated labor
that limited free time, flooding the public sphere with advertisements designed to incite desire
and keep subjects economically impoverished, and designing urban spaces that promoted
atomization and isolation.113 As a result, Debord and other members of the SI, influenced by
Lefebvre, believed that everyday life had become compromised, and thus any meaningful artistic
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and political interventions had to occur within that very space.114

1.3 The Dérive: Finding the Labyrinth
Various contributions to the labyrinth issue of the ST reflected this spatialized and
somewhat utopian turn in the symbolism of the labyrinth, beginning with the opening page.
There, a photograph of an arrow sign that read “labyrinthe,” urged the reader forward. (fig. 1.11)
A similar sign appears subsequently on page 232, stating that play is prohibited in the labyrinth.
(fig. 1.12) The index identified both images as signs for the labyrinthine maze in Paris’ Jardin
des Plantes, which echoed a reference by the former Lettrist Ivan Chtcheglov (aka Gilles Ivain)
in “Formulary for a New Urbanism.”115 In this essay, which would become a defining text for the
SI, Chtcheglov described and illustrated the same sign at the entrance of the Jardin des Plantes
that read “No playing in the labyrinth” as the “height of absurdity, Ariadne unemployed.” He
further elucidating his meaning in the brief text “Ariadne Unemployed,” published in August
1954 in the LI’s journal Potlatch.
At one sole glance, one can discern both the Cartesian layout of the so-called labyrinth at
the Botanical Gardens and the following warning sign:
NO PLAYING IN THE LABYRINTH
There could be no more succinct summary of the spirit of this entire civilization. The
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very one whose collapse we will, in the end, bring about.116
Chtcheglov contended that the Jardin des Plantes was not a labyrinth at all, as a rational,
Cartesian layout is of course antithetical to its very definition, and to prohibit play in the fauxlabyrinth would have seemed doubly absurd. For Chtcheglov and others developing the dérive
(Jorn, Debord, and Abdelhafid Khatib), the labyrinth could simply be discovered within the city
by way of drifting in response to psychogeographic cues, which was, at its core, a process of
transforming the city into a labyrinth in order to reveal its psychic unconscious otherwise hidden
beneath a mapped surface of rationality and order.
While Debord mentioned the labyrinth only once in his “Theory of the Dérive,” as an
organizing principle, I suggest that it was crucial to the logic of the urban drift.117 The labyrinth
and the dérive are both strategies of disruption. The dérive disrupted urban space, in that it
undermined the cartographic clarity of a gridded, regular city in order to achieve emotional
disorientation. Likewise, as an experience, the labyrinth works against architectural conventions
of monumentality and clarity. Typically it lacks a façade, privileges interiority, and it is designed
to obfuscate and disorient: it derails the logic of openness and transparency that was a hallmark
of the urban shifts enacted during the Haussmannization of Paris, which was an attempt to make
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the constituents of the city more subject to surveillance and control.
If the Jardin des Plantes was not a labyrinth, then what did this play space entail for the
Situationists? The book Mémoires (1958), a collaboration between Jorn and Debord, can be read
as an account—via détourned images and poetic fragments of texts—of select dérives undertaken
between 1952 and 1953. (fig. 1.13) It not only offers insight on the connection between the city,
the dérive, and the labyrinth in Lettrist and later Situationist practice, but it is also a structural
precedent for the ST in that it functioned as a labyrinth unto itself. Jorn and Debord composed
Mémoires entirely from appropriated (or subject to détournement, in Situationist parlance)
fragments of text and image. They evoked the disorientation inherent to the labyrinth through
fragments of maps are re-arranged to represent counter-intuitive meanders through Paris,
interspersed with disconnected lines of text that read like snippets of overheard conversations.118
Intermittent occlusions of text and image with pooled ink or splattered paint further frustrated
any of the original maps’ claims to coherence and legibility.
Just as the dérive countered rational urban circulation, here Debord and Jorn effectively
undermined narrative conventions (as De Jong did in the ST), transforming the process of
reading into a visually dizzying drift over the page. The authors’ frequent references to history,
the passing of time, and futurity in Mémoires reflected a belief that the dérive not only incited
spatial disorientation but also temporal, a tactic consistent with a broader resistance among the
Situationists to the capitalist reification of time through a rigidly quantified work schedule.
Instead, within a dérive time was experienced as the ebb and flow of emotional intensities,
catalyzed by the psychogeographic micro-climates of the city.
The Situationist dérive was a means of discovering the labyrinth embedded within the
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functionalist urban structure. This relationship between the labyrinth, the dérive, and urban
planning was most clearly illuminated in a 1958 account of dérives made through the
neighborhood around Les Halles by Khatib, an Algerian member of the SI. Les Halles, centrally
located in the first arrondissement, served as the largest fresh food market in Paris beginning in
the tenth century. Since 1763 with the construction of the Hall au blé, a hall for grain storage and
sales, Les Halles had been subject to various government–led campaigns designed to regulate
commerce and create sanitary conditions for food storage through more rigid architectural
schemas.119 Working under Baron Haussmann, the architect Victor Baltard re-built the circular
stone Hall au blé in effort to both consolidate and standardize the irregular masses of market
stalls. He erected a giant iron and glass pavilion, the transparency of which perpetuated a logic of
observation and control.120 The resulting structure was everything that a labyrinth is not—
transparent, open, designed for ease of navigation with long sight lines for observation.
By the early twentieth century, Les Halles was again perceived as in desperate need of
repair and renovation, on account of major traffic congestion and inadequate space to support the
volume of commerce. In the postwar years, French finance and agricultural ministers publicized
their intent to relocate the market to the suburb of Rungis, where they planned to modernize the
market and win back the large-scale food vendors who already left Les Halles. The plan was
eventually carried out in 1971.121 Writing in 1958 when the plans were already public knowledge,
Khatib connected the initiative to displace Les Halles with larger trends that relegated “popular
Paris” to the margins of the city, an act of urban exile he claimed to have been underway for a
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century. Khatib proposed an alternative to the proposed relocation:
As opposed to [moving Les Halles], any solution aimed at creating a new society requires
that this space at the center of Paris be preserved for the manifestations of a liberated
collective life. One must profit from the blow to practical-alimentary activity and must
encourage large-scale development of those tendencies towards constructional play and
mobile urbanism … The first step, architecturally, would obviously be to replace the
current pavilions with an autonomous series of small Situationist architectural complexes.
Among these new architectures and on their peripheries, corresponding to the four zones
we have envisaged here, ought to be built perpetually changing labyrinths, and this with
the aid of more adequate objects than the fruit and vegetable stands which make up
today’s only barricades.122
That Khatib did not elaborate on the nature of these perpetually changing labyrinths
speaks to the way in which the labyrinth was never a static, concrete form, but rather a larger
urban logic which, consistent with the meandering form of a labyrinth, countered themes of
transparency and rationalism that had been endemic to the city since its transformation under
Haussmann. He concluded the essay with a brief note that Les Halles would serve, in its new
labyrinthine form, as a “theme park for the ludic education of workers,” consistent with both the
SI’s belief that automation would eventually liberate workers and provide them with leisure time,
and also with the connections between the labyrinthine urban logic and the pursuit of homo
ludens.
Les Halles was a long–contested site, where the government repeatedly attempted to
regulate and control activities it deemed unruly and unsanitary. This impulse to control was
borne out on Khatib himself, an Algerian subject to temporary curfews. An unsigned editorial
addendum at the conclusion of his text informs readers as to why it remained incomplete:
This study is incomplete on several fundamental points … This is because our
collaborator was subject to police harassment in light of the fact that since September,
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North Africans have been banned from the streets after half past nine in the evening. And
of course, the bulk of Abdelhafid Khatib's work concerned Les Halles at night. After
being arrested twice and spending two nights in a holding cell, he relinquished his efforts.
Therefore the present — the political future, no less — may be abstracted due to
considerations carried out on psychogeography itself.123
For Khatib, the stakes of finding the urban labyrinth were high: it was a means of eluding the a
state-sponsored imperative to police non-European bodies. Both Khatib’s attempt and failure to
re-claim Les Halles foregrounds the way in which the labyrinth, which had far more in common
with the narrow, winding stone alleys of “old Paris” than the wide roads with long vistas
imposed on the city by Haussmann, subverted and contested the disciplinary function of the
city’s modern organizational schema. However, the unsigned editorial offered a brief glimpse
into both the potential and limits of the SI’s utopian aims for the dérive. The dérive could
function as political protest, a means of subverting a colonial exercise of power. But the editorial
suggested that the status quo prevailed, curtailing Khatib’s efforts to enact a psychogeographic
study. Indeed his relative obscurity within histories written by the members of the SI suggests the
group’s own blind spots with regard to race and colonialism,124 and there was little
acknowledgment of the white male privilege that allowed for group members like Chtcheglov
and Debord to carry out dérives that by their own accounts, lasted for weeks or even months at a
time.125
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While the connection between the city and the labyrinth was implicit in Mémoires and
mentioned briefly by Khatib, it was explicit and central to plans for unrealized projects and
exhibitions planned by the SI, suggesting that the labyrinth was indeed a major, if not the most
important spatial metaphor for the group. In the latter half of the 1950s, the SI planned two
labyrinths–as–exhibitions. Neither were realized, but in theory both would have transformed the
gallery into a miniature version of a city, but a city reimagined as a disorienting, labyrinthine
maze.
In 1956 Guy Debord detailed “Projet pour un labyrinthe éducatif,” a maze in which the
visitor would experience “violent disorientation [dépaysement].” Although the structure was
never completed, Debord’s text appeared in the catalog for the Première exposition de
psychogéographie, held in 1957 at Galerie Taptoe in Brussels.126 While Debord envisioned a
labyrinth built inside the gallery, the arrangement and decoration would mimic an outdoor urban
space, evoking a cacophony of visual noise: slogans scrawled on the walls like graffiti, false
windows opening onto photographs of various urban spaces, signs featuring imaginary streets
(“rue Asger Jorn,” “chemin de la Guerre Civile,” etc.), “an abundance of useless arrows,” and
ambient sounds evoking different cities. The labyrinth Debord described was a chaotic assault on
the senses, intended to disorient the visitor.
Debord sketched out how a dozen psychogeographers would circulate, talking to visitors,
handing them sealed envelopes with “shocking or disturbing” texts, or asking to borrow money.
globe) would advance the civilization.” Sadler is more optimistic than I about Khatib’s
psychogeographic study of Les Halles, suggesting that it defied the white patriarchy of urban
space–time. Simon Sadler, The Situationist City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), 81.
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Wine and other alcohol would be available at various junctures, in addition to reading material
that Debord described as “books or fragments of carefully selected books.” When a visitor
finally made her way out of the labyrinth, she would pass through an exit where Debord and
Khatib would be seated, playing Kriegspiel, a war strategy game dating back to the 19th
century.127 This bizarre and potentially inebriating experience culminated in a comparatively
calm scene: two men sitting opposite one another, carefully planning their next moves in a war
strategy game. In 1956, a year that saw an upsurge of violence between the FLN, Algeria’s
Nationalist movement, and the French Military, a war strategy game—played between a white
Frenchman and an Algerian, no less—was a scene rife with political meaning,128 perhaps a
suggestion that the current conflict was nothing more than a game of strategy.
A connection between the city and the museum came to the fore in Die Welt als
Labyrinth, an exhibition the SI planned to mount at the Stedelijk Museum. In the ST, De Jong
reproduced both a floor plan of the proposed exhibition, and an excerpt from Gustav René
Hocke’s Die Welt als Labyrinth: Manier und Manie in der Europäischen Kunst, the book from
which the SI took their title.129 The exhibition never took place, and the only textual account of
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its proposed form (and eventual cancellation) was published in the June 1960 issue of
Internationale Situationniste.130 The exhibition creators—the Dutch section of the SI with input
from Debord, Jorn, and Maurice Wyckaert—envisaged a transformation of a wing of the
Stedelijk into a nearly two-mile-long path, through which visitors would navigate various
obstacles, including artificial wind, rain, and fog and a ceiling that would occasionally lower to a
height of four feet. They would play recorded noise in the galleries, and vary the light to create
“luminous zones,” effects that were meant to work against the circulatory logic of the building
and thereby “increase the occasions for getting lost.”131 At some point during the exhibition, the
SI planned to lead a three-day long dérive in central Amsterdam, undertaken simultaneously by
various teams, each with members of the public led by members of the SI. (Constant was named
as the leader of one SI team). The multi-day drift was to take place on foot and eventually by
boat but entirely in the center of Amsterdam, with teams sleeping in motels along the way, and
communicating with one another by radio.

The write-up in Internationale Situationniste made

it clear that the constructed labyrinth in the museum—“a micro-dérive organized in [a]
concentrated labyrinth”—was intended to function as a compressed version of the larger, found
labyrinth of central Amsterdam. This idea was also implied in the exhibition’s proposed title,
“The World as Labyrinth,” which echoed the sentiment that “the world reveals itself as
labyrinth” espoused by Conrads and Sperlich that same year. The relationship between the
labyrinth in the museum and the city outside was evident in the proposed blurring of boundaries
between interior and exterior spaces: through light and weather machines, the museum was to
become an environment that evoked the outdoors, while the normally expansive movement of a
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body throughout a city was restricted to the city center for an extended period time, transforming
the city into an enclosure.132

New Babylon: a Labyrinth for the Future
While the SI used the urban dérive to locate hidden labyrinths in Paris or (hypothetically)
in Amsterdam, the most extensive exploration of the city as labyrinth came in the form of New
Babylon (1956-74), an impossibly ambitious utopia envisioned by the group’s singular architect.
Constant Nieuwenhuys conceived of New Babylon as giant labyrinth elevated above the earth’s
surface, a labyrinth that operated in multiple temporal spheres. De Jong included four images of
New Babylon in the ST (fig. 1.5) which pictured various sectors of the futuristic city where
technology had theoretically rendered manual labor obsolete, leaving inhabitants free to devote
themselves to creative expression and play. My aim here is not to re-hash the particulars of New
Babylon, which have been subject to extensive study, but to point out that Constant conceived of
the city as a labyrinth. The qualities of the labyrinth—disorientation produced by moveable
architecture, rapidly shifting atmospheric conditions, and cacophonous noise—were key to
creating politically emancipated subjects. According to Constant, “The labyrinthine form of
New Babylonian [as a] social space is the direct expression of social independence.”133
New Babylon embodied key contradictions that emerged postwar in relation to the
labyrinth, in particular the Janus-faced look into a mythic, primordial past while envisioning a
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utopian future, and pleasure in concert with anguish.134 This tension is particularly evident in the
photographs of the first maquette related to the project, Design for a Gypsy Camp (1956-1958).
(fig. 1.10) Following his visit in 1956 to a gypsy encampment on land owned by the painter
Pinot Gallizio on the outskirts of Alba, Italy, Constant conceived of a project in which the
gypsy’s nomadic way of life would be extended to a planetary scale, becoming a model for a
future society. This project became New Babylon, which the artist worked on in the form of
models, drawings, collages, paintings, writings and film, until 1974.
Constant constructed the first maquette with two transparent Plexiglas platforms radiating
stainless steel wires, which link to several arced, metallic fragments that form a spiral. The wood
of the surrounding tabletop is rough and degraded, with scratches and cracks. A viscous black
liquid pools on the wooden surface, like sticky tar pits on a still inchoate, primordial ground. Set
against a rough and elemental field, the spindly metal and Plexiglas structure hovering above
looked like technological ruins in a post-apocalyptic scorched earth, or like the ribbed skeleton
of a hovercraft landing on a yet-undeveloped planet. Martin van Schaik has also observed the
labyrinthine quality of the of New Babylon, connecting it to the primeval quality of Contant’s
maquettes. He described New Babylon as “the primordial, formless void from which everything
starts…[with] dynamic labyrinthine complexity.”135 This vision of a primeval earth within a
technological superstructure—one of the key contradictions in temporality that animated nearly
all of the labyrinths realized during this period— transpired within a giant, labyrinthine design.
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In his writings, Constant distinguished between the static labyrinth, where the individual
struggles to locate a single exit, and the dynamic labyrinth (i.e. New Babylon), with multiple
pathways that could fluctuate in layout. Counting on the utility of pre-fabricated architectural
units that could be moved at the flip of a switch, Constant imagined that inhabitants would be
able to manipulate the architecture at will. As he explained,
A dynamic labyrinth cannot be designed, it cannot originate in the mind of a single
individual. It arises in the first instance as a non-stop process that can only be initiated
and maintained by a great many individuals. And this implies a social freedom and,
concomitantly, a massive creative potential.136
In other words, the architect ceded some degree of power to those living in the city, who
effectively became co-designers.
The agency conferred on residents of New Babylon was echoed elsewhere in less famous
examples in the pages of ST. For example, De Jong solicited a contribution from Gordon
Fazakerley, the British-born painter who was briefly involved with the Scandinavian Situationist
group Drakabygget. In his essay “Labyrinth Project,” he called for a maze to be constructed in
every city: one labyrinth for every ten thousand people, each one a public maze built in an urban
center. Fazakerly wrote, “The labyrinth is the Human-condition, it is also the estate of man, so
what better direction to take towards Utopia in a global sense, then by the construction in every
Town and City of a Labyrinth.”137 He framed the project in political terms, suggesting that the
labyrinth would provide means of subverting the “machinery of the modern state.” While the
exact meaning of this phrase was far from clear, it likely related to the challenges participating
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citizens would have to overcome in navigating a maze. The process would counter passivity by
demanding engagement, thereby creating a more aware and politically emancipated subject.
Fazakerley elaborated, “The intention of the labyrinth is, to act as an anti-Bible. For it was with
the Bible that man first surrendered his Will, surrendering his Will to a book of words. With the
labyrinth it is hoped to reverse this tyrannical situation and give man his will back again.”138
Fazakerley’s design for a labyrinth that “upends the machinery of the modern state” was vague
in both its form (he provided no visuals) and its politics, but it was indicative of the urban and
spatial facets that the labyrinth had accrued in the hands of the SI.
The hypothetical participants in New Babylon and Fazakerley’s labyrinth for every town
were not unlike the readers of the ST, in that they were charged with making meaning out of a
mystifying configuration of texts and images. In all cases, these artists recuperated the
labyrinth—an architecture drawn from ancient myth, a space of imprisonment that evoked the
contours of the unconscious mind—to become a model for individual agency. The disorientation
that was inherent to the experience of the labyrinth became, as the SI conceived it, a powerful
political tool capable of transforming the individual and her surrounding environs.

1.4 Ludic Labyrinths
All of the Situationist labyrinths—Constant’s techno-utopian city, the psychogeographic
city revealed by the dérive, and the exhibitions transforming the museum into urban space—
emphasized the labyrinth as the disorganizing principle that could transform the city into a space
for play homo ludens, or “man the player.” Homo Ludens was, of course, the title of the widely
influential book by the Dutch theorist Johan Huizinga, which deeply affected Constant and
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others in the SI.139 Huizinga contended that play was a vital part of all healthy civilizations, and
that play permeated all “great archetypal activities of human society” from the very beginnings
of human history.140 Following Huizinga, the SI and others understood play as a universal human
rite that was as old as culture itself. While the mythic lair of the Minotaur may not seem,
intuitively, like a natural site for play, the labyrinth took a distinctly ludic turn in postwar
Europe. Play offered a metaphorical way into the labyrinth, initiating time travel both back to the
distant past and outside of the codified units of everyday, capitalist time.
The SI’s conception of play reflected key tenets introduced by Huizinga in Homo Ludens:
the seriousness of play, the temporality of play, and importance of the player’s bodily
engagement. The serious and violent facets of play were evident in Situationist practice and
writings, and Debord likely had Huizinga’s work in mind when he designated Kriegspiel to be
played in the Labyrinthe éducatif. While Constant equated play with the pursuit of creativity in
New Babylon, the state of homo ludens was not always fun: “man’s aggressivity does not
disappear with the satisfaction of his immediate material needs,” wrote Constant.141 Violent
survival instincts in traditional societies would be redirected in New Babylon into equally
aggressive creative instincts, where, as Mark Wigley argued, “criminality becomes the collective
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way of life….[b]ut it is understood as play because there is no established order.”142
While the violent side of play in New Babylon remained hypothetical, the violence
became real for Chtcheglov, whose “Formulary for a New Urbanism” had called for a state of
continuous drifting (effectively an endless dérive). In a series of letters to Debord and Michèle
Bernstein, purportedly sent in 1964 from a clinic where he had been committed since 1959,
Chtcheglov reflected on the dangers of the dérive. Recalling the 1953 series of drifts that became
the subject of Mémoires, he wrote, “it was a miracle it didn’t kill us. We had a constitution—a
bad constitution—for iron.” He opined that the length of such states be limited, lest they result in
“explosion, dissolution, dissociation, or disintegration.”143 If the city was a labyrinth, this version
of play followed the archetype’s traditional Daedalian associations with violence and the fear of
annihilation.
Play required a defined temporal sphere, which was, Huizinga reasoned, anathema to the
plastic arts of painting and sculpture. Unlike music or dance, which can be performed after their
creation, the plastic art object exists indefinitely and autonomously. Without the possibility of reperformance, the viewer’s only option is to passively look, with little opportunity to actively
participate, an essential component of play. While the play factor was largely absent in
contemporary art, Huizinga argued, it had been present in the visual art of archaic cultures, when
ritual and art were closely related. Ritual performances, which married art and play, did so
because they relied on mathexis, or participation, rather than mimesis: “The function of the rite .
. . is far from being merely imitative; it causes the worshippers to participate in the sacred
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happening itself.”144
Huizinga argued that representation was akin to identification: in re-presenting the
concept through performance, the performer identified with the figure of the creator. This
empowering notion, pushed to its conclusion, had the potential to reconfigure the relationship
between an artist and a viewer into an egalitarian exchange rather than the unilateral transmission
of meaning. Within the context of the art world, it is far from happenstance that the resurgence of
archetypal forms—the labyrinth, and the cave discussed in subsequent chapters—coincided with
the privileging of participation over spectatorship, the dissolution of object into immersive
environment, and the wane of strictly mimetic modes of representation in favor of the tactile and
the kinetic.

Playing in The Situationist Times
The primacy of play was important to the ST, both in its structure—De Jong considered
the reader’s dérive through the pages to be an act of free associative play—and content, in that
she illustrated numerous examples highlighting the ludic nature of the labyrinth. Various images
pictured the labyrinth as a game or a festival: hopscotch, miniature golf, and a dance around a
maypole all qualified as labyrinths in the expansive logic of the magazine. Furthermore, De Jong
often included images of play transpiring in urban spaces, consistent with larger Situationist
ideas concerning the labyrinth as a model for the city. Several images of hopscotch drawings on
the sidewalk, for example, labeled “Paris 1963,” suggested the reinvigoration of the urban
landscape through spontaneous child’s play, a theme that was pervasive throughout Europe in the
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postwar years.145 These were, perhaps, also a reference to the play theorist Roger Caillois, who
used hopscotch to illustrate his argument that what contemporary culture regarded as mere
children’s games were actually the vestiges of more meaningful ludic rituals from past eras. A
seemingly innocent game of tag, for example, was once “the terrifying choice of a propitiatory
victim,” and “[h]opscotch indeed symbolized the labyrinth through which the initiate must first
wander.”146
The same connection that Huizinga drew between participatory mathexis and archaic
ritual was born out in the ST by the German art historian Hans Ludwig Cohn Jaffé, an expert on
De Stijl (and former professor of De Jong) based at the University of Amsterdam. His essay “Les
Labyrinthes” in the ST provided one of the few justifications in the magazine as to why the
labyrinth was making a comeback in the twentieth century, making explicit connections between
the labyrinth and play.147 For Jaffé, the labyrinth was nothing short of a symbolic worldview.
While it had been integral to archaic societies, Jaffé noted that it had fallen into decline
beginning with the Classical period, and only in twentieth century had the labyrinth found new
relevance (he discounted the Baroque labyrinthine gardens as frivolous formal imitations, devoid
of symbolic value). Drawing upon archaeological studies, he traced the shift in the pre-Classical
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world from a proliferation of spiral forms, such as those found on ancient Babylonian tablets, to
the “true labyrinth,” structured as a maze, as in the famous Daedalian labyrinth at Knossos.
Jaffé argued that this shift visually indexed a trajectory from one belief system to another,
from a system of pre-determined fate evoked by the single path of the spiral, to one of free will,
in which the wanderer embarked upon a disorienting journey with false starts and stops, as
represented by the true labyrinth. Further, in the twentieth century, the continued decline of
religious belief systems as anchoring world views had led to the re-instantiation of meaning in
the true labyrinth, which Jaffé read as a symbol for the disorientation and anxiety inherent to
navigating everyday life in the modern world. In Jaffé’s words: “But a waking of myth has
announced itself in our present day: man, anguished by the complexity of his world, searches for
a new model of life, and this anguish translates itself into mythic terms.”148 However, Jaffé made
it clear that this anguish could be worked through by ludic means. Play, he contended, was
always an integral part of the rites associated with the labyrinth, but play that was “highly
significant, full of meaning and implication.”
If the labyrinth was becoming a renewed symbol of humanity’s journey through everconfusing terrain, Jaffé implied that ritual play must also experience a revival. He repeatedly
emphasized the inextricable connection between the labyrinth and play, and in particular,
ritualized play that was both bodily and mobile. Citing S. H. Hooke, the Cambridge school
anthropologist who was also widely read by the Surrealists, Jaffé noted that historically those
rites of play took the form of ritual dances performed inside labyrinths, writing, “Really, every
study of the labyrinth must begin with dance.”149 Repeatedly, Jaffé foregrounded historical
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evidence that connected the labyrinth to the body. In addition to the kineticism of ritual dances
and the physical navigation of the spiral or maze, he pointed to examples of labyrinths found on
ancient Babylonian tablets thought to be based on the coiled intestines of ritually sacrificed
animals, suggesting that the body was yet another site of the labyrinth.150
De Jong’s selection and arrangement of images in the ST emphasized the connections,
already evident in the texts, between the labyrinth and the body, as well as its ludic dimension.
While the magazine was replete with images readily identifiable as mazes, many of the
photographs were only legible as labyrinthine from the context. Images captioned “the human
brain,” “blood circulation by the human being,” “superior mesenteric (intestines),” and “Points
of Acupunctation [sic] after a Chinese document” (fig. 1.14) intermingled with images of
labyrinths on Babylonian coinage and in ancient rock carvings in order to visually underscore
Jaffé’s suggestion that the body itself was a labyrinth.
Moreover, photographs of bodies in motion--people milling about a public square, nuns
in a processional line, the running of the bulls in Spain--all suggested that the mobile body was
integral to the labyrinth. (fig. 1.15) An image of a child in a miniature golf course maze, in
addition to various other appearances of children’s games, posited the labyrinth as play space.
(fig. 1.16) Likewise, images of labyrinthine forms on Tarot cards was a reminder that play could
be dark and need not be for children alone, and a photograph of the layout of a Copenhagen
prison reminded the reader of the labyrinth’s more sinister function as a space of enclosure and
entrapment.
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1.5 Coda: Psychologie de l’espace
Compiled and published at a time when the labyrinth was experiencing a resurgence in
the artistic imagination, the ST operated at the nexus of disparate disciplines and philosophical
methods that co-existed in tension with one another. As a spatial archetype, the labyrinth
encompassed a dynamic contradiction between the individual unconscious mind and collective
urban space. In the way that it manifested in Situationist practice, the labyrinth mirrored one of
the central facets of the 1960s, which was the tension between utopian aspirations toward a new
societal order, and more dystopian fears surrounding the inevitable end of humanity at the hands
of nuclear destruction. Disillusionment on the Left following the political upheavals of 1968
mitigated the utopian faith in technology espoused by Constant and others who believed that
disorientation could produce political emancipation.
The labyrinth figured prominently in a 1972 book titled Psychologie de l’espace, which
offered a summation of the form’s history and, however inadvertently, signaled yet another shift
in the labyrinth as an archetypal symbol. Written by the French sociologist and cybernetician
Abraham Moles with his collaborator and wife Élisabeth Rohmer, who served as attaché to the
European Council Secretary General, Psychologie de l’espace addressed methods of
reconstructing urban space in order to accommodate population growth, including ways to utilize
new technologies within art and architecture.151 Not an architect himself, but an member of the
Groupe International d’Architecture Prospective (GIAP) in the 1960s, Moles actively
participated in dialogues surrounding the “futurological” cities developed within the spatial
urbanist movement. These dialogues were spearheaded by GIAP’s founder Michel Ragon, who
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also published the Mutations-Orientations series, of which Psychologie de l’espace was part.
Moles and Rohmer were part of a long line of thinkers, including many represented in the
ST, to argue that the labyrinth was the archetypal form on which all of society was built, and also
the ideal physical configuration for future cities. Their choice of the labyrinth was based on its
unique ability to resolve a series of contradictions, which they eccentrically summarized as: “the
possibility of compressing the desert into tablets, of putting the desert in cans.”
The description of the labyrinth as a desert compressed and preserved (canned) reflected,
according to the authors, the labyrinth’s ability to distribute large numbers of people over
relatively small areas, all the while maintaining an illusion of solitude within, solitude that was
usually only possible in vast spaces. Most importantly, they believed that the labyrinth could
accommodate two seemingly opposed modes of conceptualizing space: a Cartesian or structural
model, whereby space was understood as a network of interconnected signs, and a
phenomenological model, which privileged the experiences and perceptions of individual
subjects moving through that network. These were the very same oppositional philosophies of
structuralism and phenomenology between which manifestations of the labyrinth had pendulated
since the early 1950s. This dichotomy was paramount not only to the labyrinth but to the 1960s,
which is why I read the labyrinth as the consummate image of the period, defined by the twin
impulses toward looking back to primordial means of perception, rooted in the body, and at the
same time looking forward to technological future.
The authors devoted a section of the text to “The labyrinth as archetype of art and
space.”152 There, Moles and Rohmer emphasized the importance of the labyrinth as a
topographical model, and indeed they were most interested in its form from the macroperspective of spatial organization in an urban context. However, they were sensitive to its
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unique history a symbol embedded with deeply psychological meanings, citing its “emotional
resonances” in the fictions of Borges, for example.153 While Moles and Rohmer acknowledged
the psychic frisson that historically characterized the labyrinth, they argued that “the emergence
of the science of environment and of a topology of space has reinstated to the labyrinth its
affective neutrality.”154 While De Jong’s exploration of the labyrinth in 1963 showcased the
scientific, structural versions of the labyrinth alongside the Bachelardian iterations, in Moles and
Rohmer’s study the technocratic character of the form took precedence.
The singular labyrinth that they illustrated was a maze, but a highly geometric one, a far
cry from the roving Situationist dérive. The figure reproduced to represent the labyrinth, while
not credited in the text, was an op-art composition by Victor Vasarely.155 (fig. 1.17) The
Hungarian-French artist made abstract compositions in a Neo-Plasticist style, and was among
those advocating for synthesis of the arts since the 1950s. An anthology on art and technology
published by Faber and Faber in London in 1968 included writings by both Vasarely and
Moles.156 In his manifesto “Toward the democritisation [sic] of art,” Vasarely spelled out his
beliefs surrounding new abstraction, of which Moles surely would have been aware, which helps
explain the presence of his labyrinth in the Pscyhologie de l’espace. Vasarely not only rejected
the tradition of easel painting, but of scale altogether: abstraction had no scale, he argued, its
virtue was its infinitely flexible format that could be adjusted at will. Urging the reader to
renounce fear of new techniques and embrace technology’s capacity for “recreation,
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multiplication, and expansion,” Vasarely called for an art that abandoned expression of feeling or
marks of making in favor of operating like a machine.157
In light of Vasarely’s beliefs in art abstract art as an infinitely scalable, reproducible
machine, it is no surprise that Moles and Rohmer appropriated one of his compositions to serve
essentially as a blueprint for their hypothetical labyrinthine space—also scalable, ranging from
the size of a shopping center to an entire city: the labyrinth, they write, opens “a new field of
possibilities of administering space, by the urbanist, the architect, the hotel manager.”158 Rather
than experiencing anxiety in the labyrinth, the wanderer would feel only pleasure at the illusion
of being alone, an illusion generated by various partitions. This feeling, they suggest, would be
experienced as a welcome foil to the more typical density of bodies in urban space. Moles and
Rohmer’s insistence on the labyrinth’s ability to generate the illusion of isolation is a striking
inversion of earlier SI practice: the Situationists sought to counter the isolation generated by
urban displacement by locating the labyrinth—effectively traces of the city’s past—hidden
within the contemporary urban superstructure.
Moles and Rohmer echoed but inverted Situationist language at other junctures as well.
For example, they posited that the artist in future cities would act as programmer of “microevents” within the labyrinth. In theory, inhabitants would spontaneously engage with the
constructed events as they meandered. Owing to the advent of computer-generated imagery, the
artist programmer could create “total spectacles” in which even an immobile spectator could
“experience movement vicariously . . . creating a transcendent experience of a space and of
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movement which has never before existed.”159
As to where the labyrinth, total spectacle, and micro-event would take place, Moles and
Rohmer made no distinction between the city writ large, tourist quarters, or shopping malls, all
of which they cited as potential labyrinths in which situations would transpire. While their
descriptions of “micro-events” was indebted to the idea of a situation, the authors couched them
in a language of spectacle, a language that the Situationists abhorred. In fact, the SI also detested
Moles. Debord published a letter purportedly written by Moles in 1964 in an issue of
Internationale Situationniste, in which the sociologist expressed interest in the group’s work but
opined that their definition of a “situation” was overly narrow. Debord responded by lambasting
Moles, calling him a “cybernetician bureaucrat,” among other insults.160
What could be cynically read as a commercialization, or at the very least a
spectacularization, of the labyrinth in the work of Moles and Rohmer was by no means new.
Spectacle played an important but conflicted role in the labyrinth’s incarnations throughout the
1960s in museums, as both installation and exhibition model. Indeed, Moles and Rohmer cited
the museum as one of the foremost examples of spaces to be transformed by the labyrinth. But
this was no longer hypothetical, as numerous labyrinthine exhibitions and installations appeared
in museums throughout the 1960s, which are the subject of the following chapter.
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Chapter 2: Labyrinths in the Museum

2.1 Introduction
As an example of a built labyrinth in Phantastische Architektur, the typological study of
visionary tendencies in architecture through the twentieth century, Ulrich Conrads and Hans
Sperlich proffered Labyrinth for Children (1954), designed by Studio Architect BBPR
(Belgiojoso, Peressuti, Rogers) for the 10th Milan Triennale.161 (fig. 2.1) Commissioned by the
exhibition organizers to create a children's play space, BBPR constructed a brick-walled maze
comprising six inter-connected, spiraling walls. The desire to engage young visitors was
consistent with the prominent role that children played in postwar narratives of optimism and
rebirth, which was true not only in Italy but throughout Europe. Following World War II, Europe
and the United States witnessed a dramatic surge of interest in nurturing the creativity and innerlife of the child, which contributed to the explosion of new playground construction and the
development of youth arts education programs. The driving motivations behind these measures
to stimulate childhood play and creativity were complex, however. Historians have argued that
the rise of new playground construction in particular was rooted in an initiative to foster qualities
of good citizenship, an aim that took on newfound urgency in the postwar ear. But they were
equally environments designed to redirect potentially delinquent impulses into more productive
or at least innocuous channels.162
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It is not incidental that BBPR designed the playground as a labyrinth, or that Conrads and
Sperlich illustrated the labyrinth with a playground. The postwar era also ushered in a fascination
with an imagined prehistoric past, and the urge to access and engage these points of origin—the
infancy of humanity and actual childhood—emerged from collective aims for both rejuvenation
and containment of future threat in the wake of destruction.
In spite of being outdoors and separate from the industrial design exhibition, Labyrinth
for Children looked more like art than a traditional playground. There was no play equipment:
only a hanging mobile by Alexander Calder, suspended over a lily pond in the center of the
maze. Saul Steinberg decorated the interior walls with sgraffiti, or black-and-white drawings
incised into plaster, which featured medieval fortresses, Baroque labyrinthine gardens, and
contemporary buildings, populated by cowboys and mermaids. (figs. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4) The
labyrinth generated a ludic space by inciting imaginative play and embodied participation.
Steinberg's drawings were punctuated by gaps in the walls, which allowed for glimpses of the
nearby gardens and architecture. A review described how this altered the surrounding environs in
unexpected ways: "...at one point, a pair of delightful Steinbergian mermaids were found to have
a nineteenth century cast-iron counterpart on a bridge seen through a hole which they had
flanked, at another the tower of Milan Castle revealed itself over the top of a wall; here the eye
moved down to discover the castle's resemblance to [Steinberg's] brewery."163 The creative child
(or adult) could look out and see the world transformed.
written illuminating analysis of the complex debates surrounding the adventure playground as
politically contested sites of both renewal and containment. See Mona Hadler, Destruction Rites:
Ephemerality and Demolition in Postwar Visual Culture (London: I. B. Tauris, 2017), 136–42;
and Ben Highmore, “Bombsites and Playgrounds: Postwar Britain’s Ruined Landscapes,”
Cultural Politics 9, no. 3 (2013): 323–36.
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Above all, in the labyrinth play was kinetic, a physical incarnation of the
phenomenological currents that informed the labyrinth discussed in the previous chapter.
Calder's mobile moved in response to air currents, activating ripples in the water beneath,
creating a dynamic and shifting relationship with its environment. The curved walls of the maze
propelled the body through its winding paths. Even Steinberg's sgraffiti implied motion, with
figures skating, swimming, dancing, and running, all of which echoed the motion of the visitor's
own body. BBPR’s labyrinth anticipated similar conflations of literal childhood with the
imagined infancy of humanity, in tandem with themes of kinesis and play, all of which pervaded
installations structured as labyrinths throughout the following decade. This chapter examines
three important examples: Dylaby: dynamisch labyrint (dynamic labyrinth) held at the Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, in 1962; Labyrinth, an installation by the artist collective GRAV at the
1963 Paris Biennial; and HON--en katedral, [SHE—A Cathedral] an exhibition at the Moderna
Museet, Stockholm, in 1966. These can all be understood as examples of a major shift occurring
in the art world in both the U.S. and Europe throughout the 1960s, whereby environments took
precedence over objects, and participation supplanted spectatorship. Claire Bishop and others
have illuminated these trajectories, including the acceleration of new technologies and
concomitant rise of the interactive installation in the 1960s, as well as more socially inflected
means of participation that aimed to break down boundaries between art and life.164
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Moving beyond this important but well-studied lens, this chapter argues that the labyrinth
as both installation and exhibition incited a sort of time travel, becoming a space where multiple
temporalities coalesced, including the longue durée of human history, even more expansive
geological and cosmological time, the recent traumatic past, and the technological future.
Play, most often enacted through kinetic participation, was paramount to the viewer's
experience of the various temporal modalities within these labyrinthine spaces. In the context of
museums, play lacked the overt psychic angst or politically emancipatory aims that characterized
the ludic practices discussed in the previous chapter, in the activities of the Situationist
International, or in the pages of the ST. Both Dylaby and HON were part of institutional missions
to reach wider audiences (both younger and more working class), and likewise, the press
response to GRAV’s Labyrinth at the Paris Biennial noted the unusually low average age (27)
among visitors. Consequently, play in these situations tended to be irreverent and accessibly fun,
in the service of over-turning established institutional conventions. But this is not to say that
installations-as-labyrinths were uncomplicated fun and games: the three examples discussed in
this chapter index a trajectory from the early to late 1960s whereby technology and the body
become increasingly intertwined within the temporally complicated space of the labyrinth.
Pamela Lee has argued convincingly that time and technology…are twinned phenomena” in the
1960s, suggesting that a widespread awareness of new informational technologies; accelerated
developments in technological warfare; and the transition from mechanization to automation
were all motivating factors in “the will of both artists and critics to master [time’s] passage, to
still its acceleration, or to give form to its changing conditions.165
broader climate of gender politics in Sweden in the 1960s. See Benoît Antille, “‘HON—En
Katedral’: Behind Pontus Hultén’s Theatre of Inclusiveness,” Afterall: A Journal of Art, Context
and Enquiry, no. 32 (2013): 72–81.
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The three examples in this chapter manifest varying, ambivalent relationships
between time and technology. I submit that the body is crucial to this formulation of the “twin
phenomena” of time and technology: in an era when the body was viewed as both vulnerable to
nuclear annihilation and prime for technological augmentation (the cyborgian, posthuman body,
for example), the viewer’s embodied experience of these exhibitions and installations was of the
utmost concern for artists and within their reception. While the labyrinths examined here all
proffered fun at face value, they also echoed and perpetuated key postwar and Cold War themes,
including the recoding of culturally fraught spaces; faith in technology to augment reality;
anxieties over new technologies; and the disillusionment surrounding consumer culture.
Moving chronologically from 1962 to 1966, I argue that the labyrinth served as a stage
on which those themes played out in relation to the body and technology. In materials
surrounding Dylaby, the body of the child was a pervasive symbol for renewal and homo ludens.
In GRAV’s installation, the labyrinth becomes a space for perceptual education, which was
accomplished through technology, viewed there as having the power to augment and condition
the body for a new era. HON completed the fusion between technology and the body, which I
read as a cyborgian body that looks back toward a primordial past from the surprising vantage
point of the posthuman.

MIT Press, 2006), 7–8. Lee calls this impulse “chronophobia” in order to describe the deep
uncertainties over linear narratives of history and progressivist accounts of technology shared by
the artists she discusses in her book. The phobic impulse does not necessarily apply here, as this
chapter brings together artists who professed earnest faith in technology to augment our
understanding of reality with those who were more wary of technology’s widespread cultural
ramifications. Nonetheless, Lee’s argument that the relationship between time and technology
was paramount to art of the 1960s has been crucial to my thinking about the artists in this
chapter.
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2.2 Dylaby: The Labyrinth as Playground
Two years after the Situationist exhibition Die Welt als Labyrinth failed to transpire, the
Stedelijk's director Willem Sandberg transformed the museum into a labyrinth with an exhibition
co-organized by Jean Tinguely, and including works by Daniel Spoerri, Niki de Saint Phalle,
Robert Rauschenberg, Martial Raysse, and Per Olof Ultvedt. Construction of Dylaby began on
August 10th, and the exhibition was on view from August 30th through September 30th, 1962.
Beyond its labyrinthine format, Dylaby: dyanmisch labyrint had little in common with the
Situationist's proposed dérives throughout both the Stedelijk and Amsterdam.166 Instead, the
Nouveaux Réalistes (with the addition of Rauschenberg) confined the labyrinth to the museum,
constructing seven participatory installations that made the galleries into a disorienting maze set
in a carnivalesque atmosphere.
Although Dylaby contained myriad objects, the focus of the exhibition was on the
visitor's tactile, participatory experience rather than on the act of looking at discrete works of
art—indeed, nothing from the exhibition was retained after its closing, except a double-arrowed
sign at the entrance and part of a construction, both by Rauschenberg. Promotional materials
underscore this emphasis on the body: an exhibition poster designed by Raysse featured a frenzy
of footprints, suggesting indexical traces of frenetically moving viewers. (fig. 2.5) In a
contemporaneous photograph, Spoerri holds up to his face special eyeglasses that he designed for
the show, in which needles have replaced the lenses, de-emphasizing vision in the most violent
fashion. (fig. 2.6) Not surprisingly, the glasses were never produced en masse. But the sentiment
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undermining the authority of vision pervaded the show.
Upon entering, visitors were plunged into darkness, forced to feel their way through a
dark gallery littered with objects that Spoerri coated in an array of materials, evoking different
textures and temperatures: soft, hard, jagged, hot, and cold. Throughout the installations, visitors
navigated raised platforms, climbing structures, and false stairways. In a second environment by
Spoerri, he affixed chairs, pedestals, and mannequins to the wall, creating the illusion that the
gallery had been flipped 90 degrees.167 (fig. 2.7) Ultvedt built an elevated walkway strewn with
white shirts, which rotated on suspended turnstiles like floating specters, evoked in the work's
title, Doorloop met spoken [walking with ghosts]. Any frustration generated by a visitor's
inability to find their way was likely mitigated by the jubilant atmosphere in Raysse Beach,
where a juke box played the Beach Boys while people danced among plastic balls and blow-up
animals floating in a kiddie pool. (fig. 2.8)
The fun continued in Saint Phalle's shooting gallery, where viewers fired air guns at small
sacks of paint to burst them and effectively color an initially white collection of prehistoric
monsters and animals, plaster mannequin heads, and plastic dolls. (figs. 2.9, 2.10) Quickly
covered with a vibrant array of multi-hued splatters, the assemblage of monsters and dolls
recalled the aesthetic of an Abstract Expressionist painting, but with irreverent audience
participation supplanting the heralding of individual, heroic genius that dominated the narrative
of postwar American gestural painting. Despite the raucous atmosphere, like much play of this
time, Saint Phalle’s shooting gallery cannot be divorced from the real violence that defined this
period in both Europe and the United States. The bloody, protracted fight for Algerian
Independence concluded in March of 1962, and Saint Phalle made other shooting works that year
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that directly referenced the conflict.168 Created just prior to the Cuban Missile Crisis at a moment
still pregnant with Cold War tension, Saint Phalle was, as Hadler has argued, “creating an
ambivalent and … humorous response to impending disaster.”169
Nearby, visitors climbed atop a wood and metal pipe construction by Tinguely, which
afforded a view of the surrounding space that included additional machines, all moving with no
apparent function. The maze culminated in a narrow, tunnel-like space also designed by
Tinguely, filled with colorful balloons agitated by fans. (fig. 2.11) Ad Peterson, the Stedelijk
deputy director in charge of overseeing the installation process, recalled that Rauschenberg's
space was the most dramatic in the show. (figs. 2.12, 2.13) There, the visitor walked on an
elevated, asphalt covered path painted like a road through several caged constructions made of
found materials and resembling monumental, immersive combine paintings. Numerous clocks
were visible with their hands rapidly spinning, all at different speeds. Theatrically illuminated
with mechanical noises clanging in the background, Rauschenberg's room was, as Peterson
described it, "manic and frightening."170 The image of clocks spinning out of control suggests the
way in which entering into the labyrinthine exhibition was to travel back in time, to an archaic
world suggested by the maze-like structure, and to the perspective of a child, receptive to new
ideas.
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In the official publicity materials surrounding Dylaby, children were everywhere. The
museum commissioned the Dutch artist Ed van der Elsken to take photographs of both
construction and the completed installations being activated by visitors (all appeared in the short
exhibition catalog, which was published after the exhibition opened), in addition to producing a
documentary film about Dylaby.171 The catalog opened with an image capturing a group of
children shrieking with delight amidst the Dylaby-printed balloons. (See figs. 2.7, 2.8, 2.11)
Children appear throughout, even in photographs depicting preparation for Dylaby: we see
Tinguely trailed by children while he collects scrap materials from a street in Amsterdam for one
of his machine sculptures. (fig. 2.14)
In Elsken's film Dylaby, a child narrator leads the camera through the exhibition, asking
Sandberg whether the objects on view constitute art. Looking at the photographs now, the
presence of children hardly feels surprising given the ludic character of the show. But the degree
to which they appear reflected relatively novel beliefs in play as a productive, creative pursuit
and a necessary component of childhood development. As Amy Ogata argued in her study
Designing the Creative Child, the postwar era and concomitant baby boom ushered in new
approaches to stimulating children's creativity (regarded as innate and merely in need of
awakening) through arts education, formerly the province of the elite, but increasingly
widespread after the Second World War.172 The perceived need to stimulate childhood creativity
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manifested in two ways that were particularly germane to Dylaby. First, the advent of the socalled "adventure playgrounds" in Europe, and second, public programing in museums that
activated children by inviting them to create rather than simply look at art.
Programming initiated by Sandberg, director of the Stedelijk from 1945 to 1963, had
previously demonstrated interest in both engaging children and in the child as a creative symbol.
His tenure as director was largely defined by the desire to make the museum and its resources
more accessible to the public writ large, democratizing what previously felt like an institution for
the cultural elite (as was the case for most museums prior to World War II). His innovations
included establishing an audio guide in 1953, instituting interdisciplinary collecting policies that
led to new acquisitions in photography as well as industrial and graphic design, and notably,
integrating children's programing into the repertoire of public education events offered by the
museum.173
Sandberg was equally interested in children as creative producers. He organized the
exhibition Natuur en Kunst (1957), which included drawings by children alongside other works
by amateur painters, as well as pieces of wood and stone, described as found objects sculpted by
forces of nature. Of course Sandberg was not alone in situating the child within a context of
artists whose creative potency came from positions outside the boundaries of society, artistic
training, and the intellectual confines of the art world. Most famously, the French artist Jean
Dubuffet amassed a large collection in the 1940s of children's drawings along with art produced
by patients in mental hospitals, which formed the basis of the movement and style known as Art
Brut. (Sandberg purportedly proposed the exhibition Natuur en Kunst after visiting Dubuffet's
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studio) This veneration of children's creativity, untainted by culture, drew upon longer histories
dating back to the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with the romantic construction of the
child as a "primitive," whose creative expression was admired for its perceived connections to
nature.174 However, the cult of the child became more complicated in the postwar era. This is
evident in Dylaby, in the way its materials evoked the child as not only a creative producer, but
also the ideal viewer of art.
In the commissioned film Dylaby, Elsken juxtaposed the vantage point of the child with
that of the adult viewer, and it was clear that the child not only enjoyed the show more, but also
expressed an openness to understand it that some adults lacked. Emphasizing the labyrinthine,
disorienting aspects of space, the camera followed visitors as they wandered through darkened
rooms punctuated by loud noises and flashing lights. Doors refused to open, adding to the mazelike atmosphere: a couple nearly fell into and adjacent room after throwing their weight into a
jammed door, while other doors led to cleaning closets and street exits. Although everyone
appeared confused, the experiences of adults markedly contrasted those of children. Adult
visitors stumbled through the galleries, audibly worrying that objects suspended from the ceiling
might crash down on them.
While much of the consternation came across as lighthearted, the fun ebbed to reveal
more anxiety-ridden moments. The camera lingered on a man as he walked up a flight of stairs
only to encounter a false door, at which point he angrily declared, "There's so much crap in the
world!" He went on to analogize the lack of seriousness in the exhibition to the lack of
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seriousness in contemporary definitions of marriage, citing the rising divorce rate. Finally, he
lamented, "I should laugh, but I could cry...what a crazy mess." Though the man's reaction
comes across as hyperbolic, he functioned as an apt, if caricatured, symbol for the stodgy adult
who found no redeeming value in the exhibition's apparent disorder, only chaos.
The film suggested that children, on the other hand, had a completely different
experience of Dylaby. Embracing disorientation, they became the ideal ambassadors for the
exhibition. The film opens with an introduction by a child narrator. The camera follows him as
he moves through the galleries, describing the exhibition as a series of sensations, uninflected
with judgment. In contrast to the cynicism later espoused by the angry adult, the young narrator's
tone conveys wonder, delight, and curiosity: "You almost fall down the stairs because they're so
steep!", he exclaims with no bitterness as he bounds over a climbing structure. Eventually, the
child encounters Sandberg, asking the director whether or not "all of this is art." After
responding with a vociferous "Ja!", Sandberg suggests that the viewer's uncertain movements in
the dark serve a metaphor for life itself, a sentiment that echoed widely held beliefs in the
labyrinth as a contemporary worldview. Borne out in the contrast between adult and child
visitors, the message of Elsken's film was clear: those who could adopt the receptive mindset of a
child would benefit most from the unconventional structure of Dylaby, which necessitated
participation rather than traditional, passive looking.
Dylaby's incitement of visitor participation made the exhibition both noteworthy and
polarizing at the time, with contemporary press reviews oscillating between lauding the show for
breaking with staid conventions, and dismissing it as nothing more than a "fairground-type
spectacle."175 In a review titled "Public is Co-Creator of Dylaby at the Stedelijk Museum," Gerrit
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Kouwenaar praised Dylaby for empowering the museum visitor to go beyond looking to create.176
He opened with a description that evoked the contradictions inherent to the labyrinth: "...the
dynamic labyrinth– a cross between a sunny kitchen, a haunted house, scaffolding, Grandma's
attic, a ruin, and a sublimated birth trauma, which somehow forms a unit where people can
grumpily or cheerfully lose their way."177 Kouwenaar’s commentary that it was both a relic of
another time (a ruin) and evocative of an earlier developmental phase (a birth trauma), suggested
that for audiences at the time, Dylaby conjured both the time of childhood and a pre–modern era
in which art spaces elicited ritual rites of participation and performance.
Kouwenaar also lauded the exhibition’s ability to elicit visitor participation, transforming
the visitor into an active “co-creator.” Kouwenaar describes the audiences as essentially
fashioning their own experiences out of the “raw materials” of the exhibition. Similar strategies
of inviting children to create through raw materials had been promoted among designers building
children's "adventure playgrounds," a type of outdoor play space that originated in occupied
Denmark during World War II, and continued to proliferate, particularly in Britain, through the
1960s.178 Adventure playgrounds and related "junk playgrounds" were spaces demarcated for
play in which accumulations of debris and scrap building materials supplanted more traditional
play structures like see-saws and slides. Likewise, recent playground design by Aldo van Eyck
eschewed objects that looked like conventional children’s play equipment, reflecting the Dutch
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architect’s belief that playgrounds should introduce children to abstract art, which would in turn
foster more imaginative engagement.179
Adventure playgrounds were also predicated on beliefs that play was more meaningful
when generated by the imagination of the child as opposed to the architect, so the playgrounds
provided only raw materials--piles of wood, basic tools, sand-- which children then activated.180
They could run, climb, and jump among the accumulations of debris and materials, or they could
go further to fashion their own rudimentary structures. Architectural historian Roy Kozlovsky
describes the relationship between children and the adventure playground in terms remarkably
similar to the rhetoric surrounding participatory art: "Children introduce content and meaning to
the playground through their own action...It induces the pleasure of experimenting, making, and
destroying."181
Dylaby had the makings of an adventure playground. Rauschenberg, Spoerri, and
Tinguely used almost entirely found, discarded materials to construct their installations, which
were meant to be touched, climbed, and navigated. The Stedelijk’s exhibition catalogue
emphasized this. In spite of its publication date well after the opening of the show, the catalogue
included fewer finished installations shots (though those were there, too) than images of the
galleries under construction, which emphasized the rudimentary quality of the materials. An
image of Ultvtedt, for example, shows the artist scowling at the camera while clutching a handful
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of iron rods, which he has presumably salvaged from a dumpsite that appears behind him. (fig.
2.15) Children figure prominently in the catalogue images; we see them laughing, dancing, and
otherwise enjoying the exhibition. A series of three photographs picture Tinguely, cigarette
dangling from his mouth, scouring Amsterdam's flea market and streets for wheels and broken
furniture. (fig. 2.16) Two children trail behind him, picking up junk for inspection. Such
photographs drew upon what were by then familiar conventions of postwar urban photography,
in which the presence of children signified the possibility of renewal amidst ruination, both
physical and cultural. With Dylaby, the Stedelijk proffered a similarly inchoate environment in
which children and adults alike navigated a disorienting maze of junk materials, offering the
opportunity to literally co-create the art in the case of Saint Phalle’s shooting gallery.
To shoot a paint gun at a sculpture could also be read as an act of destruction and
aggression, which points toward the normative function of play, which culturally, co-existed in
tension with the understanding of play as a creative act. Advocates of the adventure playground
also framed the space as a means of reconnecting children with humanity's most primordial
urges, once again linking the imagined infancy of humanity with the actual time of childhood.
For example, in his 1957 report evaluating the efficacy of the Rathbone Street Adventure
Playground in Liverpool, John Barron Mays, then chairman of the Juvenile Committee
responsible for the venture, explained that children responded to the playground because it
tapped into pre-industrial impulses that they innately understood:
The ideas behind the adventure playground movement are...as old as history, as
fundamental as childhood itself. To build, to construct, to improvise, to put up and pull
down are primitive activities which appeal to any normal child. It is only when these
natural inclinations are thwarted by an industrialized civilizations that adults have to
think up alternatives and to recreate the conditions which make this sort of creativity
possible. The urban child is cut off from all natural life, from growth of plant and tree,
from water....from sand on the seashore...The urban child is psychologically disoriented,
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cut off from man's natural roots...This is a deep sickness which no playground movement
can as yet hope to cure. But it can make a beginning and the beginning is to teach and
assist the child to use his hands and imagination in cope with whatever simple materials
he finds...182
Mays’ text evoked the various narratives that informed the origins of the adventure playground:
ingenuity in the face of wartime scarcity, resilience over adversity, and at the same time,
behavioral conditioning. His characterization of the urban child as suffering from a “sickness,”
revealed the deeper and fundamentally normative agenda at the heart of the adventure
playground initiative, which was to create a space in which potentially dangerous or delinquent
tendencies could be identified by the adult play leader, and either managed or catharsized
through the outlet of play. Mays suggests that the modern condition of civilization was anathema
to the “normal” impulses of children, and play thus becomes a means of reconnecting the child to
nature, and one senses, staving off whatever delinquency might grow in the petri dish of urban,
industrialized environs.
The use of the play space as a means of regulation and control was consistent with an era,
as the sociologist Nikolas Rose has demonstrated, that witnessed a collapse between the private
space of the home and family, and the public arena. This collapse facilitated closer regulation of
childhood education.183 The aims of regulation were dichotomous, representing an egalitarian
desire to empower young citizens, but also as a means of shaping young subjects on both moral
and physical grounds.184 The agency and creativity demanded by the adventure playground
would in theory cultivate free–thinking, democratic citizens.
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I contend that this duality, in which play functioned an act of empowerment and
simultaneously as means of behavioral conditioning, was germane to many participatory
exhibitions of the 1960s, in which the museum served as a kind of laboratory. The complex role
of play within discourses on education, childhood development, and sociology at this moment, as
a both a creative outlet but also perhaps a means of expelling excess aggression, meant that
exhibitions like Dylaby were more fraught than the fairground, dance party atmosphere would
indicate. Within the museum, a relatively anesthetized space, the stakes were low: visitors could
transgress established norms without any real, negative consequences. With respect to Dylaby
specifically, the recent memories of the Stedelijk’s position as a cultural institution during
Germany’s occupation of the Netherlands added yet another dimension to the audience’s
experience of the show.
In England, the construction of adventure playgrounds on bomb sites signaled renewal
after the destruction wrought by war, while simultaneously functioning as a space of moral
conditioning. While a museum in Amsterdam in 1962 may have had little on the surface in
common with ruins in Britain immediately after the War, the complicated history of the Stedelijk
during the Second World made it an apt site for what Ben Highmore has described, in relation to
playgrounds built on bombsites, as "recoding as a place for moral fortitude rather than a place for
potential immorality."185 The Stedelijk played a crucial role in safeguarding art from the Nazis. It
was none other than Sandberg who secured a secret bunker in the Dutch seaside town of
Castricum to serve as a repository for both objects from the Stedelijk's collection and works
owned by other museums and private collectors. At the same time, the Stedelijk was one of the
few Dutch museums to remain open during the German occupation from 1943 to 1945, during
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which time it mounted two exhibitions of Nazi propaganda.
When Sandberg assumed the role of director immediately after the War, he organized an
exhibition of abstract art as a rejoinder to the realist aesthetic of Nazi propaganda, thus
proclaiming the victory of freedom of expression over political tyranny. Sandberg's
understanding of art and its institutions was thereafter always politicized. As the curator Stefano
Collicelli Cagol aptly put it, "Once director, made bold by his involvement with the Dutch
Resistance, [Sandberg] did not hold back in building an institution in which art was central to
rebuilding the social body."186 Or as Janna Schoenberger argues, Sandberg’s act of giving the
artists of Dylaby near complete freedom to create site–specific environments, at the time a
radical ceding of institutional authority, can be read as “a guarantee of the freedom jeopardized
during the occupation, and as a potential means of healing.”187 Indeed, at the end of World War
II, arts institutions in Europe had been subject to coerced exhibitions, looting, and theft, making
them just as rife as bomb sites for conceptual re-coding with narratives of cultural revitalization.
The imagery disseminated around Dylaby by way of both photography and film contributed to
those narratives, suggesting that the museum had become a safe enough to foster child's play.
The potentially normative function of play, was less a conscious intention articulated by artists
participating in Dylaby than it was an inescapable facet of the contemporary cultural discourse
on children’s play. However, the more prescriptive side of play became both explicit and
paramount to the Labyrinth designed by the artist collective GRAV the very next year.
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2.3 GRAV: the Labyrinth as Research
On the occasion of the third Paris Biennial at the Musée d'art moderne de la ville de
Paris in 1963, the Paris-based artist collective GRAV (f. 1960) constructed Labyrinth, the first of
several installation-based labyrinths they would realize throughout the 1960s.188 A long, opaque
rectangular container enclosed Labyrinth, comprising twenty interconnected stations installed
throughout eight separate cells. (fig. 2.17) Essentially a series of immersive environments, the
cells featured wall-mounted reliefs, light installations, and hanging mobile sculptures by the
members of GRAV: Francois Morellet, Joël Stein, Yvaral, Julio Le Parc, Horacio Garcia Rossi,
and Francisco Sobrino. Many of the works were kinetic, with some sculptures powered by
motors while others required activation to move. Even stationary objects conveyed the illusion of
motion in the interplay of colored lights and highly reflective surface materials like Plexi,
mirrored glass, and aluminum. The effect was a disorienting spectacle of flashing lights and
distorted shadows, which subverted the visitor's ability to easily navigate the space.
Taking place only one year after Dylaby, Labyrinth shared key features with its dynamic
labyrinthine predecessor, including an emphasis on participation and play, as well as the
pervasive role of children in both installation photographs and the artists’ writings. As was the
case in Dylaby, photographs of children suggest that they were more willing than adults
experience art through playful participation. (fig. 2.18) Joël Stein's 1967 essay "Homo Ludens,"
which describes one of GRAV’s Labyrinth installations, underscored this narrative opposition
between the child and the adult. Similar to Elsken's film of Dylaby, Stein pits the child against
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the adult, placing himself squarely in the children's camp.189 In the essay, the artist describes a
conversation with a critic that took place while the two watched participants interact with a
labyrinth. Stein's version of the dialogue painted a picture of a stodgy critic who hated fun, while
Stein spontaneously threw balls with children and flippantly denied any knowledge of the
academic references the critic posed (in spite of the titular reference to Huizinga, who Stein
never mentions outright). It is worth quoting Stein at length:
I know of nothing harder than making an art critic laugh....Sheets of aluminum thundered,
motors drove moving discs and neons dazzled. Disheveled and delighted, the visitors
emerged from the labyrinth and, disoriented, sought out a stable world they could hang
on to before the shimmering sheen and transparencies. He watched them: perplexed,
worried, mistrustful. Their reactions were not those of a cultured, intelligent audience that
understands and savors. Most of these people knew nothing of Albers, Pollock or
Vasarely. Worse, the average age was very low. ...He went toward an abacus where
children were throwing balls of cork along a perforated passageway. "And What about
that!" he asked. I grabbed a ball and threw it. "Here, the spectator picks up a ball and
throws it in a random way." He had turned away and, hands behind his back, was
looking at some multicolored disks reflected in a curved mirror. "And here, I supposed,
you position the disks yourself?" "Yes," I said, standing there in the hope that he'd
compose an image to his taste. But his hands remained firmly clasped.190
Here, children were open to participation, while the critic, a stand in for conservative
institutionalism, remained bound by traditions, his hands firmly clasped. The ideal participant in
Labyrinth was young with little knowledge of the cultured, established art world. By the time
Stein published this essay, his invocation of children was a pointed response to the critical
reception of the first Labyrinth, as one of the most negative press reviews, written by the
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Surrealist poet Edouard Roditi, lambasted the Biennale in its entirety as a puerile spectacle.
In an articled bluntly titled "The Critic As Baby-Sitter," Roditi complained that "here,
baby-sitting might have been mistaken for an artistic activity."191 This is not surprising: the
confusing barrage of flashing lights and the chaos of gleeful, running children belied a
methodical, technocratic order that was expressed in explicit terms in the group’s writing about
the installation. Nothing could be further from the Surrealist treatment of the labyrinth as the
unconscious mind, dwelling place of the humanity’s darkest and most irrational impulses.192
The previous chapter discussed the way in which the labyrinth oscillated between a
phenomenological and structural orientation, and GRAV’s labyrinth was no exception: while the
experience of the individual viewing body was paramount, the installation can also be
understood within a larger context of structuralism. But rather than the anthropological method
of Lévi-Strauss, GRAV’s installation reflects the more technocratic facets of structuralist
architecture. I contend that there is a different labyrinthine ur-form at stake here: while the myth
of Theseus navigating the Daedalian labyrinth inspired many adaptations of the archetype during
this period, GRAV’s labyrinth had more in common with another kind of labyrinth, no less
famous: the rat maze. As I will illustrate, GRAV constructed a labyrinth for their broadly defined
practice of “research,” subjecting the viewer to a series of tasks in ways that echoed
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contemporary discourse surrounding the social sciences and the nascent field of cybernetics.
While GRAV's emphasis on empowering the viewer to participate in a ludic environment
was consistent with trends that manifested in Dylaby, Labyrinth was a far more controlled
environment, where the artists engendered disorientation through light-based distortions rather
than with an actual maze, as there was only one path from the labyrinth's entrance to exit. The
artists designed each station to foster a different kind of participation: initial cells produced only
visual engagement (activation through disorientation, according to GRAV's statement in the
catalog), while subsequent cells elicited more engaged physical participation.193 For example, the
first cells were immersive environments designed to de-stabilize the visitor's spatial perception
through flashing and reflecting lights in various hues, but visitors were not permitted to touch the
works.
Deeper in the labyrinth, visitors could touch suspended Plexiglas plates that reacted with
noises or image distortions through the interplay of light and shadow. (figs. 2.19, 2.20) A map of
the labyrinth in the Biennale's exhibition catalog outlined the various types of perceptual effects
that the viewer would in theory experience as she moved through the installation. (fig. 2.21) The
map and accompanying texts reveal an underlying structure to the work that was incredibly
programmatic: GRAV divided the labyrinth into seven micro-installations, classified according
to their material elements (transparent vinyl threads, screen changing colors, etc.). Those
environments were divided into twenty further areas, each of which required different levels of
participation. GRAV called the early stages of participation "visual activation," or in some cases
"unintentional active participation," when the visitor was forced to touch and shift artworks by
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virtue of walking through a narrow passageway. Only in the second half of the labyrinth did
activation shift to "intentional active participation," when the visitor had the option to manually
alter her surroundings.
The irony of mandating participation has not been lost on art historians. In Artificial
Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship Claire Bishop questioned whether
compulsory participation is really participation at all.194 In his essay “Kineticism-SpectacleEnvironment,” Larry Busbea connected the paradoxical nature of GRAV’s participation with the
group’s generally contradictory theoretical position as both technocratic and counter-cultural.
Busbea writes, “One hopes that the respective members of the group were aware of the irony of
dictating participation as a liberating act, but an analogous sense of paradox pervades most of
their work, which seems simultaneously rebellious and bureaucratic.”195 I agree with these
assessments, but as with all three examples in this chapter, I aim to address the implications of
the artists’ choice to employ a labyrinth as model. The contradictions that Busbea points out as
central to GRAV’s practice—using rigorous control to generate freedom, a technocratic
approach to countering the establishment—were the very same tensions that were embedded in
the postwar symbolism of the labyrinth. Indeed, it is possible to conceptualize the Daedalian
architect as the technocrat, working at a structural level to control the experience of those within.
At the same time, the Theseus wanderer figure has a highly subjective and phenomenologically
grounded perception of the labyrinth, a structure that demands activation and engagement which
can both be read as strategies for political emancipation.
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This process of subjecting the viewer to a precisely calibrated series of situations
demonstrated what Yvaral called "the primacy of research" in the group's mission.196 Rejecting
models of art that privileged subjective experience or a cult of artist personality, the group
defined their practice as an objective inquiry into the mechanics of perception (specifically visual
perception, despite the tactility of the experience), in the service of activating the viewer and in
turn collapsing the space between viewer and artwork though various, often kinetic
"experiments," the term that the group preferred to "artwork." In spite of GRAV's claims that
their aims were distinct from "that which is concerned with cybernetics and electronics" as the
latter discourses, they claimed, reduced the viewer to an "informational factor," their rhetoric,
combined with the structure of the labyrinth itself, seemed remarkably indebted to both. If
cybernetics was "the science of control and communication in the animal and in the machine," as
Norbert Wiener had defined it in 1948, GRAV's labyrinth certainly qualified.197 As they describe
it, Labyrinth was essentially a closed system in which the artists worked as both researchers and
programmers, investigating the constraints and possibilities therein, with the aim of inciting a
specific set of behaviors among the individuals who navigated the maze.
GRAV's use of the labyrinth as a space for experiments was hardly incidental, as the
maze already had a history of use for behavioral conditioning. Claude Shannon, an American
researcher for Bell Telephone Laboratories often credited as the progenitor of information
theory, built a labyrinth as a demonstration piece for the 1951 Macy Conference in New York,198
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part of a series of symposia that brought together an inter-disciplinary array of scientists and
researchers between 1948 and 1960, which became foundational to the development of
cybernetics. There, Shannon constructed an apparatus to solve the "labyrinth problem," in which
a mechanical mouse used telephone relay technology to learn how to successfully navigate the
maze. The machine consisted of a baseplate of 25 squares, in which partitions could be inserted
to create different maze configurations. Referencing a history of labyrinths as rat mazes-- the
first rat maze conducted by Willard Small in 1900 was a scaled down version of the Baroque
Hampton Court labyrinth-- Shannon fabricated a mechanical mouse, aptly named Theseus, to
learn the maze. The "robot mouse," as Theseus was called on the cover of Time magazine, first
bumbled his way through the maze, recording all of his wrong turns and collisions with walls.
The machine "remembered" these mistakes, and the second attempt was error-free.199
An important attribute of Shannon's labyrinth, or any labyrinthine rat maze used for
behavioral condition, was the capacity for observation so that the scientist can monitor the
subject’s progress and gather data. GRAV's labyrinth was no different. In the “hall of play,” a
corridor in the mid-section of the installation, visitor's silhouettes were visible on the exterior,
albeit distorted due to a constantly rotating light. For more direct observation, there was an
opening onto the outside of the labyrinth, allowing the passerby to peer into the hall of play and
watch those inside. GRAV included this state of being observed on their list of the nine types of
participation, writing, "Active onlooker, subject of observation: By taking part in other
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situations, the spectator become a subject of observation for other spectators."200
While Shannon conditioned the robot mouse to efficiently and correctly navigate the
maze, GRAV created a space with only one path from start to finish. But the group did have a set
of goals for their subjects, which they outlined in a “Enough Mystifications,” a collectively
authored essay penned in response to the Biennial reviews that criticized their work as juvenile:
...We want to free the spectator from the apathetic reliance which makes him passively
accept not only what is forced upon him as art, but a while system of life as well....
We are proposing to involve him/her in an action which will trigger his positive qualities
in a climate of communication and interaction.
We want to get him to participate.
We want to put him in a situation which he triggers and transforms.
We want him to head in the direction of interaction with other spectators.
We want the spectator to develop a marked ability to perceive and act.201
This text outlined a set of tangible behaviors—albeit in broad strokes—that GRAV sought to
condition in viewers, which involved not only participation, but interactions with other visitors,
and enhanced perceptual faculties.
The group's assertion that they wanted to put the viewer in "a situation that he triggers
and transforms" is one of many instances in their writings when they used the term "situation" to
describe the viewer's experience of the artwork. “Situation” was, of course, a relatively common
term within the art world at the time, and the members of GRAV were doubtlessly familiar with
Guy Debord's writings on the subject.202 But ‘situation’ had also become ubiquitous in the
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American social sciences--sociology, anthropology, psychology, and cybernetics--to describe the
spaces in which experiments were conducted and research subjects observed. These discourses
were germane to GRAV and their artistic milieu. As opposed to the SI, who professed an
ambivalent relationship with technology, GRAV was part of an international array of artist
groups who embraced technology and its attendant discourses in the social sciences. Alongside
other artist collectives including Gruppo T and Gruppo N from Italy, and Zero from Germany,
GRAV exhibited under the banner of “Nouvelle Tendance, recherche continuelle” between 1961
and 1973 at the Gallery of Contemporary Art in Zagreb.203 Artworks produced under the auspices
of the Nouvelle Tendance were often made of new materials—plastics, aluminum, Plexiglas—
and concerned with phenomenon of light, reflection, and motion, in the vein of Op and kinetic
art. Working in collectives like scientists collaborating in a laboratory, these groups selfconsciously framed their shifts from autonomous objects to participant–activated environments
as grounded in research and the language of mechanical systems, including cybernetics.
In my view, GRAV’s overtly technocratic language, the programmatic way in which they
mapped out their aims, and their association with the international movement Nouvelle
Tendance, suggests a more direct influence of social science research methods on the group’s
artistic practice.204 While the SI was, doubtlessly, impacted by the Cold War–era zeitgeist in
altogether different from (and largely opposed to) each other, the Situationists were doubtlessly
impacted by the Cold War-era zeitgeist in which the term “situation” referred to a space that was
plausible as reality but distinct from the everyday, used for behavioral conditioning of some sort.
De Bruyn’s discussion remains unpublished; it was presented at the research symposium “Lose
Yourself! Labyrinthine Exhibitions as Curatorial Models,” held at the Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam, February 4–5, 2017. I am indebted to De Bruyn for his suggestion that I consider
the relationships between the labyrinth and the rat maze.
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which the term “situation” had connotations of behavioral conditioning with the context of the
social sciences, the artists of GRAV were working within a network of practitioners who actively
sought out those discourses. In his book Cold War Rationality, Paul Erickson defines a situation,
as the term came to be used in research in the 1950s and 1960s, as "the forms and functions basic
human relationships might take under different conditions...the situation was a methodologically
defined space for exploring Cold War rationality, defined as an ongoing argument about the best
way to operationalize rational features of human life within a constituted system..."205
A situation did not necessitate a laboratory. It could take place in any designated test
area, where it approximated conditions of everyday life without exactly mimicking them. Citing
a range of scientists and researchers writing about the utility of the situation, including John
Dewey, Leon Festinger, Solomon Ash, and others, Erickson described the situation as "a
heightened space of observation and intervention," "experimental reality," "both real and
artificial," and "a place of uncertainty," where rational actors grappled with constraints of some
kind.206 GRAV’s Labyrinth fulfilled all the requirements of a situation, in that the group,
professing themselves to be researchers, subjected participants to a variety of tasks within a
designated space that was outfitted for observations. And in no uncertain terms, GRAV
expressed a desired set of outcomes.
Within GRAV’s Labyrinth, the immediate constraints with which the viewer grappled
were the confusing array of flashing lights, while the larger problem that GRAV wanted the
visitor to work through was the passivity engrained in the traditional art viewing experience,
instance, described Labyrinth as a “cybernetic fun fair.” Busbea, “Kineticism-SpectacleEnvironment,” 105.
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which the group believed was linked to a broader social condition. On this relationship between
the labyrinth and life outside the museum walls, Julio Le Parc wrote, "The notion of instability in
visual art is a response to the instability of reality."207 In other words, the disorientation enacted
by the assault of optical effects in GRAV's environments was meant to exaggerate and enact the
disorientation that was an integral part of lived experience, a notion that cohered with
widespread use of the labyrinth as a metaphor or worldview, evocative of the complex and
fractured qualities of navigating the urban milieu.
The cybernetic formulation of information circulating through networks of
communication between humans and machines was integral to the changing landscape of
modernity, in which software supplanted hardware, and the machine age was on the wane in
favor of computer-based technology. Subjecting bodies to a blitz of lights within a structure of
dispersed cells was a means of, as Le Parc argued, replicating and distilling a broader condition-what he called instability, what we might also describe as a modern information landscape that
was increasingly dematerialized, networked and rhizomatic.
At the hands of GRAV, the labyrinth became a non-hierarchical network of activity,
through which bodies moved, alternately spurred on and confused by light–based events and
interactions with materials. Just as the SI envisioned the labyrinth (in its unrealized institutional
incarnations) as a distilled version of a larger urban space, so too did GRAV consider their
installation as a metaphor for something bigger and external. However, GRAV was less
concerned with urban space per se than the broader condition of relational systems: the labyrinth
served as an apt visual representation of a network, in which people, goods, information, and
signals circulated.
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GRAV designed its labyrinth to enact a “perceptual re-education” of its audience.208
However, GRAV’s interest in perception had little in common with the primordial, embodied
perception explored by Merleau-Ponty or Bachelard. I believe that GRAV was less interested in
the Daedalian labyrinth than in the precedent for the labyrinth as rat maze and research tool.
Divorcing it from its mythic content, GRAV used the labyrinth as a space of behavioral
conditioning: their programmatic language suggests that they aimed to do nothing less than
augment human perception by subjecting participants a barrage of trials. Their desired outcome
was to raise human perceptual acuity to the level of the machine.

2.4 HON: the Labyrinth as Post-Human Body
Three years later, with HON- en Katedral, (SHE- A cathedral), the labyrinth became the
setting for an even more dramatic fusion of the body with technology, but with more manifest
ambivalence regarding the impact of those technologies on the culture at large. In HON, the
temporal disjunctions between the past, present, and future that informed 1960s incarnations of
the labyrinth became explicitly tied to gender. Anticipating subsequent formulations of the
cyborg, HON was a human–machine hybrid, paradoxically embodying both an ancient earth
mother goddess and a post–human body. Inviting visitors to wander a non–linear path through
repeated juxtapositions between the animate body and inorganic machine, the past and the
present, the labyrinth effectively obliterated any outstanding binaries between these terms,
instead rendering them multi–faceted and hybridized.
HON, an exhibition at the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, from June 3 to September 8,
1966, was the unofficial follow-up to Dylaby, carried out by three of the same artists: Saint
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Phalle, Tinguely, and Ultvedt, and organized by the Moderna Museet’s director Pontus Hultén.209
Hultén originally planned to host Dylaby II in 1964, but when logistics prevented its realization,
he redirected the resources into realizing HON two years later. (fig. 2.21) The exhibition
consisted of a single giant sculpture in the museum entryway, simply titled HON, the Swedish
pronoun “she.” A monumental version of a Nana, the voluptuous female figures that Saint Phalle
made throughout the 1960s, HON was 82 feet long, 20 feet high, and 30 feet wide, weighing six
tons. Saint Phalle constructed the exterior with chicken wire and glue-soaked fabric, and painted
it in a psychedelic swirl of what she called “Easter egg colors.”210 (fig. 2.21) Lying on her back
with legs spread, visitors entered HON through the vaginal opening, moving into a network of
immersive environments and installations. The exhibition press release described HON as a
labyrinthine dreamscape: "SHE functions as a very irrational summing-up, a conclusion, a
labyrinth of many sentiments and milieus. SHE could be seen as a representation of our life, in
anthropomorphic form. A synthesis of facts, dreams, actions."2 11
Whereas Dylaby implied going back in time, HON made it explicit. Enacting a return to
209
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both the womb and to prehistory, visitors entered the exhibition through the vaginal opening of a
fertility goddess, prone and pregnant. But time was, again, non–linear in this exhibition: four
years after Dylaby, the artists complicated the metaphor of going back in time with references
that were resolutely contemporary: myriad machines and screens constituted the earth goddess’s
interior, including a functional cinema, a radio broadcast, a television, and two of Tinguely’s
signature non-utilitarian machine sculptures. Hovering somewhere in between the DIY junk
aesthetic of Dylaby and the more technocratic character of GRAV’s Labyrinth, HON displayed a
resolutely contemporary array of consumerist delights housed inside a labyrinth, dressed as an
earth mother goddess.
HON’s status as a body in which machines replaced internal organs made her a
quintessential cyborg. Scientists Manfred Clynes and Nathan Cline first used the term cyborg,
short for cybernetic organism, in 1960, to describe the augmentation of an animate being with
“exogenous components extending the self–regulatory control function of the organism in order
to adapt it to new environments.”212 Clynes and Cline initially realized this augmentation by
outfitting a laboratory mouse with an osmotic pump. Such experiments worked towards the
larger goal of preparing humans for extraterrestrial conditions, and were deeply embedded in
Cold War tensions and the space race.213 Within the popular imagination, the cyborg became
synonymous with representations of astronauts and airmen wearing exoskeletal suits. In other
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words, in both its laboratory origins and mainstream proliferations, the cyborg was both
militaristic and masculine, but paradoxically became a way out of such limiting binaries.
Saint Phalle’s representation of HON feminized the cyborg, overturning its more
frequently represented masculine incarnation as an astronaut. With this gender inversion, HON
anticipated Donna Haraway’s subsequent formulation of the cyborg as a feminist discursive
model. Haraway published the seminal essay “A Manifesto for Cyborgs” in 1985, but it was
steeped in Cold War ideology, not least in that it re–read the figure of the cyborg, itself a Cold
War–era invention, as a potentially radical means of destabilizing categories. Haraway expanded
the technical definition of the cyborg as a hybrid of machine and organism from the material
realm to the imaginary, fictional, and discursive:
…we are all chimeras theorized and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism, in
short, we are cyborgs … the cyborg is a condensed image of both imagination and
material reality, the two joined centers structuring any possibility of historical
transformation … In the traditions of Western science and politics—the tradition of
racist, male-dominated capitalism; the tradition of progress … the relation between
organism and machine has been a border war … This chapter is an argument for pleasure
in the confusion of boundaries.214
Haraway posited the cyborg as a way to both critique and move beyond the liberal
humanist subject, which purported to be universal but actually affirmed values that were both
Eurocentric and patriarchal. The cyborg, founded on hybridity rather than purity, undermined
dominant Western binaries including culture/nature, male/female, civilized/primitive,
God/man.215 In addition to conflating organic body and machine, HON most clearly subverted
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the traditional opposition between nature and culture. Legs flagrantly spread amidst a series of
massive, undulating curves, HON upheld conventional associations between women and nature
by way of the earth mother goddess trope, and yet her reproductive capabilities were more akin
to an assembly line than a womb, as the viewer encountered proliferating screens and machines.
Haraway famously concluded her manifesto by declaring, “Although both are bound in a
spiral dance, I would rather be a cyborg than a goddess.”216 While the goddess, for Haraway,
represented a nostalgic impulse that she believed to be retrograde, her suggestion that the two are
enmeshed in a spiral dance suggests that they are not entirely opposed. Both function as a
symbolic position which women can claim in order subvert a masculine hierarchy of power.
Goddess imagery, of course, played an important role in the 1970s first-wave feminist visual
language adopted by artists including Carolee Schneeman, Ana Mendieta, and Judy Chicago,
among others, and in this way Saint Phalle was once again ahead of her time with HON and the
Nana figures that prefigured it. But Saint Phalle’s goddess, as I have suggested, was not only
gesturing backward into the past. Instead, HON embodied a position that claimed both nature
and culture, past and present, the antediluvian and the new technological landscape of
reproduction and mediation. Composed of mechanized elements that challenged the border
between the human and the non-human, HON was, I argue, a cybergoddess.
The juxtapositions of body and machine, past and present, began outside of the sculpture.
There, visitors lined up to enter into a structure that looked like the Venus of Willendorf on her
back, but with modern traffic lights flashing green and red to control the flow of people inside.
An exhibition poster that captured this view suggests that HON was simultaneously a play space
for children and a sexualized object of desire. (fig. 2.23) Families occupy the middle ground of
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the image, with a bassinet and a small child gesturing inside suggesting a return to childhood and
infancy in the proverbial womb. A short distance away in the foreground, three well-dressed men
sit in a neat row. Lined up as though waiting for a film to begin, they show no signs of getting up
to enter HON, they only watch the spectacle unfold. Like modern Rückenfiguren, they implicitly
invite us to join them in awe of the sublime, colossal woman—there is even an empty chair at the
end of the row. In spite of her monumentality, this image made clear that HON remained, to
some degree, an object of the male gaze. But Saint Phalle's remark in an interview that HON was
"the biggest whore in the world,”217 suggests that the goddess was not without agency, and
indeed to posit HON as both maternal figure and whore represented yet another transgressive
conflation of categories. Rather than simply falling prey to the traditional dynamic whereby
women’s bodies were objects of male desire, HON was fundamentally about desire and its
relationship to the body.
Just inside the entrance the visitor encountered another juxtaposition of the animate and
the inorganic by way of a plastic pond teeming with live goldfish. The organicism and natural
movement of the fish sharply contrasted Tinguely’s clanking machine Big Wheel, which loomed
over the pond. This conjunction reiterated the larger tension between the organic and inorganic–
human and machine—found throughout the exhibition. A suspended rotating mill wheel, its
only function was to activate Bottle Crusher, a second sculpture nearby that smashed glass
bottles deposited through a chute from The Milk Bar upstairs, perhaps a mechanized process for
digestion. Grinding away like one of Duchamp's bachelor machines—a frequent image for nonreproductive apparatuses at the time—Tinguely’s Bottle Crusher performed the failure of
reproduction, only capable of destroying, a theme that existed in tense contradiction with the
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swelling belly of the pregnant woman in which it was housed. The constant noise of breaking
bottles contributed to a cacophonous soundscape that one reviewer described as “the clanking of
various mechanical fantasies mingled with the solemn reverberation of Bach's organ music,” the
latter of which was also audible throughout the space, creating yet another striking contrast in
time—past and present—and tone.218
Upstairs, Milk Bar, a physical bar exclusively selling Coca Cola, made up the interior of
HON’s right breast. Here the biological breast becomes a site of consumerism, and milk is
substituted by a synthetic product. Visitors could buy packaged food from a vaguely futuristic
looking vending machine decorated in red and blue light bulbs, a color scheme that doubtlessly
underscored associations with American mass consumerism that were also explicit in the
marketing of Coca Cola. While they ate and drank, visitors listened to broadcasted sounds of
amorous couples, noises recorded by hidden microphones in the Banc des Amoureux (Lover's
Bench), installed in the figure's left leg and touted as a private space for couples. The wall behind
the Lover's Bench displayed postcards of paintings owned by the Moderna Museet, with
deliberately misspelled signage reading "Piennale de Stockholm," likely a jab at the concurrent
Venice Biennale. In another parody of fine art, The Gallery of Fakes consisted of knock offs of
paintings by famous postwar artists, all displaying misspelled signatures of such luminaries as
Jean Dubuffet, Jean Fautrier, Jackson Pollock, and Pierre Soulage.219 While HON’s exterior
touted the body’s reproductive capacity, the interior environments revealed the offspring of the
cyborgian body as objects for consumption: postcards, knock-offs, Coca Cola.
HON was a labyrinthine playground of machines, entertainment, and communication,
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some of which seemed to decry their own demise, as in Tinguely’s destructive machines, while
others, like a faux planetarium, playfully affirmed the value of new technology. Featuring the
Milky Way made out of ping pong balls, this was another punning play on the figure’s location
of right breast. Elsewhere in the sculpture, visitors could toboggan down a slide, make a call on a
pay phone, or watch excerpts from the silent film "Luffar-Petter" (Peter the Tramp) (1922) in a
12-seat cinema. The scene playing on loop featured Greta Garbo bathing, a scene that Hultén
described as an erotically charged interpretation of the biblical Susanna at her bath, a
transformation of a mythic theme for the contemporary screen that echoed the larger temporal
dynamics at play in HON.
The cinema doubled as an airplane hull, complete with emergency exits and "SHE
guides" dressed as flight attendants who ushered visitors to their seats, like modern versions of
Ariadne guiding visitors through the dark. The flight attendant was another ambivalent symbol of
the changing position of women in society, and specifically in relation to technology. Flight was
itself a 20th century technological innovation, and commercial air travel grew considerably
following World War II, partially catalyzed by the availability of ex-military aircrafts. With the
advent of flight came the flight attendant, which, following the first woman “stewardess” in
1930, quickly became an almost entirely female–dominated profession. With often stringent
requirements regarding weight and age, policies unhampered by federal legislation in the United
States until 1968, flight attendants were meant to be attractive and solicitous. In spite of these
restrictions and blatant objectifications, the job afforded rare opportunities for women to achieve
financial autonomy (the wages not being particularly high, but livable) and to travel.220 A 1961
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recruiting ad for American Airlines acknowledged women’s newfound desire for experiences
beyond the domestic sphere: “Marriage is fine! But shouldn’t you see the world first?”221
Flight attendants were at once objects of male desire and models of feminine agency,
whose very existence was contingent upon the relatively recent technology of flight.
Contemporary versions of Ariadne, they guided visitors during part of their journey through the
labyrinth. Another kind of inversion of the astronaut, the most common representation of the
cyborg in popular culture at the time, the flight attendants (or “SHE-guides” as Saint Phalle
called them) encapsulated the same contradictions that HON herself embodied. The SHE-guide
was both desirous and erotic, upholding the long-standing conventions governing the
presentation of woman as an object of the male gaze, but she was also rendered autonomous and
empowered by new technologies, to which her body became inextricably tied in popular
representations, making her a kind of cyborgian specter. Rather than choosing between the
erotics of an earlier era and the machine age of the present, the SHE-guides occupied both
positions at the same time. Like HON, the guide both complicated and exceeded traditional
parameters circumscribing womanhood.
Ultvedt’s contribution to HON performed a dramatic fusion of the body and
technology, a fusion that was a key element of the entire exhibition as a cybergoddess, part
human, part machine. For his sculpture Man in the Chair, the artist depicted a man massaged by
numerous hands while he watched a ship sinking into a stormy sea on television222 While this
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was clearly a commentary on the passive voyeurism and escapist comforts that television
afforded, the sculpture also presaged, somewhat literally, the arguments that Marshall McLuhan
would publish the following year: “All media works us over completely. They are so pervasive
in their personal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical, and social
consequences that they leave no part offs untouched, unaffected, unaltered. The medium is the
massage.”223 McLuhan contended that technology had become a psychic extension of the body,
effectively obliterating the binary between embodied participation and mediated spectatorship, as
technological media so thoroughly shaped perceptions that it was itself linked to and informed by
human perceptual faculties. In Ultvedt’s sculpture, the body received tangible, sensorial pleasure
from watching television, pleasure that took the form of another body (fragmented, as hands),
once again blurring the boundary between the animate and the inorganic.
While eradicating the boundaries between human and machine or technology may
appear, on the surface, as a resolutely modern phenomenon, McLuhan characterized it as a return
to premodern modes of experiencing space and time. That return to the premodern, argued
McLuhan, catalyzed a shift from strictly visual perception toward a more totalizing, multisensory experience, specifically in relation to art:
Art, or the graphic translation of a culture, is shaped by the way space is perceived. Since
the Renaissance the Western artist perceived his environment primarily in terms of the
visual….This view is deeply embedded in the consciousness of Western art. Primitive
and pre-alphabet people integrate time and space as one and live in an acoustic,
horizonless, boundless, olfactory space, rather than in visual space…Electric circuitry is
recreating in us the multi-dimensional space orientation of the “primitive.”224

with all of the other contents of HON.
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That HON’s immersive environment, with its multitude of screens and sounds, exemplified time
and space as experienced by “pre-alphabet people” was not lost on McLuhan, who reproduced an
installation photograph of HON as an example of this multi-sensory art in The Medium is the
Massage.2 25 McLuhan had begun to develop these ideas concerning both the embodied, multisensory experience of space among prehistoric societies as well as the reciprocity between new
technology and the body in The Gutenberg Galaxy (1962), published in translation in France in
1967.226 While it is not certain whether the artist who made HON read McLuhan’s work
(whether in English or in translation), it is likely that at the very least, Tinguely and Saint Phalle,
both of whom spent significant time in France and in the United States, would have known his
work. Interviews, reviews, and articles about McLuhan began to appear in French–language
publications as early as 1965.227 As Gary Genosko notes in McLuhan and Baudrillard: Masters
of Implosion, a study that argues for the lasting impact of McLuhan’s Francophone reception,
1967—the year of HON—marked an explosion of interest in the media theorist, and the
subsequent “McLuhanization of French intellectuals.”228
HON encapsulated what McLuhan argued had become the new relationship between the
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body and technology, in which technology was not an autonomous force impacting the body, but
a psychic extension of that body. That new relationship between the body and technology
initiated a return, as McLuhan wrote, to a pre-Classical mode of understanding the world, which
was multi-sensory rather than primarily visual. I argue that all of these ideas were theatrically
borne out in HON through the act of entering the giant corpus of a woman to find a barrage of
machines and screens. In HON, to enter into the labyrinth was to enter into a radically destabilized space, a concept that is aptly evoked in the non-linear pathways and back-and-forth
traversals.
As HON demonstrates, the labyrinth was far from incidental to this formulation of
the body in relation to technology. McLuhan described electric circuitry as “an extension of the
central nervous system,” which he illustrated in the form of arrows radiating out from a central
point, (fig. 2.24) Even more labyrinthine was McLuhan’s image of a solid integrated circuit, a
maze—not unlike the form of Claude Shannon’s labyrinth maze for a mechanical rat—placed on
a human finger tip in order to underscore the relationship between the meandering pathways of
the circuit and pattern of tissue on the human hand.229 (fig. 2.25) In other words, McLuhan’s
illustrations suggested that form of modern technology was labyrinthine, a natural outgrowth of
the inherently labyrinthine structural patterns found on the human body. McLuhan’s illustrations
hew remarkably close to the juxtapositions that De Jong employed in the ST, discussed in the
previous chapter, where ancient labyrinths were represented as coiled intestines in Babylonian
carvings. HON embodied (literally) both of these analogies—the labyrinth as interior organ, the
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labyrinth as technological apparatus—in that her insides were a maze that led the viewer from
screen to machine inside of a primordial fertility goddess. The way in which the labyrinth figured
as the structural likeness between the body and a space of ritual in the distant past, and also
between the body and technologies that were becoming foundational to the newly virtual spaces
that bodies would traverse and inhabit in the twentieth (and into the twenty-first centuries),
speaks to the pliancy of the symbol. Robert Smithson expressed as much when wrote about
Spiral Jetty, in itself a labyrinth, when he suggested that the actual phenomenological experience
of the spiral, and the way it engaged multiple sensory organs, was effectively to “move up and
down space and time.” 230 Likewise, the maze embedded in HON allowed the visitor to move
through space but also through time.
Not unlike Smithson, who was interested the inscription of deep time within artworks
and the way they were subject to change through the agent of entropy, Tinguely was interested in
making art that undermined tradition views that art was eternal and static. Modeling the cinema
inside of HON after an airplane hull was likely a deliberate echo of Tinguely’s 1959 action that
addressed those themes, when hired an airplane to fly over a suburb of Düsseldorf and drop
150,000 copies of his “Manifesto for Statics.” As Pamela Lee has argued, the dissemination of
manifestos through the air recalled the wartime practice of Americans and Allied forces
leafleting occupied countries, and Tinguely’s gesture parodied this well-established method of
psychological warfare.231 In retrospect, the message that Tinguely dropped on Düsseldorf was
germane to HON:
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Everything moves continuously. Immobility does not exist. Don't be subject to the
influence of out-of-date concepts of time. Forget hours, seconds, and minutes. Accept
instability…Stop building cathedrals and pyramids which are doomed to fall into ruin.
Live in the present; live once more in Time and by Time—for a wonderful and absolute
reality.232
In language that anticipated GRAV’s interest in replicating the instability that was inherent to
modernity, Tinguely’s Düsseldorf statement outlined a concept of time that rejected linear
narratives of progress. With HON, he created, quite literally, a cathedral that escaped the fate of
ruination. Instead, HON—a cyborg and a goddess—evoked various temporalities, from prehistory to the medieval cathedral to the contemporary cult of communication and the machine.
Tinguely seems to have taken his own call to stop building cathedrals that were doomed to fall
into ruin quite literally, in that the demolition of HON: a Cathedral occupied an unusually
prominent role in the surrounding publicity. In the opening text of HON- en Historia, Hultén
wrote,
Art is classically something sacral, eternal. Life is short, art long…In our art, as in our
children, we hope to compensate for the brevity of our own existence. “She” was
conceived as a negation of this attitude…Her destruction was not undertaken because it
was the only way of getting her out but simply because it was part of her destiny.233
Dylaby, GRAV’s Labyrinth and HON all worked against the traditional premise of art as sacred
and eternal. But they were modeled as labyrinths, a form that embodied the very notion of the
sacred that these artists disavowed. In its meandering form, rife with starts and stops, the
labyrinth visually evoked a non-linear model of temporality that was consistent with a broader
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resistance—evident among these artists and many others in the 1960s—to progress-based
narratives of history, which seemed increasingly ill-equipped to describe a reality that was
fraught by new technologies, war, and rapidly changing social mores.

2.5 Conclusion
The previous two chapters explored the proliferation of the labyrinth—as both symbol
and physical structure—in the 1950s and 1960s. Among the interwar Surrealists, the labyrinth
evoked the dizzying terrain of the individual, unconscious mind. While those associations
remained following World War II, I have argued that the archetype experienced a complicated
renaissance in the subsequent two decades, as it became a common metaphor to describe not
only the individual mind, but also the collective experience of modern urban space. The
meandering form of the labyrinth made it relatable to the city, and particularly to a version of
the city that artists perceived as endangered or already obliterated by the gridded structure
endemic to postwar European renewal projects. Consequently, artists and architects who
professed desires to transform urban space seized upon the labyrinth as the model format for
such activation. Chapter 1 highlighted such projects, many of which appeared in the pages of the
labyrinth-themed issue of the Situationist Times. Tracing the various iterations of the labyrinth
through the pages of the magazine, I defined the exigencies of the labyrinth as an expanded
concept during this period–a spatial metaphor that manifested as a way of moving through the
city and as a way of reading the magazine itself, which was both non-linear and free associative.
I argued that The Situationist Times illuminated several key contradictions that defined
the labyrinth in the postwar and Cold War period, contradictions that were crucial to the
subjectivity of postwar Europe writ large. Foremost among those, I suggest, is the way in which
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the labyrinth operated in multiple temporal registers, gesturing to the past by way of archeology
and myth, and forward via references to a utopian city of the future. Likewise, the labyrinth was
both structural and phenomenological. The development of the Structuralist paradigm in Europe
at this juncture was related to a dawning awareness of deep time and geological time, and the
Structuralist method was predicated upon finding universal patterns within this extended span of
human history. The labyrinth, like other mythic, archetypal forms, represented one such pattern.
Seemingly in tension with Structuralism was the phenomenological interest in experience at the
subjective level of the individual body, another critical facet of the labyrinth, which engaged
those inside on corporeal rather visual terms.
The final important contradiction I suggest animated the labyrinth was between the
profound anxiety associated with the archetype—once the lair of the deadly minotaur—and the
ludic dimensions that it adopted following World War II. In response to influential studies
arguing that play was a crucial developmental facet of civilization by Johan Huizinga (and also
by Roger Caillois), the act of play accrued newfound importance in the postwar era. An
concomitant rise in early childhood education studies and programing also emphasized the
necessity of play as a creative outlet, as well as play as a means of potentially working through
pent up aggression (particularly in those children traumatized by war). Play functioned in myriad
ways for artists discussed here, from a subversive method of undermining the rationality of the
city, to a means of both critique and catharsis of political anxieties, as in the case of Debord’s
Kriegspiel. As a maze, the labyrinth is inherently a kind of game (however deadly the stakes in
the Daedalian myth), and easily lent itself to stage these playful peregrinations through the pages
of magazine, a city, or, as in chapter 2, through the reimagined museum.
The act of play was integral to the examples discussed in chapter 2, which shifted focus
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from the expansive metaphor of the labyrinth to its more physical incarnations within
institutional spaces: as the curatorial premise of Dylaby, and as the structural premise of both
GRAV’s Labyrinth and HON. In these exhibitions and installations, the labyrinth incited a kind
of multi-directional time travel. The labyrinth invited visitors back to the primordial origins of
humanity and the mythic time of the labyrinth, a travel backwards in time that was often signaled
by the presence of children in promotional materials surrounding the exhibitions, as the
childhood of humanity and literal childhood were fused into a newly rediscovered experience of
irreverent play. At the same time, the labyrinth gestured to the future, often by way of
technology. The three examples discussed in this chapter indexed a trajectory from the early to
late 1960s whereby technology and the body become increasingly intertwined within the
temporally complicated space of the labyrinth.
As developments in science, often with militaristic applications, became signifiers in
popular culture—the mechanized body of the astronaut, for example—the body was increasingly
reconceptualized as material that could be augmented by technology. This was particularly
evident in the installation by GRAV, who explicitly framed the labyrinth as laboratory for
experimentation, a space in which to train and equip the participant to negotiate the ever complex
and changing environs of modern life. Although they did not espouse the same technocratic
fervor, the Saint Phalle, Tinguely, and Ultvedt also created a technologically-infused landscape
inside their labyrinth, but housed inside the body of an earth mother goddess. I argued that HON
was a cybergoddess, a hybrid figure made from the dissolution of boundaries between both past
and future, as well as between the inorganic machine and human body. Spatially, the meandering
or spiralized form of the labyrinth is an apt representation of the breaking down of both linear
timelines and binary oppositions. This blurring of boundaries between time periods, taxonomies,
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and categories, particularly those of the animate and the inorganic, will be equally crucial to the
space of the cave archetype, discussed in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 3: A Cave at the End of the World
3.1 Introduction
As archetypal symbols, the labyrinth and the cave shared key characteristics: both were
typically dark, anti-monumental spaces, in that they were all interior with little to no emphasis on
façade. The labyrinth activated the wanderer with a network of meandering pathways, and it was
frequently analogized with both the psyche and the corporeal body itself. The connections
between the cave and the body, were, historically, even more intimate and immediate: various
world religions associated the cave with birth (or in some cases re-birth), and its hollow structure
resembled a womb. Unlike the labyrinth, the cave had also traditionally served as a place of
dwelling and shelter, with famous examples still extant such as those in Matera and Cappadocia,
among many others. But in the Cold War era, the connection between the cave and shelter was
complicated by the advent of the nuclear fallout shelter. Writing in 1959, Pinot Gallizio, an
Italian member of the SI, captured the complicated poetics of the cave:
Still powerful masters of East and West, you have built underground cities to defend
yourselves from the radiation you ferociously unleashed … well, then naive artists will
transform your sewers into the atomic sanctuaries and cathedrals tracing (with emotional
magic) the signs of industrial culture that will be rapidly transformed into symbols of new
zodiacs, new momentary calendars.234

In his manifesto, to which I return in this chapter, Gallizio articulated the contradictions that
animated the cave, which functioned equally as a site of transformation and as a future ruin. Like
the labyrinth, the cave served as a space of temporal collisions. Whereas those multiple
temporalities were often subtly at play in the labyrinth as it unfurled across time (metaphorically)
and space (literally), the cave’s unmistakable likeness to a bomb shelter made for more starkly
234
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apocalyptic readings layered with its archetypal role as womb of the world. With memories of
the destruction and trauma of World War II still recent, combined with Cold War anxieties
regarding the vulnerability of the body to annihilation, the cave came to signal both new
beginnings, but always contiguous with the possibility of a world impoverished by destruction.
The cave held a particularly privileged place within Surrealist thought because of its
likeness to the female sex and its long standing associations with the womb, meaning it was
easily assimilated into theories concerning the Freudian uncanny, of which the ultimate
expression was the return to the maternal body. Writing for the Surrealist review Minotaure in
1933, Tristan Tzara declared that the architecture of the future would be intra-uterine.235
Describing the cave as a sacred space, a “dwelling that symbolizes prenatal comfort,” Tzara
echoed a widely expressed sentiment that the cave simulated the security of the maternal womb.
This understanding of the cave as the primal womb remained paramount to its
adaptations at the hands of artists and architects in the 1950s and 1960s, not only in postwar
iterations of Surrealism, but also within the SI and the Architecture–Sculpture movement. The
latter group, which revolved around André Bloc, founder of L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui and
other magazines, advocated a style of architecture that stressed tactility and organicism over
rectilinear forms. An unsigned editorial in Bloc’s magazine Aujourd’hui in 1966 defined the
movement as “… a few sculptors proposed collaborating directly in designing living
architecture. Some architects even behave like real sculptors and their work includes original
inspiration, worthy of our epoch….”236 The movement upheld the cave as the foremost found
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symbol of fusion between architecture and sculpture, which they strove to emulate in their built
works. While the Surrealist interpretation of the cave informed all of these works, this chapter
tracks the way in which Cold War–era anxieties comingled with the sacred, dream-like, and
maternal associations with the cave, resulting in a complicated and contradictory space that
evoked both fear and protection, the archaic and the post-apocalyptic.
In its opacity, primitivism, and associations with the feminine, the cave was nothing short
of a polemic against dominant narratives of modern architecture, which privileged transparency
and technology–driven progress, all of which had masculine overtones. In The Architectural
Uncanny, Anthony Vidler pointed to the Surrealist deployment of the cave and other grotto-like
structures—yurts, tents, huts—as a critique of the modern, functionalist architecture and its
predilection for light.237 Conrads and Sperlich briefly addressed this in The Architecture of
Fantasy in a section devoted to the typology of the “sheltering cave,” which they defined as:
the antithesis of a space defined by glass on all sides and above and below—which is
basically a vision of light—is the cave enclosed by materially dense, impenetrable walls,
lying if possible underground…There is an attraction in the dark, the impenetrable, and
the mysterious, in the sense that [caves] cannot be taken in at a glance. Involved in a
wish for cozy security and also perhaps a desire to take cover, out of fear.”238
The authors reiterated the familiar association with the cave and fear, and the related desire for
shelter and comfort, but they also defined the cave in opposition to the properties associated with
the modernist material par excellence: glass. The German architect Paul Scheerbart proclaimed
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the utopian aims of glass in 1919, decrying transparency as the way out of stultifying, “closed
rooms,” writing,
If we want our culture to rise to a higher level, we are obliged…to change our
architecture…We can only do that by introducing glass architecture, which lets in the
light of the sun, the moon, and the stars…through every possible wall, which will be
made entirely of glass—of colored glass.239
Scheerbart was not alone: starting in the 1920s and continuing through the 1950s, modern
architecture in Europe exalted the sun. As architectural Ken Worpole explains, “Sun imagery has
always been part of the iconography of political utopianism, representing as it does a new dawn,
a fresh start, a walking into the light or a coming through the fire unharmed.”240
Following World War II, significant advances in solar technologies catalyzed myriad
experiments in solar building, further solidifying the perceived connection between lightsaturated spaces and social progress. It would be simple to dismiss the widespread interest in
caves among artists and architects as reactionary, a compensatory desire for proverbial refuge
from a world that felt increasingly volatile, a volatility wrought by rapidly shifting technology,
the experience of war violence, and fears of future conflict.241 One could also argue that the
proliferation of cavernous forms marked a dystopian impulse—spurred by Cold War fears that
spurred a collective desire for shelter and protection—that opposed narrative of modern
progressivism.
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The reality was more complex. The utopianism that Worpole outlines was largely based
on progressivist narratives in which developments in science and technology, as well as new
social and economic measures, drove history forward. As the central metaphor in Enlightenment
thought for knowledge, light was crucial to visualizing progress, which manifest in architecture
through transparency and a porousness between interior and exterior. However, the artists and
architects who engaged with cavernous forms in their work often did so with explicitly utopian
aims, but in terms that rejected linear and progress–based models of history and the passage of
time. Their utopian aspirations were, however, often tempered by visions of disaster spurred by
recent trauma of World War II and by looming threats catalyzed by the Cold War.
There are discernible commonalities among the range of cave–inspired projects, writings,
exhibitions, and architecture in the 1950s and 1960s. The cave became a spatial signifier for a
unitary impulse that pervaded the work of neo-avant-garde groups (the LI, the Imaginist
Bauhaus, the SI, among others), the continued activities of Surrealism, and the Architecture–
Sculpture movement. For the LI and subsequently the SI, the term “unitary urbanism”
[l’urbanisme unitaire] denoted the synthesis of art and technology that constituted, they argued,
the path toward re–claiming urban spaces that had been colonized by automobiles and
functionalist urban planning schemas. In an unsigned essay in the inaugural issue of
Internationale Situationniste, the group defined unitary urbanism as “The theory of the combined
use of arts and techniques as means contributing to the construction of a unified milieu in
dynamic relation with experiments and behavior.”242 Debord later elaborated: “Unitary urbanism
acknowledges no boundaries; it aims to form an integrated human milieu in which separation
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such as work/leisure or public/private will finally be dissolved.”243
The SI’s conception of the unitary was explicitly related to urban space and planning, and
it originated from their critique of the rigid separation of zones for work and leisure espoused by
Le Corbusier in his Ville radieuse, and later by CIAM in the Athen’s Charter.244 In this context,
“unitary impulse” describes the particular brand of utopianism bound up with the cave
encompasses but also broadens the SI’s definition. I use unitary to characterize the holistic and
inclusive aspects of the cave, a space viewed as obliterating dualities and boundaries between
disparate media and disciplines, and between body and environment. Related to this dissolution
of boundaries, the unitary impulse also denotes an emphasis on collectivity over individuality
that was often associated with the prehistoric during this time.245 This was already evident in the
interwar avant-garde utopianism that characterized the Bauhaus. While the school looked to the
Middle Ages rather than prehistoric models, their backward glance into the past remained an
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important precedent, in the way they sought to re-purpose the medieval model of the artist’s
guild in which artisans worked collectively and across media to create immersive spaces rather
than autonomous artworks.

3.2 Lascaux: the Beginning and End of History
With the discovery of the Lascaux caves in 1940 and their subsequent opening to the
public in 1948, the cave captured the French imagination. Indeed, the discovery of Lascaux is
among the foremost factors that made the cave one of the most compelling archetypes of this
period.246 Artists associated with Informel and Tachisme—Jean Dubuffet, Alberto Giacometti,
and Germaine Richier, among others—made thickly impastoed paintings and roughly hewn
sculptures, the materialist qualities of which evoked, at least on one level, surfaces of prehistoric
caves. In 1953, the Musée National d’Art Moderne in Paris mounted an exhibition titled 40 000
ans d’art moderne which transformed the galleries into life-sized replicas of Lascaux, suggesting
a massive historical continuum that began with the birth of art in cave paintings, and culminated
in French contemporary art.247 As Douglas Smith has argued, the proliferation of Lascauxinspired imagery was also part of the Gaullist effort to rehabilitate the French image in the wake
of Nazi collaboration under the Vichy regime.248 Positing a connection between Lascaux and
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contemporary art was also consistent with the “new primitivism” that pervaded the art of postwar
Paris. Interests in indigenous histories—prehistoric, Celtic, and Romanesque—along with the art
of children, vernacular graffiti, and creative activity by individuals outside of the cultural
mainstream, supplanted previous tendencies to exoticize art of non-Western societies.249
While the discovery of the Lascaux paintings was exceptional owing to both their age and
remarkably preserved state, prehistoric caves in general served as touchstones for artists and
writers in France at this time. Writing in 1948, the philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre compared the
surfaces of Alberto Giacometti’s sculptures of craggy, attenuated bodies to those of the Altamira
caves in Northern Spain.250 Meanwhile, the writings of Bachelard and Merleau-Ponty, whose
influence on artists of this period cannot be overstated, emphasized the primacy of texture and
matter in authentic, lived perception. When Merleau-Ponty wrote that “distinctions between
touch and sight are unknown in primordial perception,” he advocated a return to a more primeval
mode of perception in which sight was only one of the myriad embodied faculties of
perception.251 However mythologized, artists and writers located the origin of this mode of
seeing—or feeling—in the cave.
Among artists and writers captivated by Lascaux, George Bataille was its most ardent
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commentator. In 1955, he collaborated with Albert Skira to publish a lavishly illustrated book on
the Lascaux caves, treating everything from their discovery to the content and meanings of the
paintings inside, which he also outlined in various lectures on the caves.252 While Bataille’s
interest in cave paintings seems to have begun with Lascaux, he had been writing about themes
related to pre-history since 1929 with the founding of DOCUMENTS, a journal that explored
themes of archeology, ethnography, and popular culture.253 Likewise, the journal highlighted the
taboo intersections of violence, ritual, and sexuality, in effort to de-sublimate humanity’s most
base instincts. This overlapped with the project of Surrealism, although Bataille believed that
Breton’s group placed too much emphasis on anodyne activities of poetry and image making, at
the expense of actually confronting the contents of the unconscious. For as much as Bataille
delighted in the paintings that decorated the walls of Lascaux, he had long espoused an antivisual orientation in his writing, beginning with the infamous novella “The Story of the Eye” in
1928, and in the critique of heliocentrism he mounted with “The Solar Anus.”254 In both cases,
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magazine as a polemic against the Bretonian Surrealists’ privileging of the image and poetry at
the expense of actually confronting and de-sublimating repressed instincts and desires. This
position is articulated in Georges Bataille, “On the Subject of Slumbers,” Troisieme convoi, no. 2
(January 1946). For a concise overview of the genesis of DOCUMENTS, see Dawn Ades and
Fiona Bradley, introduction to Undercover Surrealism: Georges Bataille and DOCUMENTS, ed.
Dawn Ades and Simon Baker (London: Hayward Gallery Publishing , 2006), 11–16.
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Bataille’s analogies between the eye, the anus, and the sun radically challenged the Platonic
tradition which connects vision and sunlight with rationality and the acquisition of knowledge.

Undermining the traditional division between the body and the mind—a distinction
paramount to Enlightenment thought—Bataille conflated the symbol for the light of rationality
with the base materialism of the body in the most base, visceral terms.255 The themes that Bataille
elucidated in his writings of the 1920s and 1930s were all key to his reading of Lascaux: the
distrust of vision, the refusal to adhere to dualities that separated mind and body, and the desire
to confront repressed human impulses. However, by the 1950s, Hiroshima and Nagasaki had
irrevocably impacted Bataille’s outlook, which complicated his understanding of Lascaux as
encompassing not only the beginnings of humanity but also presaging its end.
Skira previously published the Surrealist periodical Minotaure, and Lascaux or the Birth
of Art marked the first in his “The Great Centuries of Painting,” series. The book interspersed
textual commentary by Bataille concerning the art of Lascaux with full color plates of the cave
paintings. Bataille’s writing oscillating between detailed formal analysis of the paintings
themselves and speculations regarding the possible rituals, desires, and customs that surrounded
their making. In spite of his occasionally exacting formal analysis of the cave paintings
themselves, it is clear from his text that there was little anthropological or archaeological basis
for his claims. But that was not the point: in Bataille’s formulation, Lascaux represented not only
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the beginnings of art, but of humanity. Lascaux specifically and the prehistoric generally served
as an invented past for a country in the throes of trauma, a historically untainted point of origin.
My concern is how the cave functioned within this invented schema.
Bataille defined the cave as a space of artistic creation and transgression against societal
prohibitions, where the individual could give in to primal urges that had been repressed but never
fully eliminated. Concomitant with the psychic darkness that Bataille described, the cave was
also a space of physical darkness, which Skira underscored in his preface to Lascaux or the Birth
of Art. The extensive work that went into making the photographs for the book, Skira recounted,
took place almost entirely at night, as it required intense floodlights that could not be present
during daytime visiting hours. Skira’s description highlighted two additional facets germane to
the cave: first, that it was a space outside of ordinary temporal dimensions, and second, that its
power lay beyond the arena of the visible.
In the preface, Skira suggests that Lascaux represented a temporal anomaly: a collapse of
time between his present and the distant past. The publisher explained, “these prehistoric
paintings bear witness to what art was when art began. They reflect something strangely akin to
our modern sensibility and, bridging the distance between then and now, leave us with the
feeling that, in its ordinary sense, time does not exist.”256 In spite of the dazzling visual effects
represented in the relatively pristine renderings of animals, Skira emphasized that the paintings
contained something beyond what a camera was able to record:
The truth is that the Lascaux paintings mysteriously shift and change. They are not
painted on a uniformly flat surface and cannot always be viewed from a normal
angle…like ordinary pictures. These cave artists took every possible advantage of both
the seven surface of the rock wall and the perspective in each of the various rooms. At
every step things change, almost beyond recognition…The pictures at Lascaux literally
256
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defy the camera.257
The rough materiality of the cave walls animated the paintings, both conveying a sense of motion
in the image and activating the viewer’s body, compelling the body to move in order to fully
grasp the multiple vantage points implied. The cave played into the contemporary interest, rooted
in phenomenology, in accessing a mode of perception that preceded the visual and was instead
rooted in the body. Not only did Lascaux offer sensations beyond the visible, the writings of both
Skira and Bataille suggested that Lascaux elicited vision of a different order, one that was not
tied to natural light. This was effectively a rejection of the Apollonian analogy between the
illuminating power of the sun and knowledge, a paradigm of Classical and Enlightenment
thought. Instead, the images inside the cave were visible via artificial light (the floodlights
required to capture them, as Skira described), or perhaps by no light at all, when the visions
became metaphysical.
Bataille and Skira were not unique in the way that they wrote about Lascaux; there are
remarkable similarities to their accounts with those of the Surrealist Wolfgang Paalen, writing in
Mexico in 1942 about his experience eight years prior of exploring the Altamira caves, which
contained the oldest examples of extant Paleolithic wall art prior to the discovery of Lascaux.
Paalen attributed the instantaneous and miraculous quality of his personal discovery to shortcircuit in technology—a failure of electric light:
A welcome accident in the electric-lighting which forced the guide who preceded me into
the Grotto of Altamira to have recourse to an exceedingly primitive lamp. That
happened…at the time of my second visit to these caverns—caverns as fascinating as the
labyrinth of thought—and this time, the inadequate illumination caused by an unfortunate
arrangement of electric bulbs was no longer able to hide their secret from me. Now, in the
gleam of a torch, the light surrounded by the ancestral gloom seized the tiniest rocky
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projections, bewildered broke on the ribs, made the veins of the petrified arborescences
[sic] stand out, and modelled [sic] strange protuberances on the low ceiling. And it was
thus that, stretched out on my side in the low-ceilinged room of that immense cave…I
saw what the very first man had seen as he lay on the flat rock…Henceforth there is no
use shutting his [the first human’s] eyes and reopening them — he is compelled to gaze
fixedly and more and more passionately at thing with which he had thought himself
familiar….He marvels.258
Paalen’s reference to the visitor bearing metaphysical witness to a marvel anticipated
Bataille’s own frequent invocations of both the miraculous and the marvelous. While Skira
intimated that the cave’s physical darkness set the stage for something mysterious and
metaphysical, Bataille was explicit on this point: Lascaux was a sacred space of magic, all too
rare at a time when society had largely rejected the existence of the miracle and the marvel.259
Beyond the sophistication and clarity of the paintings, Bataille fixated on their discovery
as miraculous in its own right. In both Lascaux or the Birth of Art and in a 1955 lecture on
Lascaux that he delivered in Orléans, Bataille reveled in the narrative minutiae of three teenagers
stumbling upon Lascaux in September of 1940.260 The oldest, 18-year-old Marcel Ravidat, heard
of a possible underground fissure from a neighbor who had attempted to bury a dead donkey in
an opening in some rocks. Thinking the rocks opened onto a shallow depression, she was
surprised by how far the animal fell when she pushed it inside. Upon hearing this story, Ravidat
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became curious about what might lay beyond the opening. Accompanied by three younger boys,
all 15 years of age, he set out to explore the underground passages. After Ravidat fell down a
seven meter shaft, the others joined him and it was then that they illuminated, with a single
flashlight, the now famous paintings that make up Lascaux’s Hall of the Bulls. Bataille described
their experience as “stupefying.” Based on his own interviews with the youths, he said they felt
as though they “discovered a great treasure,” a perception of dazzling wealth that Bataille
compared what must have been the effect of first encountering the luxurious material
accumulations on view in medieval Cathedrals.261 “It is an overwhelming discovery: before us
are paintings twenty thousand years old. They have the fresh vividness of youth. Some children
found them. Some children scrambled down a fissure left by an uprooted tree. Had the storm
spared that tree, the way would not have been opened to this Cavern, the fabulous Thousand And
One Nights Treasure.”262
Bataille’s obsessive focus on the children in his account of Lascaux was consistent with
the way that the child, in exhibitions like Dylaby, was marshaled as a symbol of the receptive
and ideal viewer. However, Bataille was less interested in the creative output of children than in
adopting their unsullied perspective, specifically with their openness to the miraculous. The fact
that Ravidat, at 18 years of age, hardly seems to qualify as an enfant only foregrounds the sheer
insistence that Bataille maintained on the youthful viewpoint of the explorers. Bataille also took
care to foreground the presence of a child–explorer in his discussion of the discovery of the
Altamira caves in Northern Spain, noting that it was the explorer Marcelino de Sautuola’s fiveyear-old daughter who actually found the frescoes, using her “tiny frame” to wiggle through a
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small opening “as in a fairy tale.”263
A recent study by the anthropologist Daniel Fabre examined the elevated role of children
in Bataille’s narrativizing of the Lascaux discovery. Fabre went beyond Lascaux to consider the
presence of youth-explorers in the vast majority of pre-historic cave discoveries in Western
Europe, beginning with the excavation of Altamira in 1879. Fabre argues that scholars of
prehistory and archaeologists deliberately sought the assistance of children in exploring caves,
capitalizing on the “agility, audacity, and perceptual acuity of childhood.”264 But in the second
half of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth, children did more than discover caves:
reports of children witnessing miraculous apparitions of the Virgin Mary proliferated throughout
the same time period and geographical area. When Bataille referred to the “miracle” of Lascaux,
far from being hyperbolic, he was responding to what had become a close kinship between the
cave as a repository for prehistoric artifacts, and the cave as the space in which Marian visions
transpired, often witnessed by youth. Likewise, Bataille emphasized the deceptively youthful
appearance of the paintings. Rhetorically, this emphasis on youth—literal childhood and the
pristine paintings—suggested a collapse of the longue durée into a miraculously instantaneous
immersion into the past.
The instantaneous and miraculous quality of these sacred visions had a dark inverse
however, which was the experience of terror and violence on a previously unimaginable scale,
most evident in the deployment of atomic bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August of
1945. While Bataille never mentions the atomic bomb in Lascaux or the Birth of Art, it
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bookended his 1955 lecture in Orléans:
It has become commonplace today to talk about the eventual extinction of human life.
The latest atomic experiments made tangible the notion of radiation invading the
atmosphere and creating conditions in which life in general could no longer thrive…I
would like, on the contrary, to talk to you about our birth. I am simply struck by the fact
that light is being shed on our birth at the very moment when the notion of our death
appears to us.265
Bataille returns to the concept of human annihilation to close his lecture, when he links the
miraculous with a drive toward “sensational destruction”:
[E]ither they [humans throughout history] want to have the dazzled feeling of richness, or
they aspire to destruction…Smashing, killing, massacring have always been the
consolation of those who achieved nothing…Today I wanted you to see that even from
the birth of humanity, when man’s need for miracles is not satisfied, it transforms itself
into a passion for destruction, being at certain moments the only possible miracle,
preferable to boredom…Such is the intensive employment of modern means of
destruction: it is incontestable, prodigious, sensational.266
The instantaneity that Bataille ascribed to the discovery of Lascaux, the moment when
immaculately preserved images of animals came into visibility like divine apparitions, was to a
lesser degree recreated for every visitor’s initial experience of the cave. That momentary quality
represented a collapse in time that undermined the dominant notion of the longue durée, instead
suggestive of contemporaneity between past and present, linked by a common human drive
toward creation and the experience of wonder. That same collapsing of time was present, in
Bataille’s view, in the horrific murder of tens of thousands, subsumed in a giant mushroom
cloud, which itself became a symbol of sublime horror—and alternatively, beauty—in the
popular imagination. Maria Stavrinaki has suggested that there are various reversals at work in
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Bataille’s treatment of Lascaux, and one of them is the way that Lascaux’s discovery marks or
presages a return to the state of animal. 267 If Lascaux represented the moment when humans
renounced animality by way of art, Hiroshima marked a return to animality by way of mass
slaughter.

3.3 EROS: When the Walls Sighed
The influence of Bataille’s writings on Lascaux played a role in complicating the postwar
Surrealist conception of the cave. While Bataille was reticent to evince a clear argument
regarding the intentions of those early humans who decorated the walls of Lascaux, scattered
remarks throughout his book, essays, and lectures suggest that he believed that their purpose was
twofold. First, the cave may have served as a space for performing rituals in which the early
people symbolically became animal, as an act of both acknowledgment and disavowal: the
human had evolved from an earlier animal state but remained aware of primal animal instincts
that required suppression.268 The second was that Lascaux originally served as a designated space
to transgress sexual prohibitions. Bataille believed that creating prohibitions was fundamental to
the formation of human civilization, a process that he described as “the imposition of rules on
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sensual forces,” which resulted in the “monotonous, stifling regularity of human order.”269
Prohibitions fell into two main categories, he suggested: sexuality and death. There was evidence
at both Lascaux and among other Paleolithic sites to suggest customs surrounding death, such as
hunting images and extant bones connoting burial rites. In spite of the paucity of evidence to
shed light on the sexual prohibitions of early humans, Bataille’s belief in the universal
connectedness of sex and death meant that Lascaux had some relationship (the nature of which
he never fully articulated) to transgression of sexual and reproductive prohibitions, whether it be
norms surrounding intercourse, incest, menstruation, or childbirth.270
The connection that Bataille intimated between Lascaux and sexuality harkened back to
Breton’s Surrealist’s image of the cave, which was itself rooted in Freud’s ideas of the maternal
womb as a site of both comfort and self-annihilation. As was the case with much Surrealist
practice as well as their general attitude toward even its own women members, the group’s
depictions of women were essentializing at best, and at worst, violent and aggressive. However,
it remains important for this present discussion that Bataille’s framing of Lascaux directly
influenced EROS, the 1959 International Surrealist Exhibition in Paris, which Breton and Marcel
Duchamp designed to look like the interior of both a cave and a woman’s body. But just as the
atrocities of the World War II complicated Bataille’s conception of pre-history, EROS revealed
new concerns. Radovan Ivsic, a poet who recorded sounds of women moaning to be broadcast
throughout the exhibition at Galerie Daniel Cordier, recalled that EROS was “conceived as a
269
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labyrinthine grotto, with surrealist pictures and objects set out along narrow, ill-lit passageways,
amid stalactites and stalagmites coated in green velvet: what is more the movements of visitors
would be encumbered by a thick layer of fine sand covering the floor.”271 (fig. 3.1)
EROS marked the 250 year anniversary of the death of the Marquis de Sade. While Breton
and Duchamp were the primary organizers, José Pierre served as assistant, Pierre Faucheux
oversaw exhibition design, and Mimi Parent designed the catalogue and aided with the
exhibition’s staging. They held the exhibition at Galerie Daniel Cordier from December 15, 1959
through February 29, 1960, with 75 artworks by artists from 19 countries. Like the labyrinthine
exhibitions and installations discussed in the preceding chapter, EROS fostered an embodied and
multi-sensory experience of space. As Ivsic indicated, viewers walked on sand, suggesting a
departure—both in place and in time—from the urban environs of Paris, as EROS transported the
visitor to an imagined past in which transgression, prohibition, and art were inextricably linked.
The 1959 presentation at Galerie Daniel Cordier marked the eighth in a series of
International Exhibitions of Surrealism.272 Several Surrealist exhibitions had evoked both caves
and labyrinths, including the 1938 International exhibition, for which Duchamp famously
suspended 1,200 coals sacks stuffed with newspaper from the gallery ceiling; The First Papers of
Surrealism (1942), where Duchamp created a confounding, floor-to-ceiling labyrinth of twine;
and the installation of Surrealist works in Peggy Guggenheim’s Art of this Century Gallery
(1942), designed by Frederick Kiesler to look like a grotto.273 T.J. Demos has analyzed the two
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1942 exhibitions as contrasting political statements, reading Kiesler’s design as expressing a
compensatory desire, spurred by war-time exile, for homeliness.274 Demos dismisses this desire
as regressive and reactionary given the fascist co-opting of the Heimlich. By contrast, he posits
Duchamp’s contribution to The First Papers of Surrealism as politically contestatory, in that the
disorienting maze prevented viewers from accessing the artwork and thus performed
displacement without resorting to corrupted tropes. Alyce Mahon’s book Surrealism and the
Politics of Eros (2005) addresses such debates over the politics of Surrealism, offering a more
nuanced interpretation of the role of myth in Surrealist practice.275 In that vein, she reads the
1959 EROS exhibition as a manifestation of the group’s increasingly vehement stance against the
French government’s atrocities in Algeria.
I am interested in the cave’s manifestation in EROS, which marks a shift from earlier
Surrealist treatment of the form, a shift that is informed by Bataille’s conception of Lascaux as a
transgressive space. Breton’s writings about the 1959 exhibition, which I will address, echoed
elements of Bataille on Lascaux, which in turn suggested the space was designed to initiate time
travel into an imagined past. Breton and Marcel Duchamp organized the 1959 exhibition as an
homage to the Marquis de Sade and his particular erotic vision. Consequently, EROS evinced
more complicated examples of gender and sexuality than previous Surrealist exhibitions.
Although never mentioned outright, I argue that Bataille’s theorization of the cave as a space of
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prohibition and transgression, situated at both the beginning and the end of history, was evident
throughout the exhibition catalogue and the physical space.
Breton described the exhibition’s theme of Eros as a recuperation of a fundamental
element of nature with which most contemporary art had lost touch, as “a theater of incitements
and prohibitions, where the most profound processes of life played themselves out.”276 This
phrasing echoed language Bataille used previously to describe Lascaux and its connection to the
miraculous. Specifically, Bataille wrote in Lascaux or the Birth of Art, published four years
before Breton conceived of EROS, that Lascaux “unceasingly rewards that expectation of the
miraculous, which is, in art and in passion, the most profound aspiration of life.”277 While Breton
did not acknowledge the likeness between his statement and Bataille’s earlier remarks on
Lascaux, he directly references Bataille in the “Notice to Visitors” for the 1959 exhibition
catalog, where he cites a number of Bataille’s claims from Lascaux or the Birth of Art regarding
the nature of eroticism, namely the key role that prohibition plays in its construction.278 Thus it is
clear that Breton was reading and actively engaging with Bataille’s recent writing. The similarity
of statement by Breton and Bataille surrounding the “most profound” processes and aspiration
suggests that both men regarded the cave—whether in its manifestation of the erotic of the
marvelous—as a space offering experience of something primal and fundamental that has been
elsewhere repressed from contemporary, civilized life.279 This is yet another way of thinking
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about the cave as a portal onto another time, in that it opens onto moment prior to the
establishment of the prohibitions that constitute human civilization.
That Breton conceived of EROS as a prehistoric cave space was further substantiated in
his notes for the show from the summer of 1959, where he made a list of artists and themes that
were important to the forthcoming exhibition. Alongside the usual artists that the Surrealists
claimed as conceptual progenitors (Bosch, Fusli, Goya, De Chirico), Breton included an entire
category labeled “rock art,” listing all of the countries that presumably held extant examples.280
Finally, Breton’s most revelatory claim for my argument here appeared in the exhibition catalog,
where he suggested that EROS gave visual form to a new primal erotic language, in response to
“man menaced by the imminent annihilation of his species.”281 While there were no outright
references to the atom bomb or the threat of nuclear annihilation among the works on view in
EROS, Breton framed the exhibition in such a way as to marry the primordial beginnings of
human eroticism with the looming threat of humanity’s end, suggesting that the gallery-as-cave
served as a space of both refuge and frenzied indulgence before the violent end of history.
Lascaux offered experiences that existed beyond the arena of the visible, tapping into the
most fundamental modes of perception, which ranged from metaphysical apparition to simply
embodied sensation. This relationship with the body was even more pronounced in EROS, where
the body and the cave merged to form an animate, living architecture. The Surrealists eroded the
boundaries between the animate and the inorganic, an effect staged most theatrically in the
exhibition’s initial gallery, where Duchamp and Pierre Faucheux rigged the rose-colored
279
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chamber with air pumps so that the walls moved rhythmically in and out, as though breathing. As
the walls heaved, visitors heard the sound of women panting and moaning to evoke orgasm,
recorded by Ivsic and broadcast at a low volume throughout the space. As Ivsic recounted, “On
the day of the opening, the visitors crammed into the grotto’s maze, within the shadows of which
they were met by a mist of sprayed perfume.282 The remarkable thing was that everyone kept
quiet in order to hear the sighs, which, though scarcely audible, came at them from every
direction in an utterly disorienting way.”283 As pulsing, fragrant walls painted the color of flesh
or organs led to the next gallery with stalactites and sand, the moaning remained audible and the
perfume discernible. In sum, the cave and body’s interior became a unified, living structure,
which likely prompted a heightened awareness of the visitor’s body as they moved through the
space.
That heightened bodily awareness was not without tension: the organizers dedicated
EROS to Sade, after all, suggesting a transgressive or even cruel interpretation of the theme.284
Bataille’s theory that Lascaux first served as a space for rituals in which prehistoric humans
transgressed newly established social and sexual decorum, performing a temporary return to
animal state which they could then symbolically disavow, remained largely hypothetical and un282
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supported by either evidence or examples. EROS, by contrast, provided myriad visions of violent
and sexually transgressive rituals.
Violence greeted the viewer in the first gallery, with its heaving walls, where a bound and
contorted poupée by Hans Bellmer hung from the ceiling. (figs. 3.2, 3.3) Elsewhere in the
exhibition viewers encountered Bellmer’s Unica Ligotée (1958), which was not a doll but a
photograph of his partner, the artist and writer Unica Zürn, naked and tied up with string.
Photographed from the back, her body looked like butchered and packaged meat. Following the
initial gallery, the visitor entered a corridor with walls, ceilings, and stalactite-like columns
covered in green velvet, featuring numerous paintings in which the female body appeared as a
fetish object. At the end of the long, narrow room was Robert Rauschenberg’s Bed (1955),
hanging next to Alberto Giacometti’s Invisible Object (Hands Holding the Void) (1934-5). (fig.
3.4) Surrounding this juxtaposition were depictions of sexualized bodies, such as The Flower of
Paradise (1955) by Pierre Molinaire, in which women clad only in stockings splayed their legs,
while showing off prominent red fingernails. In this context, Rauschenberg’s Neo-Dada icon
appears all the more violently erotic, the splatters of paint evoking fluids and viscera, perhaps the
aftermath of a violent sexual encounter.
Ritual was most theatrically on display in the exhibition’s final gallery, in which the
walls and ceiling were coated in red velvet. There, Meret Oppenheim staged Cannibal Feast, a
macabre spectacle of erotic fetishism. On the night of the opening, a live model painted in gold
lay stretched out on a long table, largely covered with a decadent spread of food and surrounded
by champagne flutes. (fig. 3.5) Couples selected by the organizers ceremoniously dined off of
her.285 In many ways, this performance (and the installation that remained in its wake) simply
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reiterated conventions of framing the female body as an object for consumption. However, both
the emphasis on the elaborate ritual of dining, as well as the invoking of taboo of cannibalism,
prevented Oppenheim’s Feast from falling into the standard paradigm of objectification for the
male gaze (notably, she stipulated that pairs of men and women act out the rite of consumption
on opening night, suggesting that this display catered to desires held by more than one gender).
Cannibal Feast most obviously fulfilled Breton’s goal of creating a theater of prohibitions, in
which the “most profound processes of life played themselves out”: the Feast conflated
eroticism, death, and food, the fundamental components of the human life cycle. An apt
illustration of Bataille’s argument that Lascaux was a space in which early humans distinguished
themselves as such by transgressing prohibitions surrounding death in particular, Oppenheim’s
Cannibal Feast—the climax of EROS —marked out the cave as a space for the performance of
rituals, rituals that implicated the body on multiple levels.
While much of the work on view in EROS supported a definition of eroticism predicated
on the violent fetishization and objectification of the female body, there were notable examples
that evinced a more fluid view of gender with regard to the eroticized body. The exhibition
poster, designed by the Canadian artist Mimi Parent, featured a suit-clad torso, wearing a necktie
fashioned from what looked to be human hair. The poster reproduced one of the sculptures, titled
Masculine Feminine, that was part of a larger installation called Crypt of Fetishism. (fig. 3.6)
The gender identity of the headless torso was ambiguous, with the length of the hair reading as
feminine and suggesting the act of cross-dressing. In addition, a single peal, fashioned as a pin,
was visible just under the knotted necktie hair, doubtlessly a reference to the pear producing
oyster’s unique ability to change sex over the course of its lifetime. That Breton chose this image
for the exhibition poster suggests the primacy of gender play within the erotic schema of the
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show, which can be understood as another way in which the cave functioned as a space of
transgression.
While the Surrealists explored themes of androgyny and the confusion of gender
categories in the 1930s, the EROS was a marked departure from the 1938 International Surrealist
Exhibition, the previous show in which the artist most fully explored the theme of the cave. In
Surrealism and the Politics of Eros, Alyce Mahon argued that the 1938 exhibition foregrounded
the female body as a relatively conventional object of desire. She notes, for example, that the
organizers—Breton, Duchamp, and Paul Eluard—rejected a group of mannequins for display
because they failed to encapsulate “the eternal feminine.”286 She suggest that less straightforward
gender play appeared in the mannequin dressed as Duchamp’s alter-ego Rrose Sélavy, but this
seemed to be the lone transgression of clear and binary gender divides in the exhibition. By
contrast, in 1959 with EROS, the cave became the framing device for a radical re-imagining of
sexuality and gender, which was performed as a transgressive ritual.
Writings in the exhibition catalogue also couched cross-dressing in an archaic context.
For example, an essay by Gérard Legrand, a younger generation Surrealist poet, explored role of
androgyny in archaic myth and ritual, as well as its resurgence in German Romanticism, in the
writing of Friedrich Schiller among others. He began by citing the “myth of the androgyne,”
which he claimed had traveled underground throughout antiquity.287 Legrand illustrated the myth
by describing the auto-castration rites of the ancient cult of Cybele and Attis. But, Legrand
qualified, the androgyne need not be a hermaphrodite. Instead he interpreted the term to include
the symbolic rituals that “feminized the male,” rites which he argued were common in archaic
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cultures that paradoxically exalted male virility through gender role play.288
The accuracy of Legrand’s descriptions of gender troubling in the ancient world is not at
stake here. As was the case with Lascaux for Bataille, the archaic—particularly myth and ritual
as they were gleaning it from writers and anthropologists associated with the Cambridge
School—served as the material of an invented past, which the Surrealists imagined as repressed
during the childhood of humanity. Like the labyrinth, the cave was a metaphor for the
unconscious, and in EROS it served as an arena of in which repressed desires could be
ceremoniously desublimated in order to radically upset social norms.

3.4 The Cavern of Antimatter
Just months before the opening of EROS, the Italian Situationist Giuseppe “Pinot”
Gallizio, in consultation with Debord and Michèle Bernstein, transformed the Galerie René
Drouin into a cave for the exhibition titled Cavern of Antimatter. (fig. 3.7) The exhibition, titled
Caverne de l’anti-matière, opened at the Galerie Drouin in Paris in May, 1959. Bernstein
coordinated with the gallerist René Drouin to afford Gallizio the opportunity to exhibit in Paris,
and preparations for the show began in January of 1958, with the help of Gallizio’s son Giors
Melanotte. There has been excellent scholarship on Gallizio’s exhibition. Nicola Pezolet has
explored not only the genesis of the exhibition, but also the complicated relationship between the
exhibition themes and the legacy of Surrealism. Pezolet notes that while Debord acted as an
intermediary between Drouin and Gallizio, he was quick to renounce Surrealism and politically
ineffectual. However, Gallizio’s own understanding of utopian architecture hewed fairly close to
views espoused by Tristan Tzara and Roberto Matta in Minotaure, which I raised earlier in this
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chapter. 289 In the context of my discussion, Cavern of Antimatter further illuminates the way
that the cave served as space of temporal collisions in the postwar era, a spatial archetype that
was resolutely utopian, but simultaneously inflected with dystopian visions of destruction.
Likewise, Gallizio explicitly framed the Cavern of Antimatter as well as related activities in his
Alba “laboratory” as a unitary project, in its privileging of collective production, the use of
multiple media, and the merging of the body with its surrounding space, the latter of which
Gallizio theatrically staged in the cavern by wrapping otherwise nude models in paintings made
of the same material as the “cave walls.” I believe that these unitary impulses came to define the
postwar and Cold War iterations of the cave, not wholly changing it but differentiating it from its
earlier identity as a resolutely maternal and feminine space. At the hands of artists like Gallizio,
the cave becomes a more complicated space of fusion in which often contradictory facets (past
and present, animate and inorganic) existed in dynamic tension with one another.
In the exhibition at Galerie Drouin, Gallizio covered every inch of the gallery walls,
floor, and ceiling with what he called “Industrial Paintings”– gestural abstractions made of a
mélange of industrial and organic materials, including sand, oil, resins, metal filings, feathers,
eggshells, and even gunpowder. The paintings occluded the windows, blocking out the
surrounding urban environs and darkening the gallery. As would be the case in EROS, the
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Cavern of Antimatter was a multi-sensory experience that engaged faculties beyond just the
visual to create a veritable feast of the sensible. As visitors circulated the space, they listened to
music produced by a Theremin (a musical instrument controlled by sensory antennas), they
smelled a perfume custom made by Gallizio, and imbibed novelty cocktails. Emphasizing the
connection between the body and the paintings, a connection that already felt visceral in a space
entirely covered with them—were women models wrapped in industrial paintings, gliding
through the gallery. (fig. 3.8])
The Cavern of Antimatter followed from Gallizio’s deep interests in both archeology and
science. Gallizio’s career as an artist began relatively late in life, at the age of 50 in 1953.290 He
held a degree from the Facoltà di Chimica e Farmacia (Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy)
from the University of Turin, and he served as a pharmaceutical doctor during Word War II.
Throughout the 1940s and into the 1950s, Gallizio was involved with various archeological digs,
and he published findings based on excavations of Neolithic sites and around his hometown of
Alba. For example, in an essay published in 1948 titled “We Are Ligurians,” a title that already
suggests the connections he would foreground in his art between the contemporary self and the
temporally distant object of study, Gallizio wrote about the stratification of clay deposits in the
soil as well as the recovery of various Neolithic artifacts during a dig.291
In September 1955, in collaboration with Asger Jorn, Gallizio founded the Alba
Experimental Laboratory. The Laboratory reflected the artists’ interests in fusing their interest in
prehistory, geology, and archeology with both contemporary science and art. An important
precursor to the Situationist International, the Laboratory served as the site for the World
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Congress of Free Artists in Alba during the summer of 1956, which hosted artists from various
neo-avant-garde groups including the Lettrists and the Italian Nuclearists. 292 Jorn framed the
event by calling for a new organization of interdisciplinary artisans in the tradition of the
Bauhaus, which was the premise of his Movement for an International Imagist Bauhaus (MIBI).
In addition to emerging from Jorn’s vision of a Bauhaus–like school for artistic, technological,
and scientific research, the Alba Experimental Laboratory was equally rooted in Gallizio’s
earlier initiative associated with the Institute of Agriculture of Alba, a project of ecological,
botanical, and pharmaceutical research.293 Most importantly, the Alba Experimental Laboratory
was located in Gallizio’s home cellar, a conscious homage to nearby prehistoric caves in Alba.294
(fig. 3.9) Interestingly, Gallizio was not the only Italian artist to conflate the cellar and the cave.
The Nucleare movement, founded by Enrico Baj with Sergio Dangelo and Joe Colombo, was
born in the subterranean jazz clubs of Milan, referred to as caves.295 In a documentary about
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Gallizio filmed in 1963, the artist remarked on the influence of those caves on his practice: “ …
we find traces of prehistoric man, who lived in those caves and caverns, leaving signs, and other
things that made an impression on me when I was growing up, and which still definitely
influence my art today.”296 Gallizio associated the prehistoric with an artistic spirit of
communalism, which informed all activities that transpired in the Alba Experimental Laboratory,
from discussions of the intersections between art and science, to the collective production of
paintings that adorned the cellar walls.297
The Cavern of Antimatter emerged from the foment of discussion and collective art
production happening in the Alba Experimental Laboratory, with which Gallizio aimed to merge
archeology, botany, ecology, and chemistry with contemporary art. The imagery and symbolism
of the cave was paramount to both Gallizio’s practice and his conception of the Cavern. As
Pezolet rightly emphasizes, “the cavern [in Gallizio’s work] is a unitary spatial setting and an
imaginary symbol of humanity’s communal creative impulse298 …” I would add that the unitary
impulse was additionally evident in Gallizio’s practice in terms of his use of collectivized modes
of production, the synthesis of disparate media and material in the work produced in the
laboratory, and the eschewing of disciplinary boundaries to fuse art and science, however
pseudo–sounding the results. Finally, I also use the term unitary to describe the breaking down of
temporal divisions so that past, present, and future cohered into a unified dimension, a temporal
Laboratory in 1955. While Gallizio’s interest in archeology pre-dates the founding of the
Nucleare group, the similarities between the two are striking. For a thorough account of the
genesis of Nucleare, see Tristan Sauvage, Nuclear Art, trans. John A. Stephens and Gualtiero
Schoenenberger (Milan: Galleria Schwarz, 1962).
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collision that occurred consistently in both the labyrinth and cave themed exhibitions and
artworks that proliferated throughout the 1950s and ’60s. All of these themes that fall under the
aegis of the unitary impulse were paramount Cavern of Antimatter, most explicitly in relation to
the coalescing of multiple temporalities. After a flurry of correspondences in which Drouin
expressed frustration over Gallizio’s lack of transparency concerning plans for the upcoming
exhibition, Gallizio sent the gallerist a detailed account not so much of what the Cavern of
Antimatter would look like, but the philosophical underpinnings of his project. What Gallizio
wanted most to communicate to the Parisian audience concerned time:
It is simply a question of understanding that the times we are living in are nothing but the
prehistory of the so-called atomic age and that modern men find themselves in the same
conditions of terror of the material things as the men of the Paleolithic Age—the
cavemen who … out of their great Fear drew and painted in their caves with a sharp
magical sense to solve the enigmas as well. So today I, small wizard of the anti-world, try
to describe it and create my cave-box with a magical sense—just as they did—afraid like
they were.299
Gallizio thus framed his project in terms of a cyclical view of history that linked the onset of the
atomic age with the very beginnings of art in the Paleolithic era. This text makes clear that, like
many other artists of his era, Gallizio did not ascribe to linear or progress–based narratives of
time in order to describe or historicize his own subjectivity. Instead, I suggest that Gallizio used
the form of the cave as well as the act of marking the cave—in his case through the industrial
painting process—to metabolize the terror he associated with the atomic age, a terror that was
not entirely new, but prefigured in the first marks made by early people trying to make sense of a
chaotic and still largely unknown space and event horizon.
Like Bataille, Gallizio understood the space of the cave as an arena of magic, existing
beyond the realm of ordinary vision. The way that he described the artisans of the caves as
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deploying magic to “solve enigmas” likely reflected commonly espoused beliefs among
prehistorians and archeologists that early cave art was a form of “sympathetic magic,” whereby
they human depicted a scene with the hope of influencing the course of real events. In an era that
ushered previously unimaginable means of annihilating mass swathes of the population, Gallizio
seemed to suggest, perhaps humans were once again left to rely on magic and superstition in
order to master a reality that was once again full of unknowns. But as was often the case in
artistic adaptations of the cave from this period, Gallizio created a space that layered references
to prehistory and rudimentary magic with allusions to modern science and technology, creating a
temporally hybrid space that reflected the key tensions of the era, in that it evinced both an
optimistic faith in recent technological developments, but in tandem with acute fear regarding
those same technology’s capacity to bring about unimaginable destruction.
Gallizio’s description of himself as a “small wizard of the anti-world” encapsulated his
eclectic mixing of prehistory with contemporary science. Wizardry implied superstition and
magic, but the anti-world was a deliberate reference to a theory proposed by the Italian physicist
Frencesco Pannaria in 1949, which posited the existence of elementary “anti-particles of
uncombined matter perpetually exchanging energy with the particles of combined matter in our
world.”300 Likewise, the theory of anti-matter dated to the 1930s, and the work of the physicist
Paul Dirac who theorized that anti-particles had the same mass as electrons, a hypothesis that
was empirically verified in the 1950s.301 Ostensibly drawing on the work of Dirac and Pannaria,
in addition to his own background in science, Gallizio professed to be in active dialogue with
local nuclear and astrophysicists about his nascent theories of art, reporting to Drouin that Gege
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Cocito, director of the astronomical observatory in Turin, was enthusiastic about his work.302
A photograph of the artist reproduced in the second issue of Internationale Situationniste
shows Gallizio clad in a white lab coat, pouring liquid from a graduated cylinder into a larger
glass bottle. (fig. 3.10) Perhaps mixing chemicals for a perfume, Gallizio is poised over a large
boiling flask and beaker with his brow furrowed in concentration. This photograph, which had
little to do with the article that it illustrated on the economics of Gallizio’s Industrial Paintings,
testifies the degree to which Gallizio’s identity as a scientist was crucial to his practice, both in
his own view and to the SI.303
Themes of science, prehistory, and nuclear anxiety coalesced in the Cavern of Antimatter.
The industrial paintings that coated every available space, thus constituting the “cave walls,”
were part of the collective production Gallizio had initiated in his cellar laboratory in Alba. The
range of unconventional materials were both natural and synthetic—eggshells and gunpowder—
a juxtaposition that mirrored Gallizio’s broader interest in enacting a return to nature through,
counter-intuitively, modern technology. The “industrial” label came from the faux assembly line
methods employed by Gallizio, Melanotte, and other collaborators, as well as the artist’s claim to
use mechanical apparatuses to produce the paintings—essentially long tables fitted with
mechanical rollers. While the latter claim is specious, given that most photographic
documentation shows the artists holding traditional studio implements, they did catalyze a range
of chemical reactions that marked the surfaces of the canvas. For example, Gallizio and his
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collaborators often added herbal perfumes and explosive powders to chemical resins, and then let
everything dry next to the cellar’s radiator, creating myriad reactions of the surfaces beyond the
direct control of the artists.304
The accumulation of materials and chemical reactions produced highly tactile surfaces,
where agitated splatters gave way to inky pools of paint, interspersed with atmospheric hazes of
pigment. Gallizio’s style of gestural abstraction, however mechanized it may have been, recalled
Pollock’s drips and splatters. In the context of Gallizio’s self–fashioned identity as a scientist and
with the atomic–themed rhetoric that peppered the show’s materials, one equally thinks of
Pollock’s remark that his technique came from the inability of Renaissance methods to
adequately express an era defined by “the airplane, the atom bomb, the radio.”305
Perhaps more directly influential for Gallizio was the similarly atomized, all–over
painting techniques employed by Baj and the Italian Nucleari, artists, whose biomorphic blots,
spirals, and splattered marks were the result of painted “disintegrated” to evoke the structure of
an atomic universe.306 But while there was clear homage to precedents like Pollock and Baj, and
also to the materiality of Informel, Gallizio’s use of the gestural abstraction simultaneously
critiqued the theatrics and egoism of New York School painting.307 Created collectively with the
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help of industrial apparatuses and sold by the meter, the industrial paintings undermined myths
of artistic genius and originality, myths made all the more pervasive by the concurrent
dissemination of American Abstract Expressionism in Europe.308
Gallizio’s “Manifesto of Industrial Painting” identified genius as one of the modern
concepts he aimed to strike down, in favor of a return to the aesthetic model that he imagined
characterized Paleolithic and Neolithic art, which he suggested was made from an impulse to
visually augment one’s surroundings rather than the desire to express the contents of an
individual ego.309 The manifesto sums up the contradictory currents that animated his work,
namely, a strident critique of certain modern technologies (television for example) for
“fabricating boredom,” while embracing others for their potential to generate “infinite joy” and
“new myths and new passions,” all of which was informed by a desire to return to “a primitive
state with modern sense.”310 It is worth quoting at some length:
The return to nature with modern instrumentation will allow man, after thousands of
centuries, to return to the places where the Paleolithic hunters overcame their biggest
308
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fear; modern men will try to shake off theirs, accumulated in the idiocy of progress, in
touch with the humble things that nature in its wisdom has kept as a curb on the
enormous arrogance of the human brain. Still powerful masters of East and West, you
have built underground cities to defend yourselves from the radiation you ferociously
unleashed … well, then naive artists will transform your sewers into the atomic
sanctuaries and cathedrals tracing (with emotional magic) the signs of industrial culture
that will be rapidly transformed into symbols of new zodiacs, new momentary
calendars.311
In this passage Gallizio suggested that the fusion of prehistory and nature with modernity
and technology heralded nothing short of a new societal plane of existence, which rejected a
progress-driven narrative of history in favor of more selective and non-linear temporal models.
Here, as it was for Bataille, the postwar Surrealists, and elsewhere, the cave is inextricably tied to
the onset of the atomic era and the potential for violent ends that it contained. However, the
connection between the cave and the bomb shelter was always complicated by the cave’s identity
as a distant point of origin for humanity. Gallizio’s text testifies to the way in which these
contradictions coalesced around the cave in this period, as it came to stand for a return to
prehistory and the inevitable destination of a dystopian, post apocalyptic future.
Gallizio’s belief in the power of artistic initiatives to transform the very fabric of society
was profoundly (and perhaps naively) utopian, yet his reference to inculcating new myths inside
of atomic sanctuaries, created to shelter the body from radiation “ferociously unleashed,”
reflected darker, dystopian undercurrents. According to Gallizio, those anxieties informed the
background music playing throughout the exhibition. In a letter to Drouin, the artist described
background music that would produce an “anxious and distressing atmosphere of a world in
formation.”312 The music was played on a Theremin, a hands–free electronic instrument patented
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in 1928, and thus was perceived as a relatively new technology.313 Like Gallizio’s industrial
painting machines, the Theremin at least appears to mechanize music in that it works by antennas
that sense bodily gestures but do not require direct activation. It was perfectly in keeping with
Gallizio’s temporal collisions that the anxiety of a world in formation, a birth in cave of sorts,
was expressed through the haunting chords of a new music machine. The image of a Theramin
playing the theme song to a world in formation (or destruction) is yet another example of how
Gallizio understood the Cavern of Antimatter as announcing the birth of a new era of technology,
which pointed backward toward the primordial origins of humanity, and forward to an exciting
new reality in which artists salvaged and re–purposed select technologies for transformative
means, but possibly one played out in subterranean atomic shelters.
The traditional gendering of the cave as a feminine space was on full view in the Cavern
of Antimatter, in the presence of live female models wearing industrial paintings, an image that
fused the body and the material of the cave walls. (see fig. 3.8) These women affirmed the
traditionally gendered connection between the cave and women’s bodies, a connection that
would be more fully explored but also complicated months later in EROS. Echoing themes that
were important in Bataille’s reading of Lascaux, that would appear most spectacularly in
Duchamp’s heaving walls in Galerie Daniel Cordier, the painting-clad models staged a blurring
of boundaries between the space of the cave and the body, creating a corporeal continuum
between the two. In spite of adhering to long-standing conventions concerning the gender of the
cave, I suggest that their presence should not dismissed as simple throwbacks to the trope of the
earth mother goddess. It is significant that Gallizio couched the models in technological terms on
the invitation cards. There, Gallizio described them as staging an “encounter between the
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antimatter of the ceiling and the matter of the ground,” which resulted in a burst of atomic
radiation that he called a “provisional reality.”314 This language anticipated the temporal play
with gender discussed in the previous chapter in relation to Saint Phalle’s cyborgian earth mother
goddess HON. Indeed, Gallizio’s cave functioned not as a site of birth, but of atomic re-birth:
women clad for the nuclear age.

3.5 Architecture-Sculpture and “la vie troglodytique”
Both EROS and the Cavern of Antimatter staged the dissolution of boundaries between
the body and its surroundings, a concept that was essential to the experience of the cave. Similar
themes—the body, the transgression of boundaries, the sacred, and the performance of ritual—
pervaded the contemporaneous Architecture–Sculpture movement, for which the cave functioned
as the quintessential archetype and ur-form. The French critic Michel Ragon first used the term
“Architecture–Sculpture” in 1963, including it as a category of building in Où vivrons-nous
demain?, a book explicating trends in utopian planning and architecture.315 As the name
Architecture–Sculpture suggested, the movement represented a sculptural approach to
architecture, resulting in organicism of form and a rejection of orthogonal lines in favor of more
eccentric curvatures that appeared spontaneous and sculpted, even if those characteristics were
illusory.
While the Architecture–Sculpture label belonged to Ragon, he identified numerous
precedents, both built and un-built, within the history of architecture. Ragon cited constructions
in the Park Güel (1900-1914) by Antoni Gaudí, the Palais Idéal (1879-1912) by Ferdinand
Cheval (a postman with no formal training in architecture, frequently claimed by the Surrealists
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as an important antecedent), various buildings and designs by the German Expressionists Bruno
Taut and Walter Gropius, along with more recent examples, namely Frederick Kiesler’s Endless
House (begun 1926, but taking form in various subsequent maquettes) and Le Corbusier’s
Chapel of Notre-Dame-du-Haut at Ronchamp (1950-54).316
Corbusier’s Ronchamp served as one of the most important influences for the
architecture-sculpture movement, a building that had more in common with the organicism of
Frank Loyd Wright than the rigid functionalism of Mies van der Rohe. Ronchamp demonstrated
the expressive potential in poured concrete, which allowed Le Corbusier to achieve the
building’s highly sculptural appearance.317 The architectural historian William J.R. Curtis has
aptly described the interior of Ronchamp as looking like it was “carved out like a cave,” which
he attributed to Le Corbusier’s life-long interests in nature worship, the writings of John Ruskin,
and Art Nouveau, all of which made him “an artist for whom natural forms were capable of a
divine and magical character….Ronchamp was pervaded by a sense of primitive animism.”318
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The concept of animism was a crucial facet of the architecture-sculpture movement; indeed the
breathing walls in EROS anticipated the way in which the exponents of architecture-sculpture
frequently characterized the hybrid structures they created as animate bodies. This breaking
down of boundaries between animate and the inorganic mirrored the dissolution of distinctions
between media, which was equally paramount to the architecture-sculpture movement.
Among the most important champions of both synthesis in the arts and the Architecture–
Sculpture movement was André Bloc. Originally trained as a sculptor under Henri Laurens, Bloc
was also proficient as an engineer, painter, and architect. His most recognized legacy, however,
was as an editor: he founded the magazines L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui in November 1930,
and in 1949, Aujourd’hui, art et architecture. The latter marked the beginning of Bloc’s
campaign for synthesis in the arts, which he carried out with, as Romy Golan has written, a
“truly revolutionary zeal.”319 The re-christening of Art d’aujourd’hui as Aujourd’hui, art et
architecture in 1955 reflected the aims of Groupe Espace, convened by Bloc and Felix De Marle
four years earlier, which sought to adapt the ideals of neo-Plasticism and Constructivism for the
broader urban environment to create cities that functioned on the level of Gesamtkunstwerk. As
Golan argues, this type of synthesis, of which polychromy and murals were major hallmarks,
more or less abated by the end of 1956, eclipsed by the proliferation of new industrial design and
dismantled by the irreverence and polemics of Neo-Dada.320 However, vestiges of the impulse
toward synthesis survived in various forms in the 1960s.
After the magazine became Aujourd’hui, art et architecture, a 1966 issue subtitled
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espaces sculptés – espaces architectures highlighted intersections between sculpture and
architecture, emphasizing ways in which architects could use found forms in nature—caves, rock
formations, and mountains—for formal inspiration. The editors declared that the May/June 1966
issue of Aujourd’hui, art et architecture signaled a momentous redefining of the journal’s
mission, which was nothing short of a resuscitation of synthesis in spite of its previous failures. It
was a rebirth, and it transpired inside a cave. Emblazoned on the cover was a photograph
featuring a dazzling array of amber colored stalactites inside the mouth of the Clamouse cave, in
Hérault Gorges in the south of France.321 (fig. 3.11) The photograph was taken by Gilles
Ehrmann, a photographer who ran in Breton’s circles, although he was never officially affiliated
with Surrealism. Long interested in art and architecture by autodidacts or so-called “outsiders,”
Ehrmann published a book of photographs on the work of such visionaries in 1962, with an
introduction by Breton.322 That Ehrmann took numerous installation photographs of EROS
suggests the degree to which he would have been familiar with Surrealist associations with the
cave, and in particular the way that it was understood as a unitary space in which the body and its
surroundings fused to create a hybridized, animate architecture in the 1959 exhibition.323 Similar
fusions between body and its constituent space were paramount to the cave as it functioned
within the Architecture-Sculpture movement.
Another full-page photograph of the interior of Clamouse, (fig. 3.12) also by Ehrmann,
appeared opposite the unsigned editorial that opened the espaces sculptés – espaces architectures
issue of Aujourd’hui. Illustrated with a cave, the letter explained the shift in the magazine’s
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mission, and is worth quoting at length:324
Our readers will perhaps show some interest and surprise on consulting this issue which
deliberately departs from our usual habits. Faced with the crisis in plastic arts, we have
been brought to giving a new direction to our review…Painting and sculpture for a long
time now have only played a secondary part in design. However a few artists, in spite of
opposition, have struggled to maintain pure research…Contemporary architectural
expression which thought to find its basis in Machine Civilization is marking time.
Famous groups like De Stijl, Bauhaus and C.I.A.M. raised great hopes, but have become
set in inaction. Conscious of these difficulties a few sculptors proposed collaborating
directly in designing living architecture. Some architects even behave like real sculptors
and their work includes original inspiration, worthy of our epoch….Le Corbusier and
others often referred to the Synthesis of the Arts- up to now we had contented ourselves
with intentions. Synthesis is not an addition. It is not sufficient to add a few paintings or
statues to architectures to endow it with quality.325
The juxtaposition of Ehrmann’s photograph of the interior of a cave with a text claiming
to forge synthesis anew in the wake of its many failures, including that of the Bauhaus, recalls
Lyonel Feininger’s Cathedral (1919), the crystalline, towering Gothic cathedral of the future
depicted on the frontispiece of the Program for the State Bauhaus in Weimar. Harkening back to
the medieval precedent of synthesis, when there were fewer distinctions between art, craft, and
architecture, the Cathedral was like a phoenix rising from the ashes of World War I, a monument
to future creative endeavors.
A cave is the inverse of the towering form of the cathedral: it is an anti-monumental
structure that is defined by an interior void rather than a façade. Like the cathedral, the cave
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modeled a synthesis of sorts—sculpture and architecture—and it also acted as a metaphor for the
magazine’s self-proclaimed re-birth. But it was far less exultant and utopian than the cathedral,
and consistent with earlier representations of the cave, it was borne out of desires for refuge and
shelter as much as for innovative directions in architecture. Such shape-shifting was consistent
with the complex ideologies and subjectivities of the postwar era, in which technology
represented a complicated nexus of fear and desire.
It is not entirely clear from the editorial statement how this “departure from the usual
habits” was distinct from earlier calls for synthesis by interwar groups like the Bauhaus or the
earlier postwar work of Groupe Espace. Despite the editors’ own admission that painting had
remained subordinate in the field of design, the magazine showed little interest in painting in
1966. What was distinct about this “new” brand of synthesis espoused by the magazine and
those associated with the Architecture-Sculpture movement, was its reliance on found forms in
nature as primary source of inspiration. The cave was foremost among those found forms, which
artists touted as possessing spiritual and animistic qualities that was previously absent from the
discourse around synthesis. Indeed, concepts like animism and magic were more indebted to
Surrealism than to the Bauhaus. Likewise, the subtle but frequent references in the magazine to
apocalypse or the end of history were wholly absent from the previous, more firmly utopian and
progressive brand of synthesis that flourished in the first half of the 1950s.
An unattributed photomontage further underscored the cave’s role as a model for sculpted
space. (fig. 3.13) Various rock formations were collaged together to form a stone border around
the two-page spread. The central negative space suggests the interior of a cave, while the
protruding stone towers look like stalactites and stalagmites. Small, floating typeface identify the
rock formations by location, but not date. The way that the photographs are cropped to fit
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together emphasizes the similarities between the monuments: in the absence of difference and
chronology, they become the building materials that sculpt the space of this architecture, entirely
new yet older than written history.
The Vincennes Zoo, designed by architect Charles Letrosne in 1931, featured in a 1966
article by Patrice Goulet who called it “one of the most magic places in Paris, where cliffs, rocks
and grottos form man-made savage scenery already transformed by time and vegetation to look
like nature’s work … It gives the impression of waiting for a weakness on the part of man to
revolt and become a jungle or a nightmare ruin where the animal will be king.”326 The zoo was
innovative in 1931 for the way that it imitated nature, allowing visitors to see animals not in
cages, but in a habitat, primarily consisting of monumental rock formations designed to mimic
the wild. Almost entirely devoid of animals save a lone bird, Goulet’s photographs present an
eerily deserted zoo, which looks less like a sanctuary than a deserted remain. (figs. 3.15, 3.16,
3.17)
The photographs of Vincennes foreground large, monolithic stone formations, punctuated
by deep crevasses and caves. Completely absent of all traces of a zoo’s function as a social space
or as an animal sanctuary, there are no humans or fauna. Perhaps captured in winter, the visible
trees are mostly bare, adding to a mood of desolation that pervades the photographs. Dramatic
shadows highlight areas of stone while obscuring others, creating striking contrasts between light
and dark than convey an expressive drama and contribute to an aura of mystery. Recalling,
consciously or not, Bataille’s formulation of the rocky enclosure of the cave as the space in
which animal becomes human, but also its dark inverse, the apocalyptic violence that transforms
human back to beast, the “nightmare ruin” of Vincennes is equally seductive and desolate,
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suggestive of a postapocalyptic landscape where all living things have died, and only grottos and
towering cliffs remain.
Just as the cave of the 1960s inverted the monolithic cathedral of the 1920s, Goulet’s
treatment of the Vincennes Zoo betrays dark echoes of Surrealist explorations of the city’s
gardens in the 1920s, specifically Louis Aragon’s fascination with the Buttes-Chaumont.327 Like
the park in the 19th arrondissement, the Zoo is a manufactured version of nature, which Goulet
emphasizes in her article titled “Le zoo de Vincennes où la nature truqée” (The Vincennes Zoo
where nature is simulated). However, Aragon’s interest in the Buttes-Chaumont was far more
romantic and playful than Goulet’s subsequent treatment of the Zoo. While Aragon noted the
sinister aspects of the park—its occasionally “murderous atmosphere,” his attitude was
ultimately that of an explorer buoyed by the prospect of the marvelous: “At last we were going to
destroy boredom, a miraculous hunt opened up before us, a field of experiment where it was
unthinkable that we should not receive countless surprises…”328 Furthermore, Aragon and his
fellow night-walkers were interested in monuments like statues and columns turned strange and
ruinous, which were nonetheless vestiges of civilization. Goulet’s vision of the zoo similarly
transforms a social space of leisure into a dreamscape, but her “nightmare ruins” suggest deep
and irreversible trauma: here there are no traces of civilization or life at all.

La vie troglodytique
In an essay calling for the integration of art and architecture, which remained fairly
general, Bloc illustrated the text with photographs of his own constructions—the same
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Habitacles that Gueguen wrote about as exemplary of “la vie troglodytique” in 1962. While the
largest examples were those on his property in Meudon, Bloc produced many smaller versions.
In total, he made between 35 and 40 Habitacles, or sculptures that he described as structures to
be entered but not lived in. Most of these were rendered in plaster as maquettes, except for the
three full-size versions (two of which are extant) that he built behind his home in Meudon, a
suburb outside of Paris. Bloc initially rendered Habitacle 1 (1962) in plaster, replacing it in 1964
with a more permanent brick and concrete structure. (figs. 3.18, 3.19)
This was not the first time the Habitacles appeared in Bloc’s magazines. Several
photographs of Habitacle 1 accompanied an article by the French architect Pierre Gueguen in the
June/July 1962 issue of L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui, an issue devoted to “architecture
fantastique” (a reference to Conrads and Sperlich’s book by the same title, which appeared the
previous year in French translation). In “André Bloc: de la sculpture a l’architecture par la
caverne troglodytique,” Gueguen explicitly rooted Bloc’s integration of architecture and
sculpture in the cave.329 The accompanying photographs pictured Habitacle I, a large, cavernous
structure with thick plaster walls that mimicked the sculpted appearance of stone. (figs. 3.20,
3.21, 3.22, 3.23) Gueguen began the essay, which addressed Bloc within the broader context of
Architecutre–Sculpture, by recounting a memory in which he juxtaposed the contemporary with
the archaic:
I can still see the homes of the troglodytes, upon arriving in Santorin … during a CIAM
[Congrès internationaux d’architecture moderne] meeting, with Le Corbusier and Léger.
[The caves] are the inspiration for one of our greatest contemporary sculptors, Etienne
Martin, who was the first to remind us that our ancient planet gave expression to certain
dreams in caves and subterranean labyrinths. He has given the title Demeures to
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constructions of a wide variety of shapes and sizes. We will try to decipher them, at
which time this artist, himself a bearded troglodyte, will have completed his curious
series of psychic architecture.330
It is striking that Gueguen’s recollection of a CIAM meeting, a convocation of architects
devoted to rationalist urban planning, began with the witnessing of ancient cave dwellings.
Gueguen likely referred to the 1933 CIAM, which produced the Athens Charter–a blueprint for a
new, increasingly mechanized civilization.331 In both the implied connection to CIAM’s aim of
transforming the modern metropolis, and the explicit reference to the roughly hewn, biomorphic
Dwelling sculptures by Martin, Gueguen created an expansive temporal continuum, in which
labyrinths and caves served as the arena of the unconscious—the space of dreams—from time
immemorial to the present. Gueguen’s text staged temporal collisions, invoking the labyrinth and
the cave as psychic and physical archetypes from an imagined distant past that continued to
inform the author’s contemporary reality, to the point that he romanticized Martin as an emissary
from another time.
Gueguen framed the Habitacles as strange, oneiric spaces, a surrealist reading
underscored by the dramatically lit photographs shot from unconventional angles by Leni Iselin.
(figs. 13–16) To enter into the Habitacle is to immerse oneself in a “feverish nightmare,” wrote
Gueguen, but one that was by turn spiritual or religious, as he suggested when he described a
photograph of Bloc standing inside a Habitacle, which “leaves no doubt that the artist is
officiating at the altar.”332 Above all, Gueguen stressed that the Habitacles were a form of living
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architecture: “even in the greatest opacities, they are not dead surfaces … subtle modeling
animates the skin, independent of the swelling volume.”333
The corporeality of the cavernous structures, characterized as both sacred and
nightmarish, echoed Bataille’s views of the cave as both anxious and sacred, and intimately
connected to the body. Iselin’s photographs that illustrate the article eschew documentary
conventions (even light, absence of obstruction, centered view) in favor of odd angles and
dramatic contrasts between light and shadow, as though revealing the psychic character of the
architecture that lay beyond the visible realm. In one, Iselin photographed the Habitacle from
behind, including a tree that bisected the structure, breaking up the façade. The combination of
the shadows and the rippling biomorphic waves that comprise the façade undermined the heavy
solidity of Habitacle, creating an illusion of lightness and flexibility. Because of the lighting, it is
nearly impossible to distinguish the solid form of the tree trunk from the shadows on the
building, which creates the disorienting sense that the two halves of the structure are floating.
Likewise, the tree and the Habitacle effectively merge into a unified natural life force, as though
the plaster structural base has grown leaves. In the final image, Bloc himself stands, turned away
from the camera, his hands on the surface of the Habitacle. A small figure against the expanse of
craggy wall, the light pouring in from an opening washes him out and thus it looks as though he
is part of the architecture.
Gueguen’s description of Bloc as a priest officiating an altar is not as incongruous as it
initially sounds when considered in the larger context of the resurgence of religious architectural
commissions in the 1950s and 1960s, and the formal experimentation and innovation that defined
l’art sacrée. The next chapter examines in detail one such project, in which a church was
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modeled after both cave and a military bunker. But for now, it is worth returning to Aujourd’hui,
art et architecture in 1966, where the Italian architect Giovanni Michelucci framed the
widespread return to archetypal forms in relation to the spate of commissioned religious
buildings in the 1960s, which he had contributed to with The Church of St. John the Baptist at
Campi Bizenzio. Michelucci wrote,
The first atomic bomb seems to have represented, in exploding, the last act, the sentence
without a name of a process against a century which, going against positivism and
rationalism, has erected the banlieues and the urban centers with cubes of green and
metal. Now lessening the heavy fear that the explosion provoked upon its debut, it seems
that we want to rediscover the first and essential reason of architectonic form, which is
man himself…Religious building has not been spared by modern tastes. It too has
become arid with technical complacency and few contemporary examples have
demonstrated the need and the possibility of reconquering liberty which will be the
wakening of fantasy. Far from being a traitor to function, this will give new meaning to
man’s participation, by his spiritual life, to architectural space.334
Not unlike Bataille, Michelucci saw a clear relationship between the entering into the
atomic age, and return to archetypal forms in art and architecture. But what he described was not
merely a reactionary desire for comfort and shelter, but a radical change in direction that worked
against both technology-driven modernism and mainstream secularism. While Michelucci wrote
about his own experience designing churches, an ineffable quality that can be loosely described
as sacred pervaded Bataille’s writing about Lascaux, the emphasis on ritual and transgression
foregrounded in EROS, and the way in which “found architecture” was understood in the pages
of Bloc’s magazines. All of this, as Michelucci suggested, was bound up in the terrifying
backdrop of the recent memory of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, combined with the fear of
subsequent nuclear annihilation. It is, of course, no coincidence that the form of a cave is
remarkably similar to that of a bomb shelter, and it is the affinity between the two that drives the
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examples explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Cold War Caves
4.1 Introduction
Cultural after-shocks of the atom bomb complicated cave symbolism. The cave was
never divested of its identity as a terrestrial womb but in a period driven by Cold War anxieties,
it became suffused with both technological and militaristic associations. This chapter argues that
by the 1960s, representations of the cave reflected an ambivalent marriage between the utopian
desire to return to an architectural and maternal ur-form and the dystopian imperative to seek
refuge and fortify a body perpetually at risk of nuclear annihilation.
When artists and architects made reference to the cave in the 1960s, it was often by way
of brutalist architectural style or rhetorical gesture, as opposed to more mimetic modes of
fabrication. Indeed, it was common to liken a structure to a cave in order to situate it within the
history of archaeology, a rhetorical strategy that was central to the subterranean urbanism
movement founded by architect Edouard Utudjian (1905-1975). Utudjian’s work as the founder
of Le GECUS (Groupe d'Études et de Coordination de l'Urbanisme Souterrain) and as editor of
the magazine Le monde souterrain (1936-1967) was critical in championing underground
building throughout Europe. T Utudjian promoted largely utilitarian projects, such as
underground parking structures and factories, but in his books and magazines he framed
subterranean urbanism in archeological terms, situating contemporary underground architecture
and city planning within a lineage that included natural caves and underground temples and
tombs in India, Egypt, Greece, among other places. While Utudjian’s writings touted
subterranean urbanism as both heir to ancient subterranean building and as the architecture of the
future, others offered more dystopian counter-narratives. One examples is “Destruction of RSG6: A Collective Manifestation of the Situationist International,” an exhibition organized by J.V.
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Martin, Michèle Bernstein, Debord, and Jan Strijbosch in June of 1963 at Exi Gallery in Odense,
Denmark. Conceived in the wake of the Cuban Missile Crisis and designed to look like a
destroyed bomb shelter, the “Destruction of RSG-6” mounted a polemic against what the
Scandinavian branch of the SI called the “aristocracy of the caves.” At the same moment, also
reacting to escalating nuclear tensions, the Paris-based collective Architecture Principe designed
the Church of Sainte-Bernadette du Banlay (1963-66, Nevers, France), a building that
symbolically functioned as a site of both refuge and danger. The collective designed the church
in homage to the nearby grotto in which the Saint experienced Marian visions, reflected visually
in the thick, concrete walls with few windows which created a cavernous interior.
Sainte-Bernadette illustrates the different meanings of the cave in the atomic age: in the
design alone, we find references to German military bunkers, to a theory of architecture meant to
activate the body inside, and to the symbolically fragmented body of its patron saint, evoked in
Parent’s design meant to look like a human heart. Indeed, the atomic age ushered in a newly
perceived vulnerability of the body, which further complicated the postwar symbolism of the
cave. I turn to the body in the final example discussed in this chapter, in which the cave
becomes the site of rebirth and transformation from human to cyborg.
A memory recounted by the French Cultural Minister André Malraux exemplifies the
intersections of archaeological and the militaristic themes within the cave, a space that also
straddles psychic registers, between protective shelter and anxiety-ridden death trap. In contrast
to Bataille’s reading of Lascaux, which implicitly juxtaposed the discovery of the cave with the
contemporary development of atomic warfare, Malraux made a far more literal connection
between Lascaux and war. In 1967, the Malraux published his Antimémoires, which included an
account of his role in the French Resistance during the German Occupation, and this story about
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using the Paleolithic Lascaux caves to hide an arms cache:
All subterranean caverns arouse disquiet, since a sudden caving-in could bury one alive
there. Not death, but entombment; and the bison gave this tomb a mysterious soul, as if
they had risen up from the ageless earth to guide us. Over our heads, perhaps, German
patrols were prowling; we were advancing towards our weapons; and the bison had been
prancing on the stone for two hundred centuries.335
Although Malraux’s account was widely disputed, its very existence suggests a perceived
militaristic function of the cave, in this case as a clandestine space for weapon storage.336
Situating modern art within a historical trajectory originating in cave painting, as Smith
argues, was a means of evincing French cultural preeminence at a time when its primacy was
threatened by the United States. Likewise, a legacy of art rooted in prehistory was used to
promote a cultural legacy unmarred by the collaborationist regime, which favored imagery of
rural peasantry but may have perceived pre-historic hunter gatherer societies as too regressive for
their propagandistic aims. While Malraux’s account of Lascaux as a site of the French resistance
fits into an anti-collaborationist narrative that was most germane to the immediate postwar
period, the fact that he included it in the Antimémoires suggests the account’s continued
relevance in the public imagination, even after the culmination of Cold War tensions earlier in
the decade.337 The cave was rife with associations appropriate to a narrative of protection: often
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underground, made of durable materials like rock, it is a natural space of retreat reminiscent of
the maternal womb, in its rounded, dark interior. Malraux’s story highlighted the perceived
function of the cave in sheltering the body against enemy attack (“Over our heads, perhaps,
German patrols were prowling”), while describing it as a repository for military arms (“we were
advancing towards our weapons”). But a line from Malraux’s text reveals the cave to be an
equally anxiety-ridden space: “All subterranean caverns arouse disquiet, since a sudden cavingin could bury one alive there.” This contradictory function of the grotto as a site of protection
and itself a threat defined the cave throughout the 1960s.

4.2 Edouard Utudjian and Subterranean Urbanism
The capacity of the cave to turn from womb to tomb was part of the rhetoric espoused by
even the most vociferous advocates for underground architecture, such as Edouard Utudjian, who
devoted much of his life to developing projects for underground urban infrastructures throughout
Europe. Utudjian wrote about caves as ancient dwelling places of the gods, knowable to mortals
at no small risk.338 He consequently attributed the slow progress in implementing subterranean
urbanism to humanity’s long-held anxieties over being buried alive.339
Utudjian, an architect born in Paris to Armenian parents, founded Le GECUS, an
organization devoted to underground city planning and construction, following the IV
International Congress of Modern Architecture (CIAM) that produced the Athens Charter in
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1933. In 1937, he formed the related CPITUS (Comité Permanent International d’Urbanisme
Souterrain), a sub-committee of GECUS with delegates from 38 countries. CPITUS convened
five international conferences on subterranean urbanism between its founding and 1975, the first
of which took place at the 1937 Exposition Universelle in Paris. In addition to his three books on
subterranean urbanism, Utudjian edited the magazine Le monde souterrain, which reported on
the activities of GECUS and CPITUS for the entirety of its publication run from 1936 to 1967.
While the two organizations initially focused on relieving traffic congestion through increased
underground transit (GECUS was responsible for expanding the number of Metro lines to Les
Halles, for example), after World War II they broadened their missions to include underground
civil protection, an interest that grew more pronounced in the 1960s in response to the Cold War.
Utudjian, GECUS and CPITUS were part of an international dialogue about
underground city planning, which responded to a Cold War doomsday architecture initially
developed in the United States. David Monteyne has traced the history of civil defense planning
in the United States beginning in the 1950s, and he notes that the public profile of the fallout
shelter rose dramatically following John F. Kennedy’s taking of office in January of 1961.340
Writings in GECUS–related publications suggest that while the European organization believed
in the urgency of creating underground contingency planning, there was an ideological
disagreement with some of the more publicized versions of American fallout shelters that
recreated the suburban comforts of middle class housing, but underground. The Europeans
tended to be at once both more utopian and more archaeological. 341 A pivotal moment in this
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dialogue came in 1962, when Texas–based contractor Jay Swayze designed the Underground
Home. Swayze’s model was, in many ways, hyperbolic, in that it was markedly larger and more
lavish than the average American fallout shelter, which were often quite austere. Nonetheless,
Utudjian’s response to the Underground Home was illustrative of the archaeological impulse
within subterranean urbanism in Europe.
Swayze designed the Underground Home in response to the Cuban Missile Crisis: the
City Council of Plainview, Texas commissioned the architect to build a demonstration fallout
shelter, which he realized in the form of a twelve-thousand square foot luxury underground
home. The Underground Home was meant to simulate living above ground, but with the added
benefit of total environmental control: the hypothetical residents could “dial up” different
outdoor scenes representing day or night, and they could elect to look at out dramatic views
ranging from the Golden Gate Bridge to the Manhattan skyline. The Underground Home was
typical of American fallout shelter designs in its refusal to acknowledge the reality of living
underground by offering a simulacrum of the environment above ground.
That refusal was problematic for Utudjian, who, in his 1966 book Architecture et
urbanisme souterrains, called Swayze’s attempt to replicate the conditions of surface life “an
abuse of trompe l’oeil.”342 Utudjian’s response is indicative of a “truth to materials” approach to
subterranean architecture, which acknowledged the aesthetic reality of living beneath the earth’s
surface: he wanted to highlight rather than erase the associations between subterranean
architecture and caves. Illustrating the text criticizing Swayze’s use of trompe l’oeil is a
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004). See also Jane Pavitt, “The Bomb in the Brain,” in
Cold War Modern Design 1945-1970, ed. David Crowley and Jane Pavitt (London: V & A
Publishing, 2008), 101–21.
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photograph of a lone spelunker exploring the Gréasque cave in Provence, the craggy stone walls
illuminated with a single beam of light from the figure’s helmet. (fig. 4.1) The photograph and
its caption, which reads “Les premières visions souterraines de l’homme des cavernes,” suggest a
heroic mission into the Earth, revealing previously uncharted territory made knowable by the
spelunker’s light. Utudjian does not reference Gréasque in the text, but simply relies on the
photograph to counter the domestic simulacra of Swayze’s home: here is the human scaling the
cave walls, intrepid explorer of the depths which are not masked with the trappings of a suburban
home.
The page layout which opens Architecture et urbanisme souterrains sets up a crucial
connection that Utudjian will reiterate throughout the book in both image and text. It begins with
two images linked by a shared caption reading, “Le monde des cavernes a toujours existé.” On
the left is a drawing featuring a caricaturized figure, with its head much larger than body,
tunneling into the side of a mountain. (fig. 4.2) In small lettering “M.Berliet” appears on the
lower right of the image, and a subsequent caption indicates that the figure pictured is the
“precursor of North-South in Paris.” This is likely Jean-Baptiste Berlier (1841-1911), an
engineer who was instrumental in designing the underground Nord-Sud train line in Paris in
1904.343 Larger than life, Berlier drills into the earth to tunnel beneath Paris, which appears
diminished in size. Opposite is a detail from the famous Hall of the Bulls in Lascaux, an image
that would have been suffused with French nationalistic pride, with a caption reading, “Wall
painting was born in the caves." Placed next to one another to form a two-page spread, Berlier
looks as though he is about to tunnel into Lascaux. He is effectively drilling his way into the
history of art. With this juxtaposition of images, Utudjian posits an equivalence between past and
343
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present, between art, archaeology, and contemporary engineering. He underscores these
equivalences by placing the image of Berlier’s drill adjacent to various illustrations of
contemporary subterranean urbanism throughout the book (fig. 4.3), suggesting that they all
share affinities with the initial image of the Lascaux cave.
In all of Utudjian’s publications, the reproduced photographs exceed a merely illustrative
function. Instead, using a comparative Structuralist method not unlike De Jong’s organization of
the ST, he uses undated images to emphasize morphological commonalities across time and
cultures among naturally occurring caves, medieval tombs and crypts, and however improbably,
contemporary plans for underground parking garages and transit lines.
Beyond the initial pairing of images in Architecture et urbanisme souterrains which
posits Lascaux as the pre-eminent example of subterranean architecture, Utudjian brings together
images drawn from art, archaeology, and industry in order to destabilize any divisions or
hierarchies between the disciplines, and effectively suggesting that they all co-mingle in a
timeless and continuous present. The three photographs in the second spread are labeled
“Etruscan Mithraic temple in the Roman catacombs”, “diversion tunnel for a hydro-electric
factory dug underground into the rock”, and, likely from the same hydro-electric tunnel,
“Galleries in the natural rock wall serve as support to the orifice.” (fig. 4.4) Another page layout
combines an image of a stalactites in a cave, representative of, according to the caption, the
“magic of the underground world,” with reproductions of the interior and exterior of the
“monolithic Church of Saint-Emilion,” with an image of a miner drilling into a shaft in order to
extract carbon. (fig. 4.5) Here, Utudjian suggests the equivalence between industry moving
underground and the erection of sacred architecture. In his formulation, all of these possess some
of the magic that is to be found underneath the earth’s surface.
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Le monde souterrain
As was the case in the book Architecture et urbanisme souterrains, the structure of a
typical issue of the journal Le monde souterrain straddled multiple temporal registers: history as
told through archaeology, contemporary architecture projects, and future propositions in both
architecture and city planning all intermingled in the pages of the magazine. Generally, an issue
included reports of proceedings or programs for upcoming professional conferences on the topic
of underground planning in Europe or in the United States, as well as updates on various tunnel,
parking, and underground factory construction underway throughout Western Europe. 344
Every issue contained sections devoted to archaeological sites, usually regarding their
maintenance, restoration, and conservation. Examples included the restoration of the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem in the 1950s, and the campaign mounted in the early 1960s by
UNESCO to save the temples of Abu Simbel in Egypt from flooding, both of which were
covered in several issues of Le monde souterrain. Neither of these projects was entirely
subterranean; indeed both Utudjian and GECUS were flexible (if not outright confusing) as to
what counted, archaeologically, as examples that presaged the contemporary l’urbanisme
souterrain. Generally some sort of underground element was required (in Abu Simbel, for
instance, there are subterranean tombs beneath the famous above ground monuments), and
sometimes, thick, ponderous walls evocative of natural rock caves were enough to fall under the
broad rubric of the subterranean.
One regular column in the journal is striking for how it betrayed the anxieties and
ambivalence associated with underground spaces. Until 1966, the magazine’s recurring feature
344
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“Speleologie– vie souterraine” (Speleology– life underground) highlighted noteworthy
destinations for spelunkers and intrepid explorers alike, as well as important cave discoveries,
such as the revelation of 25,0000 year old paintings on the walls of the Vallon Pont-d’Arc in
Ardeche in 1963.345 However, toward the end of the magazine’s publication run in 1966 and ‘67,
the column’s title changed to “Speleologie--survie sous terre.” (Speleology– surviving
underground) Under this more ominous heading, underground causalities and near disasters were
reported: the bodies of two Spanish spelunkers were discovered in the Fou-de-Bor caves in the
Pyrenees, after the party had been missing for four days; a group of four teenagers sought
refuges from a rainstorm in a cave in Mont-sur-Meux (Belgium), where they became trapped by
rising water and a rescue mission ensued.346 Notably, these macabre stories were accompanied by
seemingly unrelated announcements of military sanctioned cave explorations: the magazine
reported the upcoming exploration of the recently discovered “Michel” cave, thought to have an
unusually deep water reservoir, in the summer of 1966 by cadets from the military preparatory
academy of Aix-en-Provence.347
The addition of the “survie sous terre” to the column’s title signaled a greater awareness
of the dangers of going underground, while the discussion of military expeditions suggested,
albeit obliquely, the cave’s co-optability to institutions of power at a moment when distrust in
governmental powers was mounting. Yet, the tone of Le monde souterrain remained otherwise
unchanged in its final publication in 1967: the magazine continued to tout the virtues of
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subterranean architecture in Europe and abroad. Perhaps the acknowledged risks of spelunking
simply did not compare to the danger of staying above ground, exposed.

4.3. A Subterranean Aristocracy
The reaction of Utudjian and GECUS to the Underground Home, however extraordinary
it was relative to other U.S. shelters, revealed a steadfast desire to position subterranean
urbanism within a historical lineage of caves and archeology. That connection was not visually
consistent with trappings of a domestic home. Consistent with Malraux’s writings about
Lascaux, the attitudes toward caves espoused in Architecture et urbanisme souterrain and Le
monde souterrain oscillated between fear and reverence for primordial, even magical spaces, that
could either protect or destroy the body within. While Pinot Gallizio’s Cavern of Antimatter
reflected similar collisions of archeological interests with atomic fears, when it came to actual
nuclear fallout shelters, the SI was diametrically opposed. Interestingly, Jorn and Debord coauthored and published a manifesto in the ST that characterized the fallout shelters as
contemporary caves. However, they condemned them as classist, calling the proliferation of
shelters “the new aristocracy of the caves.” Their statement advocated for a new program called
the “European Committee for the Pursuit of Human Expamsion [sic],” formulated in response to
the United States’ civil defense procedures. It read like an anti-shelter manifesto:
1.
I promise that I shall never, personnally [sic], under any circumstances, set foot in
an atomic shelter. It is better to die standing with all the cultural heritage of humanity,
the perpetual modification of which must remain our task.
2.
I refuse to have anything whatsoever to do with the new aristocracy of the caves,
and never to drink in the company of an owner or builder of an atomic shelter; for this
subterranean aristocracy, even if it manages to survive the disaster, will be of the quality
of sewer rats, and could in no case be considered a continuation of the human race. 348
348
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Bomb shelters also appeared in the labyrinth issue of the ST (1964), this time by way of
images: a series of illustrations including a section elevation of a fallout shelter, a family
enjoying the safety of the underground space, and a man emerging from the sheylter entrance
embedded in the earth. (fig. 6) In the midst of these illustrations is the text of “Couriers,” a
parable by Franz Kafka in which people are compelled to live meaningless lives out of a sense of
civic duty. While the precise meaning of the combination of image and text is ambiguous (albeit
generally negative), this page appears opposite a map of the Stedelijk exhibition Dylaby. The
Situationists believed that the idea for an exhibition-as-labyrinth was stolen from them by the
Nouveau Réalistes, and they condemned the Stedelijk show as a “fake labyrinth.”349 De Jong
confirmed that the juxtaposition of the maligned Dylaby with the images of the fallout shelters
was strategic, intended as “détournement of the bomb shelter,” which she believed (particularly
in the hands of American architects like Swayze) to be merely “underground pop art.” The was
consistent with a view, shared by most figures associated with the Situationists, that the entirety
of the Cold War was “a government-generated fake.”350
Further context for De Jong’s view comes from “Geopolitics of Hibernation,” a longer
article in Internationale Situationniste in April 1962. Whereas Gallizio made passing references
to the seeking shelter underground in the event of nuclear war, only to declare that artists would
transform those spaces into underground cathedrals, by 1962 the group was far more pessimistic
about the geopolitical situation. They identified the development of fallout shelters as “a decisive
and Jorn wrote the manifesto. De Jong, interview by author, February 1, 2017.
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turning point in the Cold War, a qualitative leap that will one day be seen as of immense
importance in the formation of a cybernetized totalitarian society on a global scale.”351 While the
blight of bomb shelters began with Kennedy in the U.S., they argued, European countries
including Sweden, Switzerland, and Germany were following suit. Much like Utudjian, they
decried what they perceived as the particularly American desire to replicate the conditions of
above ground comforts in subterranean shelters. They were, however, far more cynical as to the
motivations behind the shelters, which they believed were not the safety of the populace, but a
vast government initiative to instate passivity in civilians through fear. The “subterranean strata”
was, moreover, space to be exploited by corporations who were profiteering by generating false
needs for underground goods such as, they wrote, “plastic bags for bodies of people who will die
in the shelter and, naturally, continue to lay there with the survivors.”352
The SI’s cynicism regarding the proliferation of bomb shelters led to one of the strangest
materializations of the cave in the form of an exhibition in the 1960s, which was effectively
designed to highlight the failure of the cave to shelter those within. Taking place in the basement
of Exi Gallery in Odense, Denmark in June, 1963, Destruction of RSG-6: A Collective
Manifestation of the Situationist International was an exhibition designed to look like an
ineffectual bomb shelter.353 (fig. 4.7) J.V. Martin, a member of the Scandinavian branch of the SI,
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Internationale (Odense: Galerie EXI, 1963). The exhibition catalog contains photographs from
the exhibition and Guy Debord’s “The Situationists and the New Forms of Action in Politics and
Art.” The English translation of Debord’s text is also available at Situationist International
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mounted the exhibition while Debord, Bernstein, and Jan Strijbosch assisted him. The title RSG6 referred to the existence of the Regional Seats of Government, which were nuclear survival
shelters that the British government allegedly built in order to hide high ranking officials in case
of nuclear attack A group of activists calling themselves Spies for Peace made their existence
public two months prior to the Exi Gallery show. When the British group published a pamphlet
revealing their discovery of the Regional Seats of Government, the SI responded with the
exhibition in Odense calling for the destruction of the shelters.354
The initial gallery was transformed into what Debord called an “anti-atomic shelter,” in
that it was filled with recorded sirens, stretchers, and fake corpses.355 This was a failed shelter
where the chaos did not remain outside, and it contained none of the domestic, suburban
amenities of American-made bomb shelters that had become so widely photographed and
reproduced.356 In the following room, visitors were invited to use toy rifles to shoot at
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photographs of John F. Kennedy, Charles de Gaulle, Nikita Kruschev, and the Danish foreign
minister Per Haekkerup, (fig. 4.8) likely a pointed response to Niki de Saint Phalle’s Shooting
Gallery on view in Dylaby. Aside from allowing visitors to take aim at political targets, the
presence of (albeit toy) weaponry in the exhibition once again brought inside what was supposed
to remain out, rendering the “shelter” ineffectual if not farcical.357
The last room contained J.V. Martin’s “thermonuclear maps,” or large paintings depicting
the world after the outbreak of a third World War, (figs. 4.9, 4.10) displayed next to large plaster
tableaux by Michèle Bernstein which showed the history of proletarian struggles in Europe. The
works are no longer extant, but from photographs, the surfaces of the thermonuclear maps appear
built up in thick layers of impasto much like Dubuffet’s haute pâte. But Martin mixed paint with
cream cheese, which rotted and filled the galleries with noxious odors during the run of the
show. Drips and splatters were visible over the surface of the maps, interspersed with the thicker
globs of cheese. An abject inversion of the aesthetics of Informel, Abstract Expressionism, and
perhaps even Gallizio’s Industrial Paintings, the surfaces of Martin’s maps looked like bodily
viscera spread over maps of Europe and the United States. Captions underneath installation
photographs in the exhibition catalogue underscore this reading. One reads, “On the second day
there will be 82 megabodies”358 suggesting an analogy between the smears of cream cheese and
pigment and the dead no longer quantifiable in individual units. Even more explicitly, another
painting was labeled simply as “The RSG-6 Crematory: England.”
American modern home. See Pavitt, “The Bomb in the Brain,” 110.
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In spite of Debord’s involvement with both exhibitions, Destruction of the RSG-6 was a
far cry from the Cavern of Antimatter, in which Gallizio had obliquely referenced the possibility
of nuclear war through vague invocations of the “atomic age,” but always couched in techno–
optimistic language. In 1963, in the wake of the Cuban Missile Crisis, the abstract gestural
aesthetic that had previously been analogized with the primordial surfaces of cave walls, as was
the case in the Cavern of Antimatter, had become the violently shattered remains of bodies. This
was the ultimate dystopian realization of the cave’s blurring of boundaries between the body and
environment, no longer phenomenologically motivated, the cave was truly both the beginning
and end of history.
The show was an assault on the visitors’ senses, a chaotic environment filled with loud
noises, bad smells, and visions of death and destruction. Calling back to the manifesto printed in
the ST, the Destruction of the RSG-6 was meant to realize the prophecy of a surviving shelter that
provided a quality of life fit only for sewer rats. The Situationists were not alone. Utudjian was
also critical of the decadence of the American domestic shelter when he called it an “abuse of
trompe l’oeil,” yet he remained committed to subterranean habitation as a contingency plan, and
he was an enthusiastic proponent of cultivating modern-day caves in forms of underground
circulation and transportation. By contrast, the SI’s Destruction of RSG-6 condemned altogether
the impulse to seek physical shelter from nuclear war (perhaps owing to a belief that there was
no real possibility of nuclear war), arguing that humanity’s continued existence would become
ersatz culture, and that inevitably those who survived would do so at the expense of others who
did not have the means to build or inhabit subterranean shelters.
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4.4 Sainte-Bernadette: a Church Reinvented for the Nuclear Age
At the same time the SI was staging its public repudiation of fallout shelter architecture
by way of the RSG-6, the collective Architecture Principe, founded by architect Claude Parent
(1923-2016) and the urbanist and philosopher Paul Virilio (b. 1932), was beginning construction
of the Church of Sainte-Bernadette du Banlay (1963-66, Nevers, France) (figs. 4.11, 4.12), which
was meant to evoke both a sacred cave and a ruined military bunker. Encompassing themes of
militarism, the body, sheltering and destruction, Sainte-Bernadette was a building of profound
contradiction and ambivalence, drawing upon both the utopianism and anxiety evident in
writings by Utudjian and GECUS, without entirely discounting the dystopian skepticism evinced
by the Situationists.
The commission for the Church of Sainte-Bernadette belonged to an initiative that
resulted in the construction of approximately 2,500 churches in France between 1945 and 1970.
This construction campaign was initiated to counter the loss of religious buildings wrought by
World War II, and to combat the recent perceived secularization of France.359 Following the
acquisition of a plot of land by the Diocese of Nevers, in 1963 the Association of Friends of the
New Nevers Churches held a design competition for a new parish complex, and the winning plan
was submitted by Virilio and Parent under the auspices of Architecture Principe. Virilio and
Parent formed Architecture Principe with the sculptor Morice Lipsi and the painter Michel
Carrade. While Virilio and Parent were responsible for the design of the church, they worked
closely with Lipsi to design the altar, tabernacle, and baptismal font sculptures, with Carrade for
tapestries which remained unfinished, and with Odette Ducarre for the stained glass windows.
Architecture Principe published their manifesto-like writing in an eponymous journal that ran for
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nine issues in 1966, in addition to various articles in L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui.
The brutalist design for Sainte-Bernadette was consistent with trends toward aesthetic
austerity in terms of decoration and formal experimentation that characterized religious
architecture beginning in the late 1950s.360 The design of Sainte-Bernadette revolves around two
inverse inclined planes formed by large cantilevers, an architectural schema that is expressed on
the exterior of the church as interconnected formwork, with each side jutting out from the
middle. (fig. 4.13) Sporadic rectangular openings punctuate the facade, allowing a limited
amount of natural light to penetrate the shell. With reinforced concrete walls, the exterior of
Sainte-Bernadette looks more like a military bunker than a church. This is no accident: the
design for the church was in large part inspired by ruined German military bunkers on the
Atlantic Wall, a string of fortifications built by Nazi forces from France to the upper reaches of
Norway, which Virilio studied and photographed from 1958 to 1965. While Virilio would come
to be known almost exclusively for his theoretical writings on time, space, and war, he did have a
background in the visual arts: he trained as a glassmaker, joining the Paris studio of Paul Bony in
1952, where he met Le Corbusier (certainly the church’s formal similarities to Ronchamp were
no accident). Virilio subsequently assisted artists, including George Braque and Henri Matisse,
on commissions for church stained glass windows. (fig. 4.14)
When Sainte-Bernadette was completed in 1966, the adaptation of German block houses
for a church in a provincial French neighborhood proved difficult for locals to accept, likely
unearthing memories of both trauma and collaboration that had barely been repressed. The
church also provoked ire among other European architects: when Parent and Virilio traveled to
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England in June of 1966 for the Folkestone IDEA (International Dialogue of Experimental
Architecture), an important symposium on experimental architecture attended by Yona
Friedman, Cedric Price, and Hans Hollein, among others, French students in the audience
welcomed the designers of Sainte-Bernadette with a Nazi salute, a pointed reaction against
Virilio’s source material.361
However, the technology of warfare offered only one of many layers of metaphor and
symbolism that informed the design. The experience within Sainte-Bernadette was meant to
evoke a cave, specifically the Grotto of Masabielle, just outside of Lourdes, where Bernadette
Soubirous (1844-1879) purportedly experienced multiple visions of the Virgin Mary beginning
in 1858.362 The architects considered the church an expression of the fonction oblique, a utopian
theory of architecture developed in 1963 which aimed to re-instantiate the body in built form
through the use of inclined planes. Finally, they further implicated the body in the architecture in
the design of the building main plan, which Parent said evoked evoke the shape of a human
heart, with two interlocking ventricles. (fig. 4.15) These layers of allusion in Sainte-Bernadette—
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anatomy, body, crypt, bunker and cave—served as a metaphor for a body that was paradoxically
protected and entombed by the cave, which here looked like a militarized shelter.

Modern Cave, Premodern Body
While the Church of Sainte-Bernadette’s relationship to both the bunkers and the oblique
function were visually evident, its evocation of a cave was perhaps less obvious, particularly
since the visitor must ascend stairs. There is nothing in the architecture that referred to the Grotto
of Masabielle in particular, but given that Parent and Virilio cited the Grotto as a source of
inspiration, one can assume that the building adopted the general form of a cave through the
paucity of windows, the ponderous façade, the relative absence of rectilinear forms in favor of
organic curves, and the concrete that is not unlike natural rock in appearance. These are the very
same characteristics that made the church look like a bunker: that Parent and Virilio conceived of
the cave as a bunker reflects the way in which the cave had been absorbed into narratives of
disaster preparedness in times of combat, as was evident in Malraux’s account of Lascaux as an
arms cache during WWII, in the pages of Le monde souterrain, and in the Situationist’s
euphemism for fallout shelters as an “aristocracy of the caves.”
The Church of Sainte-Bernadette made explicit reference to the body interred within,
which was both anatomical and sanctified. In addition to the building’s main plan referencing a
human heart, Virilio made frequent epidermal analogies with the bunkers, calling them
“carcasses of extinct species.” Given that the duty of the epidermis is to house and protect what’s
inside the body, it seems appropriate that the interior of Sainte-Bernadette would adopt the form
of the most essential organ. The inscription of the body into architecture was nothing new: bodily
proportion was an important component of ancient Greek temple architecture, and most recent
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was the Modulor, an anthropomorphic scale of measure developed by the Swiss architect Le
Corbusier (1887-1965) based on the height of a man with one arm raised overhead, which was at
least in part indebted to Leonardo’s Vitruvian Man. However, the plan for Sainte-Bernadette is
distinct from these examples, in that it evokes an internal organ: it is not just fragmented, as in
the anatomically derived measurement of a foot, but dismembered.
The image of the heart, an organ that can only be obtained post-mortem, is significant
within the context of the building’s dedication to a Saint, generally, and to the history of
Bernadette’s body in particular. Anatomization of the body in order to determine sanctity was a
medieval and early modern practice that was experiencing a decline in the 20th century.363 The
inviolability of the body of Bernadette Soubirous, however, was an important part of her
canonization, as her remains were exhumed no less than three times (in 1909, 1919, and again in
1925) to verify their uncorrupted state. In the final examination of her body in 1925, a medical
pathologist identified only as Doctor Comte removed pieces of her ribs and as well as fragments
from her diaphragm and liver to serve as relics. Comte subsequently published a report in 1928,
where he both marveled at the pristine state of Bernadette’s body, and expressed his desire to
have extracted the heart, which he “felt sure existed in a perfect state.” He ultimately left the
heart intact based on both the Mother Superior’s wishes to keep heart and body together, and the
physical difficulty of extraction.364
The removal of the heart symbolically occurs in the Church of Sainte-Bernadette: as a
site without a physical relic of the saint, the main plan transforms the building itself into a relic.
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That heart-as-relic is protected by an architectural epidermis, which Virilio characterized as the
remains of an extinct species. As was often the case with the 1960s cave, the church operates on
different temporal registers. On the one hand, Sainte-Bernadette nodded to the pre-modern
period, recalling a religious practice had practically gone extinct: the anatomization of the body
into relics for veneration, concomitant with the belief in the unassailable body of a saint owing to
his or her holiness. But the act of ensconcing the heart in a shell meant to evoke a military
bunker, a structure for protection against violent onslaught, simultaneously acknowledged a
present and likely a future in which a body as miraculously incorruptible was no longer
meaningful within a horizon of possibility, and the unassailability of the body could only be
achieved (if at all) through physical fortification against attack.
Cryptic Architecture: Against the Visible
If we read the Church of Sainte-Bernadette as symbolically containing the heart of the
saint, then the Church is not merely a place of worship, but a reliquary, or as Virilio and Parent
would have it, a modern adaptation of the crypt.365 An ancient form of religious and funereal
architecture, the crypt encapsulated both the church’s function as a sacred space for religious
rites and its traditional role as a container for interred bodies awaiting Judgment Day.
Paradoxically, then, in the designers’ mind, the bodies of the dead were assimilated to the form
of the church-as-bunker.
Virilio defined “cryptic architecture” broadly, as manmade structures that were dense,
ponderous, dark, and insular. As examples of cryptic architecture, he cited “Mayan palaces
devoid of windows and chimneys, the impenetrable forests of Egyptian columns, catacombs, the
oval-shaped underground networks of the Cathars, the Viet-Cong sanctuaries, Faust’s hermetic
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home, the copper mines of the Swiss mountains or the bunker.”366 Virilio was not alone in his
interest in crypts, which were illustrated frequently as examples of ancient subterranean
architecture in Le monde souterrain and in Utudjian’s writings. In Architecture et urbanisme
souterrains alone, we find images of the Crypt of Saint-Corneille (Rome), the Tarquinian tomb
of the Tori (Rome), Les Latomies des Cordiers (Syracuse), and the Tombs of Ramses IX and
Amen Khepeshy (Thebes, modern day Luxor).367 The crypt is quite literally the tomb in the
famous and oft repeated “womb and tomb” characterization of the cave, which Malraux invoked
when he noted that one could be “buried alive” in Lascaux.
Reading the cave as crypt in addition the bunker opens onto another crucial element of the cave’s
meaning in the 1960s, which was tied to a more general post–World War II epistemological shift
from the authority of sight to the veracity of touch, as was most famously outlined in the
phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty.
Attention to this shift is apparent in Virlio’s writing, in the way that he characterizes the
shift from Neolithic cryptic architecture to Classical monumental architecture as a move from
privileging the tactile to the visual. Virilio argued that while crypts were a dynamic part of the
care for the inanimate body in Neolithic society, the prevalence of the crypt declined beginning
in ancient Greece and its substituting of the “evident thing for the containing thing,” which is
also a move away from the cryptic (mysterious) to evident (monumental).368 The privileging of
the “evident thing” is another way of describing the primacy of sight, which began with Greek
philosophy and culture. Vision was tied to morality and knowledge: the Greek word for truth,
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eidenei, referred to the “state of having seen.”369 The conceptual importance of vision led to the
artistic significance of visibility, and consequently Greek architecture tended toward the
monumental. A Greek burial, for example, was typically marked by a monument, which was
essentially all façade with no interior. This was a significant departure from the Etruscan
necropolis that preceded it, in which plain facades masked elaborate above-ground tombs not
unlike a bunker in form. In sum, the crypt is everything that the monument is not: hidden, dark,
and obscured. Anti-monumental, the crypt resists visibility.
Likewise, Lefebvre described the Western veneration of vision as a “decrypting”
process, referring to the transition from dark, subterranean burials and ritual spaces to an aboveground proliferation of monuments and facades. But he takes this point further to argue that with
the decrypting of space, thought and philosophy also rose from the depths, and indeed “life was
decrypted as a result.”370 Cryptic space, for Lefebvre, is a space of psychic repression and also of
the feminine, an argument that he supports with the classic bodily binary between the erect and
phallic monument as opposed to voids and hidden openings associated with the female body.371
In spite of the masculinity that one might superficially associate with the militarism of the
bunker reference, the church resisted any definitive gender identification. It had what Lefebvre
would describe as a feminine anti-monumentality, not to mention its relationship to a historical
woman: Bernadette Soubirous. In terms of the subordination of the visual, the darkness of the
crypt, and indeed the limited amount of natural light in Sainte-Bernadette, makes touch a more
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reliable faculty than sight. The church does pay homage to vision, but to the kind of (miraculous)
vision that requires no light.
Just as Bernadette Soubirous’ mystical vision of the Virgin Mary took place within the
darkened space of a cave, perhaps Virilio and Parent’s design was meant to foster internal,
religious vision through its resistance decorative spectacle. The interior and exterior of SainteBernadette are austere, with few ornamental flourishes, save the small stained-glass windows.
Consistent with the push against visibility that is endemic to both bunker and cryptic
architecture, the church of Sainte-Bernadette engages the visitor in bodily rather than optical
terms: inclined planes achieved through the cantilevering activate the body, and the assertive use
of concrete gives the building a sculptural quality that is more tactile than visual.

The Oblique Function: a Body in Motion
The sculptural quality of the Church of Sainte-Bernadette is crucial in materializing
Parent and Virilio’s theory of the oblique function, which was concerned with live bodies in
motion rather than the postmortem body evoked in the building’s floor plan. With the oblique
function, Parent and Virilio aimed to re-instantiate the body in architecture by activating it
through the use of inclined planes, or “obliques.” The cantilevering that constitutes the ground of
the Sainte-Bernadette ensures the visitor constantly feels the architecture- whether fighting
against gravity while walking down an incline or exerting physical force to ascend toward the
altar; the architecture is an entity with which the visitor grapples. (fig. 4.16) Declaring the end of
the right angle and horizontality, Parent and Virilio argued that the dynamism of the oblique line
was appropriate to a society undergoing rapid and seismic shifts, which Virilio in particular
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attributed to new technology and war. He wrote, “We are able to live in a state of
disequilibrium. Why then have we never used instability in the interior of our dwellings?”372
The goal of materializing the oblique function was to oblige the body to work against
gravity, engendering a more dynamic state than it would otherwise be in conventional buildings
with flat floor planes and ninety-degree angles. Virilio and Parent associated horizontality with
stasis, and more specifically with an earlier, agrarian model of civilization that relied on flat
farmlands, but which had become outmoded in the wake of the machine age.373 Verticality, in
turn, evoked repressive political power and surveillance, later famously described by Foucault
with the examples of the medieval watchtower and the modern surveillance tower within the
panopticon. In the 20th century, verticality became synonymous with the consolidation of capital
in symbol of the skyscraper.374
Verticality represented absolute power of the state over the citizen, who was rendered all
the more stultified by inevitably flat surroundings, which discouraged both physical and social
mobility. Parent and Virilio believed that the use of inclined planes—sloped floors to destabilize
the body’s relationship to architecture—and oblique expressions in architectural facades to create
more dynamic edifice would keep architecture apace with a “new plane of human
consciousness.”375 Inclined planes would also, in theory, condition the body to address challenges
and react quickly, desirable attributes in society characterized by flux, progress, but also by war.
Linking the classical image of the heroic standing male figure to the verticality that he abhorred
in architecture, Virilio wrote,
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This is the power play of an erection whose masculinity is obvious, all too obvious to
be convincing. As for the standard of measurement of space, whether it be Vitruvian
man or the “Modular”, is always a standing human, sometimes with his legs spread,
but never a man walking…or running, jumping, hurdling obstacles. The standard is
always a profoundly static being, never an energetic one.376
Despite its mechanization in the 1960s narrative of nuclear contingency planning, here again the
cave retained some vestiges of its gendered identity, because in Virilio’s formulation of the
symbolism of Sainte-Bernadette, the image of the heroic, standing man is countered many times
over: the whole body is replaced with an anatomized one, and the static body is set in motion.
While the militaristic associations were doubtlessly masculine, the male body with its “erection
whose masculinity is obvious” is subverted by the heart of a woman that forms the basic
structure of the building, and the opening inside a cave is far more intra-uterine than a monolithic
(phallic) tower. Not unlike the image of Oppenheim’s cross–dressing torso that graced the
exhibition posters for EROS, the gender identity of Saint-Bernadette resisted easy identification
on either side of the binary. This was a key facet of the postwar and Cold War cave. As I argued
in the previous chapter, a unitary impulse pervaded cave imagery in this era, which was
effectively a breaking down of boundaries, both taxonomical and bodily. Saint-Bernadette’s
slippages in gender suggest a return to a moment prior to the clear articulation of clearly divided
gender identities in civilization, a moment that once again came on the precipice of civilization’s
end.

Bunker Archaeology
Of all the references made by Virilio and Parent, Virilio’s project of photographing
military bunkers on the Atlantic Wall had the most palpable impact on both the oblique function
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and consequently on the design of Sainte-Bernadette. The idea of an oblique line came directly
from the ruined bunkers, which were tilting into the sand and collapsing in on themselves. In
order to fully understand the development of Sainte-Bernadette, it is crucial to see how Virilio
literally and symbolically framed the military bunkers in his photographs and attendant writings,
an intellectual and affective exploration which would in turn inform the genesis of the church.
From 1958 to 1965, Virilio repeatedly visited and photographed the Atlantic Wall, the
system of several thousands of military fortifications built by the Nazis during World War II to
repel attack from the sea. Virilio used the term “bunker” to describe any structure built by a
military as fortification against attack, or what he called a “survival machine.” This included
structures on the Atlantic Wall that were both underground and above ground, including
blockhouses and casemates, but it also extended to submarines and tanks (they were, he argued,
mobile bunkers). In 1966, Virilio published select photographs and writings related to the
bunkers in Architecture Principe. Virilio’s most sustained meditation on military architecture
would come in the form of a book published in 1975 for the exhibition “Bunker Archaeology,”
held at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris.377 The book included Virilio’s reflections on the
hostile reactions toward his study (people wondered why he would devote such energy to enemy
architecture), his analysis of militarized space (it was everywhere), and a chronology of events
precipitating the construction of the Atlantic Wall, along with six chapters of bunker photographs
and ground plans.
Virilio used his photographs of bunkers in the service of two distinct and sometimes
competing “voices” in his text. On its face, Bunker Archeology is a rigorous study of the
variations among this sample set of bunkers. In the essay text and captions, Virilio sometimes
377
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adopts the impartial tone of a scientist, or at very least a documentarian: the photographs
illustrate a typology of bunker forms, he provides supplementary maps and floor plans, and many
of his captions explain a feature of the corresponding bunker. But at various junctures in the
book, Virilio abandons the role of a scientist for that of a philosopher or even an artist, and his
system of classifications gives way to poetic meditations. This shift is particularly apparent in the
final chapter of Bunker Archeology entitled, “An Aesthetics of Disappearance.” This chapter
deals with the most ruined bunkers, which were either sinking into the sand or tipped over
entirely due to erosion around the foundation, the same tilt that informed the oblique function
and the cantilevering in the Church of Sainte-Bernadette. (fig. 4.17)
Describing the ruined bunkers, Virilio’s captions are unabashedly romantic. One
photograph captures a simple rectangular bunker, modest in scale, which sits off-kilter on the
sand, with its left side sinking into the earth. In what is hardly a straight documentary
photograph, the bunker stands out in sharp detail against the ocean, which appears in soft focus
in the background. (fig. 4.18) The caption reads, “Empty framework, abandoned, tilted into the
sand like the skin of an extinct species.”378 Virilio does not admit a clear distinction between the
biological body and the mechanical sciences: the oscillation in Bunker Archeology between a
subjective, poetic rhetoric and the more objective tone of a scientists echoes the duality that
Virilio perceived within the bunkers themselves, between the organic and the mechanical. This
same tension is manifested in the Church of Sainte-Bernadette which read it as an armored
carapace for a saintly body.
The bunker’s position between body and machine was dictated by the technology of
modern warfare. Virilio describes the bunkers as,
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…built to hold up under shelling and bombing, asphyxiating gasses and
flamethrowers…the bunker was built in relationship to this new climate; its restrained
volume, its rounded or flattened angles, the thickness of its walls, the embrasure systems,
the various types of concealment for its rare openings, its armor plating, iron doors, and
air filters- all this depicts another military space, a new climactic reality.379
This new climactic reality was the effect of war’s infiltration of the skies, which had initiated,
Virilio argued, a collapse between militarized and habitable space. Virilio noted that the tension
between the “summer of seaside bathing” and the “summer of combat” would from then on be
unceasing, pointing out the way in which these monuments of war colonized a terrain previously
devoted to leisure.380 With the conclusion of World War II, the shells of those monuments
remained, ruins destined to become “children’s playthings” that nonetheless serve as vivid
reminders of past war and perhaps ominous warnings of future conflict.381 Virilio made
numerous references to the bunkers as objects of child’s play: despite eliciting animosity from
adults. That the bunkers were structures fraught with painful memories was evident in hostile
graffiti that often covered their surfaces. Indeed, on occasion, Virilio himself became the target
of hostility from onlookers who were offended by his project of photographing the bunkers.
Owing to rapidly developing technologies, those future conflicts were likely to involve
nuclear fallout. Virilio argued that reality was effectively dematerialized by the newfound ability
to split atoms in the service of nuclear fission: “The possibilities of weapons had become so great
that the mineral element became a part of the fluidity of fluid…the principle of arms has always
been aimed at this deconstruction, first of man’s body, of armor, then of the rampart built for his
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protection.”382
Architecture Principe was part of the Architecture–Sculpture movement, and Parent had a
history of collaboration with Bloc. Thus it is of little surprise that Parent and Virilio echoed
similar sentiments to those published in Aujourd’hui, discussed in the previous chapter,
concerning the fusion of the body and its constituent environment within the space of the cave.
With Saint-Bernadette, Virilio posited the cave–bunker hybrid as a militarized body, outfitted for
combat. He makes this clear by situating the bunker not only within a history of military
architecture (trenches, embankments, towers), but within the developmental trajectory of body
armor, including the helmet, shield, shrapnel-proof vest. 383 Pointing to the linguistic slippage
between the body and the rampart, Virilio wrote, “There was…from the advent of armor, an
analogy with fortification: one would speak of the ‘shirt’ of a rampart, meaning the hard rock
covering the slope, and of a ‘bastion,’ meaning the knights’ coat of mail. The relationship
between clothing and dwelling is extremely tight during wartime.”384 Finally, Virilio analogized
the firing slits in military bunkers to human eyes, which helped to “protect the inner organ.”385
Here the inner organ likely referred to the hypothetical soldier’s body interred within the bunker,
but also the literal heart or anatomical relic of the Saint.
The split façade of Sainte-Bernadette visualizes the nuclear war fueled anxiety that
served as catalyst for the fusion of cave and fallout shelter in the 1960s, the same fears that
bubbled to the surface of Le monde souterrain in 1966 in the form of stories of deaths
underground. Sainte-Bernadette represents the fusing of militaristic form with civic function in
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order to protect and fortify those bodies inside, with the fortified body symbolically evoked
through the main plan-as-organ. But by splitting the façade, Virilio and Parent also divined
Sainte-Bernadette’s own destruction. Part fortress and part crypt, as Virilio explicitly noted, the
church was equally likely to entomb as it was to protect, as it had throughout its pre-modern
history, given the volatility of a modern world in which nuclear war seemed like an imminent
possibility. Perhaps Sainte-Bernadette was always more likely to house the dead than protect the
living, given that it conveys the image of a bunker, without the ponderous mass of a functional
military apparatus. Parent has called the church a perfect imitation of military architecture, but
without the commensurate weight.386 It is form without the function, powerless against any real
physical threat.
The church is its own death knell, and yet the heart motif suggests vitality, as an organ it
facilitates circulation, a theme with which Parent and Virilio were quite literally concerned in
their explorations of the oblique function. In short, Sainte-Bernadette was a paradoxical building
in which conflicting themes converged. Its cantilevering derived from ruined bunkers and the
ground-plan based on human remains reflect contradictory modes of protecting the body: the
pre-modern veneration of a saintly body, made unassailable by its holiness, combined with the
mid-twentieth century realization that no body, however sacred, was inviolable in the face of
increasingly mechanized modes of destruction brought about by war.

4.5 Woman Reinvented for the Nuclear Age
The vulnerability of the body in the atomic age is paramount to the final example here, a
film that was released in France the same year that Virilio and Parent finished construction of
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Sainte-Bernadette. While the architects dealt with matters of nuclear threat in the deadly serious
form of a dystopian cave bunker, Qui êtes-vous Polly Maggoo? (1966), directed by William
Klein, addressed the so-called “nuclear age” with gleeful irreverence. While Klein remains best
known as a filmmaker, his background was in the visual arts. An American, Klein adopted Paris
as his home after using the GI Bill to study painting at the Sorbonne under Fernand Léger and
André Lhote. There, he began to see painting as outdated in favor of the integration and synthesis
of the arts. Eventually, Klein moved on to photography and finally to film, where he could
showcase his increasingly acerbic wit and leftist politics. Klein often photographed artists—a
photograph of various Surrealists convening around Meret Oppenheim’s Cannibal Feast in
EROS is credited to him, for example. Soon after its release, film stills Qui êtes-vous Polly
Maggoo? appeared in Aujourd’hui, featuring the fashion show in its opening scene, which was
filmed in none other than Habitacle 2 (1964) by André Bloc.387
Based on Klein’s experience as a photographer for Vogue, Qui êtes-vous Polly Maggoo?,
the director’s first feature-length film, was a biting satire of the fashion industry. The narrative
revolves around Polly Magoo, played by the model Dorothy McGowan, an American expatriate
living and working as a fashion model in Paris. She becomes the subject of a television show
called Qui êtes-vous?, for which she sits for a series of interviews and tests designed to upset her
composed, camera–ready persona, which would effectively unmask the “real” Polly. But in the
end there is no reveal of an authentic self; Polly is essentially a vessel crafted by the fashion
industry.
In the opening scene, the spoof momentarily ebbs to reveal a more poignant and anxietyridden picture of a post-human body, born in a cave. The film begins with a crowd of visitors
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filing into the entryway of a large, sculpted façade.388 The exterior of this man-made cave
combines irregular, jagged edges with free-flowing, biomorphic forms. As the scene cuts to the
interior of Habitacle, we learn that the crowd has congregated for a fashion show. (fig. 4.19) The
runway models wear garments made of aluminum, designed by the brothers Bernard Baschet and
François Baschet, who frequently collaborated to make sound-based sculptures and experimental
instruments. In contrast to the rough, irregular surfaces of poured concrete walls faced in white
brick, the wearable sculptures are slick and polished, with sharp, clean lines reminiscent of
modernist sculpture.
The models, including Polly Maggoo, strike a series of poses as a mostly invisible
conveyor belt moves them through the Habitacle so that they appear to levitate as they glide
effortlessly through the space. The crowd emits admiring gasps as the camera lingers on a model
wearing what looks like an upside-down version of Brancusi’s priapic Torso of a Young Man
(1924). (fig. 4.20) Light streams in from a window, bouncing off the surface of the gleaming
metal phallus. The background music swells and the noise from the crowd climbs to a fevered
pitch as she slowly rises upward. The dramatic lighting, music, and physical ascension suggest
that we are witness to something momentous: the birth of a new woman, part human, part
machine. An eminent fashion editor, a parody of Harper’s Bazaar editor Diana Vreeland (19031989) played by Grayson Hall, exclaims to the show’s designer: “You’ve re-created woman!”
The designer, played by Jacques Seiler and named Isidore Ducasse, after the eponymous 19th
century writer (1846-1870) who inspired the Surrealists, responds, “We had to re-imagine
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woman for the nuclear age.”389 Bloc’s Habitacle, a man-made rather than naturally occurring
cave, becomes the sacred site of the models’ rebirth, not as spiritually enlightened beings (as
traditional associations with a cave might suggest), but as but as post-human cyborg. In Saint
Phalle’s HON, the body was transformed by the age of mechanical reproduction; here, the
designer has transformed the body by and for the nuclear age. Undermining the masculinity of
the consummate cyborg figure, the astronaut, Klein feminized the cyborg, transforming the
epidermal machine into a fashion statement.
Completed the same year as HON, the fashionista cyborg frustrated the same binary
oppositions between nature and culture, man and woman, civilized and primitive, the very same
binaries problematized by the postwar and Cold War era cave. No longer simply the province of
nature (and thus clearly “other” to civilization), the cave became the contingency plan for society
under attack. Not only a terrestrial womb but also a weapon storage cache, the cave’s gender
became increasingly fluid. The cave, an archetypal structure with its roots in pre-history,
increasingly appeared to be the architecture of the future. What Utudjian described as the
dwelling place of the gods was (by his own admission), the perilous subterranean future of
humanity.
The climax of Polly Maggoo’s opening scene is the model’s rebirth as nuclear woman,
which is staged as an ecstatic vision: the model’s metallic carapace gleams in the sunlight that
streams in from an open window, much like a figure from a Baroque religious painting. But in
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the wake of an era defined by nuclear generated fear, every technological utopia had its dark
side, which is evident in a less triumphant moment behind the scenes. Polly Maggoo cuts herself
on the sharp metal while changing costumes, and assistants rush over to apply makeup to the
wound, indifferent to her complaints of pain. The fashionistas attending to Polly brusquely
dismiss her bleeding wound, disregarding the vulnerability of the body beneath the metal, as
though they expect that some injuries are inevitable. Thus, two events transpire in Bloc’s caveas-Habitacle. First, the birth of a post-human woman fortified for the nuclear age, and second, a
wounded woman, the violence inflicted by the very mechanized exterior meant to render the
body beneath unassailable. Together, these two images distill the meanings that the cave came to
signify in the 1960s art world in Europe: the cave as a mechanized shelter for the body,
protecting it from nuclear fallout, in tension with the danger levied on the body by cave itself.
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Conclusion
The preceding chapters explored the prevalence of the labyrinth and the cave, as both
spatial metaphors and physical structures, in art and architecture concentrated in France from
1952 to 1972. These spatial archetypes were already anachronisms, and their quality of existing
out–of–time was all the more pronounced given that the archaic often appeared in conjunction
with visions of a future that oscillated between utopian and dystopian. At the very moment when
developments of new technologies made time feel accelerated, the French Annals School’s
conception of the longue durée, a view of history that extends deep into the past and holds
historical change as imperceptibly slow, had become the dominant academic model in France.
The atomic era ushered in widespread fears that history was poised to end, which compounded
the sense of temporal dislocation evident in the projects discussed here. In their Janus–faced
orientation, looking back to a distant past and forward to a future marked by both technological
optimism and profound anxiety, the labyrinth and the cave were the consummate symbols of a
tumultuous era.
Both the labyrinth and the cave were important motifs within Surrealist practice, so their
appearance in postwar art was not new. However, both symbols became more complicated
beginning in the 1950s. Chapter 1 argued that while the labyrinth retained its interwar Surrealist
associations with the confounding structure of the unconscious mind, following World War II,
the archetype became more spatialized in its applications, relating to both urban spaces and the
body’s often disoriented meander through those spaces. The project of the SI (and before them,
the LI) was one of urban excavation: they wanted to intervene not only in space but in time, to
salvage remnants of a city obscured by functionalist planning—from Hausmannization in the
nineteenth century to more recent postwar building projects that effectively displaced large
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portions of Paris to its peripheries— a labyrinth to be traversed via the dérive.
The most comprehensive engagement with the labyrinth came from Jacqueline de Jong’s
issue of the ST—itself configured as a labyrinth—which chronicled the widespread interest in the
form and illuminated the theoretical influences most germane to its resurgence: phenomenology
and structuralism. On the surface, these two schools of thought were diametrically opposed:
structuralism looks at deeply embedded patterns of thought that govern societies, whereas
phenomenology examines sensory experience at the level of the individual. The labyrinth
appealed to artists and architects as a spatial metaphor because it could accommodate these
seemingly opposed philosophical systems, as both a system of spatial organization and a
principle of disorientation.
The labyrinth was an ideal (dis)organizing principle for disrupting established museum
conventions that demanded passive, essentially stationary looking, which was the topic of
chapter 2. Concomitant with a broader turn away from Enlightenment models of thought that
privileged the eye and mind over the body, artists began to incite more multi–sensory modes of
perception, facilitating active participation. Influential thinkers, from Bachelard to MerleauPonty to McLuhan, wrote about this kind of embodied perception as harkening back to the most
primordial epistemologies. Consequently, it is of little surprise that artists turned to similarly
primeval spatial archetypes, which played and important role, previously unexplored in art
historical scholarship, in catalyzing the shift from autonomous object in immersive environment,
a shift that defined art of the 1960s. Dylaby, GRAV’s Labyrinth, and HON all exemplified that
transition. They also illuminated the complex relationship between time, technology, and the
body that was paramount to the labyrinth and to the broader cultural milieu.
The artists and organizers of Dylaby upheld the child as the ideal viewer (co-creator,
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even) of art, receptive to new ideas, particularly those concerning play in the space of the
museum. The prevalence of children in the official materials promoting Dylaby, including
published installation photographs and a documentary film commissioned by the museum,
exemplified an analogy, common at the time, between the infancy of humanity (entered via the
labyrinth) with the childhood of the individual. Children were also ubiquitous in the artists’
writings, critical reviews, and installation photographs surrounding GRAV’s Labyrinth. And
indeed the labyrinth had a pedagogical function: the collective aspired to nothing short of
perceptual re-education, conditioning their visitors to become more fully equipped to grapple
with the increasingly volatile landscape of the modern world. As opposed to the maze of found,
modest material in Dylaby, many of which evoked broken machines—in other words,
technology’s failure—GRAV’s Labyrinth assaulted the viewer with a blitz of flashing lights and
perceptual effects created by works that relied wholly on new technological materials. In this
space, visitors became veritable rats in the labyrinthine maze, learning how to navigate a
labyrinth that had more in common with a circuit board than its archeological antecedents.
Finally, HON, a giant, prone earth mother goddess filled with a maze of machines and screens,
espoused an ambivalent attitude that was at once critical of technological mediation and the
alienated spectator that it produced, and celebratory of the ludic possibilities technology offered.
Visitors entering the figure’s vaginal canal performed the act of going back in time to humanity
in-utero, only to be metaphorically re-born in a giant cyborg: a post–human body that was both
organic and machine, the earth mother goddess re-invented.
The second half of the dissertation focused on the cave. Particularly in its architectural
adaptations, the dark, ponderous, opaque qualities of the cave represented a striking departure
from the more dominant tendencies toward transparency, light, and a porousness between
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interior and exterior that characterized much architecture of twentieth century. The cave was no
less utopian than the light saturated, space frame architecture that dominated the French scene in
the 1960s. The cave evoked a particular brand of utopianism that I characterize as unitary. The
unitary impulse encompassed a dissolution of boundaries among categories that included
authorship, media, academic disciplines, and even gender. While the invention of a prehistoric
past was not new, there was a particular interest among artists of the mid-twentieth century in
that imagined past as a time of collective art production, where art was part of a larger unified
view of myth, magic, and ritual. As the quintessential prehistoric space, the physical birthplace
of art, the cave became a symbolic space in which all manner of boundaries and divisions could
be transgressed. The chapter explored these transgressions and how they played out in relation to
an actual cave—Lascaux—which ignited a popular passion for the prehistoric, and then moves to
various artist–created caves, including two exhibitions as caves (EROS and the Cavern of
Antimatter), and the role of the cave in the architecture-sculpture movement.
In spite of the political utopianism that was inherent to ideas of the unitary and
collectivity, dystopian fears permeated artistic adaptions of the cave, making it an ambivalent
symbol. For Georges Bataille, the historical contiguity of the discovery of Lascaux with the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was no coincidence: the revelation of humanity’s
beginnings presaged its potential end. This cyclical view of history in which the cave becomes a
site of birth and death, womb and tomb, colored nearly all examples of the cave, so thoroughly
entwined as it was with themes of protection and refuge.
Indeed, likeness between the cave and the nuclear fallout shelter was inescapable during
this period, particularly as Cold War tensions accelerated in the early 1960s. While all of the
cave examples in this study were, to varying degrees, born out of post-apocalyptic visions, the
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final chapter explored the more conscious and explicit relationship between the bomb shelter and
the cave. This was the relationship that animated the movement known as “subterranean
urbanism,” an under explored current of visionary architecture in France. The “atomic cave,”
most fully encapsulated in the Church of Sainte-Bernadette of Banlay, was a structure that
simultaneously offered shelter to the body vulnerable to nuclear annihilation, and at the same
time its very structure was a harbinger of that body’s demise.
I have limited this study primarily to France, or to artists who spent significant time there.
This was necessary in order to draw any cohesive conclusions regarding the contextual factors
driving the interest in archaic forms, which I believe can be traced in large part to French
movements such as Structuralism and phenomenology. However, archetypes, archaic forms, and
references to prehistory (with all the problematic primitivism that it entailed) proliferated
elsewhere in Europe during this period. For example, in 1966, in the influential German
architecture magazine Bau, architect Günther Feuerstein wrote about the pervasive resurgence of
archetypal forms: “Science and technology have solved many problems for us, but man is still
reliant on powers that cannot be explained by either, in order to survive and thrive in this world
and the cosmos … the discovery of archetypes in contemporary works shows us that we remain
tied to the magical-religious-cosmic imaginings of our early past.”390 Feuerstein, an influential
figure in postwar Austrian architecture, provided a range of examples of contemporary
archetypes in a similar comparative manner as De Jong’s work in the ST. Other Austrians—Hans
Hollein, Walter Pichler, Raimund Abraham—showed interest in ritual and the archaic, albeit far
more couched in popular and mass cultural imagery than the French practitioners. An expanded
version of this project would undertake further research into more disparate geographic
390

Günther Feuerstein, “Architektur und Archetypus,” trans. Lisa Dietrich, Bau, no. 5/6
(1966): 97–98.
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environs.391
The interrogation of linear historical narratives that characterizes much of the work
discussed here has become paramount to the contemporary art world. Increasingly, artists have
suggested that progress-based models of history are ill-equipped to describe the ways in which
historically marginalized groups experience the world around them. As technology continues to
colonize the space of everyday life, concepts of the posthuman become ever more germane to the
state of our bodies. HON, for example, was remarkably prescient in the way that it frustrated
binaries between tropes of the mother and the whore, instead proffering a cyborgian goddess
that encompassed both but ultimately was neither.
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The important book The Sphere and the Labyrinth by Italian architect Manfredo
Tafuri also provides additional avenues for further research. Tafuri’s analysis of the relationship
between Piranesi’s labyrinthine Carceri and the montage film technique pioneered by Sergei
Eistenstein provides a fascinating model for reading the labyrinth not as a concrete form, but as a
method of fracture and fragmentation. Manfredo Tafuri, The Sphere and the Labyrinth: AvantGardes and Architecture from Piranesi to the 1970s. Pellegrino d’Acierno and Robert Connolly,
trans. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990).
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Illustrations

Figure 1.1. Studio B.B.P.R., Labyrinth for Children, X Triennale, Milan, 1954, from Ulrich
Conrads and Hans G. Sperlich, The Architecture of Fantasy: Utopian Building and Planning in
Modern Times, trans. Christiane Crasemann Collins and George Collins (New York: Frederick
A. Praeger, 1962), 72.

Figure 1.2: The Situationist Times, nos. 1–6, covers.
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Figure 1.3: Page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 39-40.

Figure 1.4: Musée Labyrinthe, page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 ( October1963):
136.
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Figure 1.5: Page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (1963): 160–61.

Figure 1.6: Page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 92.
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Figure 1.7: Page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 155–56.

Figure 1.8: André Masson, The Labyrinth,1938, from William Rubin and Carolyn Lanchner,
André Masson (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1976), 53.
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Figure 1.9: André Masson, Minotaure, nos. 12–13 (1939), cover page, from William Rubin and
Carolyn Lanchner, André Masson (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1976), 49.

Figure 1.10: Constant Nieuwenhuys, Design for a Gypsy Camp, 1956-1958. Stainless steel,
aluminum, Plexiglas, oil paint on wood. Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. Photo: Victor
Nieuwenhuys.
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Figure 1.11: Poster in the Jardin des plantes, Paris, from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October
1963): 2.

Figure 1.12: Jardin des plantes, Paris, from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 232.
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Figure 1.13: Page spread from Asger Jorn and Guy Debord, Mémoires: Structures portantes
d'Asger Jorn (1958: repr., Paris: J. J. Pauvert aux Belles Lettres, 1993), n.p.

Figure 1.14: Page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 144.
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Figure 1.15: Page from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 115.

Figure 1.16: Page spread from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October 1963): 127–28.
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Figure 1.17 Labyrinthe, from Abraham A. Moles and Élisabeth Rohmer, Psychologie de
l’espace. (Tournai: Casterman, 1972): 139.

Figure 2.1: Studio B.B.P.R., Labyrinth for Children, installation view showing Alexander
Calder’s mobile, X Triennale, Milan, 1954, from Ulrich Conrads and Hans G. Sperlich, The
Architecture of Fantasy: Utopian Building and Planning in Modern Times, trans. Christiane
Crasemann Collins and George Collins (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962), 72.
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Figure 2.2: Alexander Calder, Untitled Mobile, installation view, X Triennale, Milan, 1954.

Figure 2.3: Saul Steinberg, Sgraffiti, installation view, X Triennale, Milan, 1954.
.

Figure 2.4: Saul Steinberg, Sgraffiti, installation view, X Triennale, Milan, 1954.
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Figure 2.5: Martial Raysse, poster for Dylaby, 1962.

Figure 2.6: Daniel Spoerri, Les Lunettes Noires (Fakir’s Spectacles), 1961.

Figure 2.7: Dylaby, installation view showing gallery by Daniel Spoerri, Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth (Amsterdam:
Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.
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Figure 2.8: Dylaby, installation view showing Raysse Beach by Martial Raysse, Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth
(Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.

Figure 2.9: Dylaby, installation view showing Shooting Gallery by Niki de Saint Phalle, Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth
(Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.

Figure 2.10: Dylaby, installation view showing Shooting Gallery by Niki de Saint Phalle,
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch
Labyrinth (Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.
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Figure 2.11: Dylaby, installation view showing gallery by Jean Tinguely, Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth (Amsterdam:
Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.

Figure 2.12: Dylaby, installation views showing gallery by Robert Rauschenberg, Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 1962. Photos: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth
(Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.

Figure 2.13: Dylaby, installation view showing gallery by Robert Rauschenberg, Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth
(Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.
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Figure 2.14: Jean Tinguely Collecting Material with Children. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from
Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth (Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.

Figure 2.15: Dylaby, installation and construction views showing Per Olof Ultvedt, Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, 1962. Photo: Ed van der Elsken, from Dylaby: Dynamisch Labyrinth
(Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1962), n.p.
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Figure 2.16: GRAV, design for Labyrinth, for the 1963 Paris Biennial. From
Yves Aupetitallot, GRAV, Groupe de recherche d’art visuel, 1960-1968: Stratégies de
participation: Horacio Garcia Rossi, Julio Le Parc, François Morellet, Francisco Sobrino, Joël
Stein Yvaral (Grenoble: Le Magasin, 1998), 121.

Figure 2.17: Labyrinth, installation view showing Colonnes by GRAV, Paris Biennial, 1963.
From Yves Aupetitallot, GRAV, Groupe de recherche d’art visuel, 1960-1968: Stratégies de
participation: Horacio Garcia Rossi, Julio Le Parc, François Morellet, Francisco Sobrino, Joël
Stein Yvaral (Grenoble: Le Magasin, 1998), 120.
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Figure 2.18: Labyrinth, installation view, Paris Biennial, 1963. From Yves Aupetitallot, GRAV,
Groupe de recherche d’art visuel, 1960-1968: Stratégies de participation: Horacio Garcia
Rossi, Julio Le Parc, François Morellet, Francisco Sobrino, Joël Stein Yvaral (Grenoble: Le
Magasin, 1998), 120.

Figure 2.19: Labyrinth, installation view, Paris Biennial, 1963. From Yves Aupetitallot, GRAV,
Groupe de recherche d’art visuel, 1960-1968: Stratégies de participation: Horacio Garcia
Rossi, Julio Le Parc, François Morellet, Francisco Sobrino, Joël Stein Yvaral (Grenoble: Le
Magasin, 1998), 120.
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Figure 2.20: GRAV, Labyrinth, plan, 1963. From Yves Aupetitallot, GRAV, Groupe de
recherche d’art visuel, 1960-1968: Stratégies de participation: Horacio Garcia Rossi, Julio Le
Parc, François Morellet, Francisco Sobrino, Joël Stein Yvaral (Grenoble: Le Magasin, 1998),
120.

Figure 2.21: Exhibition poster for HON: En Katedral, 1966.
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Figure 2.22: Niki de Saint Phalle, Jean Tinguely, and Per Olof Ultvedt during construction phase
of HON: En Katedral, 1966. Moderna Museet, Stockholm. Niki de Saint Phalle, Jean Tinguely,
Per Olof Ultvedt, and the Moderna Museet, Hon-En Historia. Stockholm: Moderna Museet,
1967: 2.

Figure 2.23: Exhibition poster for HON: En Katedral, 1966. Moderna Museet, Stockholm. Folio
in Niki de Saint Phalle, Jean Tinguely, Per Olof Ultvedt, and the Moderna Museet, Hon-En
Historia. Stockholm: Moderna Museet, 1967.
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Figure 2.24: Page spread from Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore, The Medium is the
Massage: An Inventory of Effects (1967), 40-41.

Figure 2.25: Page spread from Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore, The Medium is the
Massage: An Inventory of Effects (1967), 64-65
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Figure 3.1: EROS, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, 1959, installation view. Photo: Henri Glaeser.
André Breton Archive, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Paris. Negative no. 10038390_2

Figure 3.2: EROS, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, 1959, installation view showing Poupée by
Hans Bellmer. Photo: Henri Glaeser. André Breton Archive, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Paris.
Negative no. 56600100879260_1
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Figure 3.3: EROS, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, 1959, installation view showing Poupée by
Hans Bellmer. Photo: Roger Van Hecke. André Breton Archive, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Paris.
Negative no. 5600100713990_4

Figure 3.4: EROS, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, 1959, installation view. Photo: Roger Van
Hecke. André Breton Archive, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Paris. Negative no. 5600100713990_11
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Figure 3.5: EROS, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, 1959, installation view showing Cannibal Feast
by Meret Oppenheim, performance staged on December 3, 1959. Photograph by Roger Van
Hecke. André Breton Archive, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Paris. Negative no. 5600100713990_2

Figure 3.6: EROS, Galerie Daniel Cordier, Paris, 1959, installation view showing Crypt of
Fetishism by Mimi Parent. André Breton Archive, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Paris. Negative no.
56600100879260_3
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Figure 3.7: Giuseppe “Pinot” Gallizio, Cavern of Antimatter, Galerie Drouin, Paris, 1959,
installation view. From Pinot Gallizio: Il Laboratorio Della Scrittura. Giorgina Bertolino,
Francesca Comisso, and Maria Teresa Roberto, eds. (Milan: Edizioni Charta, 2005): 132.

Figure 3.8: Giuseppe “Pinot” Gallizio, Cavern of Antimatter, Galerie Drouin, Paris, 1959,
installation view. From Pinot Gallizio: Il Laboratorio Della Scrittura. Giorgina Bertolino,
Francesca Comisso, and Maria Teresa Roberto, eds. (Milan: Edizioni Charta, 2005): 132.
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Figure 3.9: Giuseppe “Pinot” Gallizio and Giors Melanotte in the Alba Experimental
Laboratory, 1958. From Pinot Gallizio: Il Laboratorio Della Scrittura. Giorgina Bertolino,
Francesca Comisso, and Maria Teresa Roberto, eds. (Milan: Edizioni Charta, 2005): 114.

Figure 3.10: Pinot Gallizio in laboratory, from Pinot Gallizio, “L’activité de la section
Italienne,” Internationale Situationniste, no. 2 (1958): 29.
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Figure 3.11: Cover photograph by Gilles Ehrmann showing Clamouse cave, from Aujourd’hui 53
(May/June 1966).

Figure 3.12: Gilles Ehrmann, Grotte de Clamouse, carrefour du monde noir, from Aujourd’hui
53 (May/June 1966).
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Figure 3.13: Page spread from Aujourd’hui 53 (May/June 1966).

Figure 3.14: Patrice Goulet, Vincennes Zoo, from Patrice Goulet, “Le zoo de Vincennes où la
nature truqée,”Aujourd’hui 53 (May/June 1966): 14.
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Figure 3.15: Patrice Goulet, Vincennes Zoo, from Patrice Goulet, “Le zoo de Vincennes où la
nature truqée,”Aujourd’hui 53 (May/June 1966): 15.

Figure 3.16: Patrice Goulet, Vincennes Zoo, from Patrice Goulet, “Le zoo de Vincennes où la
nature truqée,”Aujourd’hui 53 (May/June 1966): 15.
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3.17: André Bloc, Habitacle 1, 1964, Meudon, France.
Photo by the author.

3.18: André Bloc, Habitacle III, 1965, Meudon, France.
Photo by the author.
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Figure 3.19: André Bloc, Habitacle I, 1962. Photo: Leni Iselin. From Pierre Gueguen, “André
Bloc: De la sculpture à l’architecture par la caverne troglodytique,” L’Architecture
d’aujourd’hui, no. 102 (June/July 1962): 29.

Figure 3.20: André Bloc, Habitacle I, 1962. Photo: Leni Iselin. From Pierre Gueguen, “André
Bloc: De la sculpture à l’architecture par la caverne troglodytique,” L’Architecture
d’aujourd’hui, no. 102 (June/July 1962): 28.
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Figure 3.21: André Bloc, Habitacle I, 1962. Photo: Leni Iselin. From Pierre Gueguen, “André
Bloc: De la sculpture à l’architecture par la caverne troglodytique,” L’Architecture
d’aujourd’hui, no. 102 (June/July 1962): 29.

Figure 3.22: André Bloc, Habitacle I, 1962. Photo: Leni Iselin. From Pierre Gueguen, “André
Bloc: De la sculpture à l’architecture par la caverne troglodytique,” L’Architecture
d’aujourd’hui, no. 102 (June/July 1962): 31.
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Figure 4.1: Cave Explorer from Edouard Utudjian and Daniel Bernet, Architecture et Urbanisme
Souterrains (Paris: Robert Laffont, 1966), 42.

Figure 4.2: Le monde des caverns a toujours existé, page spread from
Edouard Utudjian and Daniel Bernet, Architecture et urbanisme souterrains (Paris: Robert
Laffont, 1966), n.p.
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Figure 4.3: Page spread from Edouard Utudjian and Daniel Bernet, Architecture et urbanisme
souterrains (Paris: Robert Laffont, 1966), 23.

Figure 4.4: Page spread from Edouard Utudjian and Daniel Bernet, Architecture et urbanisme
souterrains (Paris: Robert Laffont, 1966), 12-13.
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Figure 4.5: Page spread from Edouard Utudjian and Daniel Bernet, Architecture et urbanisme
souterrains (Paris: Robert Laffont, 1966), 14-15.

Figure 4.6: Diagrams of nuclear fallout shelters, from The Situationist Times, no. 4 (October
1963): 139.
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Figure 4.7: Guy Debord, Destruktion Af RSG-6: En Kollektiv Manifestation Af Situationistisk
Internationale (Odense: Galerie EXI, 1963), cover page.

Figure 4.8: Destruktion Af RSG-6, Galerie EXI, Odense, Denmark, 1963, installation view, from
Guy Debord, Destruktion Af RSG-6: En Kollektiv Manifestation Af Situationistisk Internationale
(Odense, Denmark: Galerie EXI, 1963). n.p.
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Figure 4.9: J. V. Martin, Europe, 4 hours and 30 minutes after the Third World War, from Guy
Debord, Destruktion Af RSG-6: En Kollektiv Manifestation Af Situationistisk Internationale
(Odense: Galerie EXI, 1963). n.p.

Figure 4.10: J. V. Martin with North America after Third World War, from
Guy Debord, Destruktion Af RSG-6: En Kollektiv Manifestation Af Situationistisk Internationale
(Odense: Galerie EXI, 1963). n.p.
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Figure 4.11: Claude Parent and Paul Virilio, Church of Sainte-Bernadette du Banlay, 1963–66,
Nevers, France. Photo by the author.

Figure 4.12: Claude Parent and Paul Virilio, Church Sainte-Bernadette du Banlay, 1963–66,
Nevers, France. Photo by the author.
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Figure 4.13: Claude Parent, section plan of Sainte-Bernadette du Banlay, 1963. Ink on tracing
paper. Photo: François Lauginie. Collection Frac Centre-Val de Loire.

4.14: Paul Virilio, Tilting, 1958–65, from Paul Virilio, Bunker Archeology, trans. George Collins
(1975; repr., New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1994), 168.
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Figure 4.15: Claude Parent, ground floor plan of Sainte-Bernadette du Banlay, 1963.
Ink on tracing paper. Photo: Philippe Magnon. Collection Frac Centre-Val de Loire.

Figure 4.16: Paul Virilio and Claude Parent, diagram illustrating the Fonction oblique, from Paul
Virilio, “The Oblique Function,” Architecture Principe 1966 et 1996, trans. George Collins
(1966; repr., Paris: Éditions de l’Imprimeur, 1996), 3.
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Figure 4.17: Paul Virilio, Disappearing, from Paul Virilio, Bunker Archeology, trans. George
Collins (1975; repr., New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1994), 191.

Figure 4.18: Paul Virilio, Empty Framework, Abandoned, Tilted into the Sand Like the Skin of an
Extinct Species, from Paul Virilio, Bunker Archeology, trans. George Collins (1975; repr., New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1994), 175.
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Figure 4.19: William Klein, Qui êtes-vous Polly Maggoo?,
1966, film stills, from Aujourd’hui 53 (May/June 1966): 114.
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